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PREFACE

MOTIVATION FOR THIS THESIS
From the early days on, sequential systems, possibly non-deterministic ones,
have been built with the intention to apply some functional transformation
on some input data to produce, if and when terminating, a certain result. An
example might be a sorting algorithm where a particular list of items (input)
is transformed into the sorted counterpart (output) of that list.
Opposed to sequential systems reactive systems have been introduced in
the literature [39]. The significant difference between the two lies in the fact
that sequential systems are always expected to terminate (although this is
not always true) and to deliver some final result whereas reactive systems are
expected not to terminate (although their lifetime will most often be bounded)
but to maintain ongoing interaction with the environment. Controlling of
nuclear power plants and geo-stationary satellites might serve as examples for
reactive systems.
Another class of computing systems is termed parallel systems. There, not
the question of termination is significant but the question of truly parallel or
interleaved parallel execution of different tasks. Recently neural networks have
appeared which can be considered an example of a (highly) parallel computing
system.
Real-time systems, a further example of a class of computing systems, have
the characteristic feature that the time of the occurrence of events or the time
between two occurrences of events becomes important. Suppose a command
has been given by the ground control station to prevent a satellite in the orbit
from drifting away. Then, one would expect that the response of the satellite,
for example the confirmation of position changing, will reach the ground within
some short amount of time because otherwise the satellite could drift away.
Technological change and user needs for decentralized computing have
forced people to build more and more complex systems. One class of systems play an important role in the every day life in our community because
life itself has become extremely dependent on them. Take, for example, the
control system needed for space shuttle missions including the ground control
system as well as the shuttle control system. Or think of a traffic control
system where unwanted chaotic states in cities or on highways would appear
when they are failing. Regard, for example, the impacts of failing stop lights
on the happenings at a crossing point. In our view, the properties of distribution and time dependency are relevant and common to all such systems for
which reasons we will call them distributed real-time systems. Because of their
complexity and their impact on every day life the quest for suitable models
will be urgent.
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In general, models for computing systems can be divided into two main
classes: those having as basic assumption that executions can be totally ordered, i.e., states or transitions in an execution are elements of a totally ordered set. This approach is extensively used for sequential systems and has
been adopted to reactive and parallel systems (see, for example, Manna and
Pnueli [64]). The alternative approach rejects the assumption of total ordering
and makes use of partial orderings (see, for example, Reisig [73]). The fundamental distinction between the two lies in the fact that the first one defines
projections from the set of all occurrences of events, which are observable,
onto a quite often linear time scale (time-observer-based models) whereas the
second one uses a causal structure to order occurrences of events (cause-effectbased models).
The main disadvantage of the time-observer-based models, as provided in
the literature by several authors, is that the observer is a sequential one also in
the case of distributed real-time systems. In our view, it will be more intuitive
to have a distributed observer in the case of distributed systems. Doing so
it will lead to the possibility to differentiate in the specifications between
local properties, i.e., properties local to some location—think of a processor or
process—, and distributed properties, i.e., properties common to some or all
such locations.
Hence, in this thesis, we will at first develop a space and time model for
distributed real-time systems, that is, a model that is based on observations
made by an external observer in space and time. Second, we will develop
a space and time logic to reason about properties of distributed real-time
systems, that is, a logic comprising a suitable language whose semantics is
based on the space and time model and a deduction system providing basic
properties and allowing us to derive other properties.
As a consequence of our space and time model and logic, the specifications
of distributed real-time systems will be more structured than, e.g., corresponding temporal logic specifications thereby not neglecting the requirement of
implementation bias freedom. We shall need less proposition and predicate
symbols because the same property at different locations or time points asks
for one symbol only. Thereby, note that we will confine ourselves, in this thesis,
to specification issues and leave out any formal treatment of a programming
language for distributed real-time systems.

χ
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OVERVIEW
This thesis is divided into two parts: part I provides the logical foundations
and introduces our specification method. Part II discusses primitive com
munication techniques in the light of our specification method and presents
specifications and verifications of two paradigms from the field of distributed
real-time systems, i.e., atomic broadcast and group membership. Finally, ap
pendix A provides a basic system of locative temporal logic (LTL) as it used
in part II. In particular, this thesis proceeds as follows:
1 Several distinct logics are applied in computer science for the
specification and verification of system properties. They provide a rather
low level of description language and most often stress only one aspect
of reasoning thereby neglecting others. An introductory motivation will
be given for our kind of logic, i.e., a logic that enables reasoning about
temporal and locative properties in a unified formalism.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 1.1 discusses clas
sical logic-based specification and verification methods in the light of
some general properties. A structural defect is derived. In section 1.2,
the characteristic features of distributed real-time systems are discussed.
In section 1.3, conclusions are drawn for a specification method based
on modal logic that resolves the structural defect. Finally, section 1.4
introduces the paradigm of dining philosophers that is used throughout
the first part of this thesis as a running example.
2 Classical temporal logic has been shown valuable for reasoning
about qualitative properties of various kinds of systems, e.g., transfor
mational systems, message passing systems, and reactive systems. It
has also been shown that the pure qualitative view on time will not be
adequate for real-time systems. To resolve this deficiency metric tem
poral logic has been proposed: classical temporal operators have been
extended by an index denoting the temporal distance between the in
volved time points.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 2.1 provides a dis
cussion of relevant properties of time and clocks concluding with a sum
mary of those properties that we will attribute to our temporal reference
space. In section 2.2, we will review metric temporal logic as introduced
by Koymans [54]. Section 2.3 provides a temporal logic specification of
the dining philosophers paradigm as introduced in the introduction.
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3 The idea of a locative logic has been pronounced by various peo
ple with different intentions at different times. Our motivation for a
locative logic had been given by so called communication networks in
distributed real-time systems. Communication networks can be regarded
as graphs and as such they can be defined in terms of a set of locations
together with a relation of reachability.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 3.1 provides a dis
cussion of relevant properties of space and nets concluding with a sum
mary of those properties that we will attribute to our locative reference
space. In section 3.2, we will introduce a basic version of locative logic
with the additional feature of locative distances. Section 3.3 provides a
locative logic specification of the dining philosophers paradigm as intro
duced in the introduction.
4 The idea of having more than one dimension for reasoning about
systems has been pronounced by various people with different intentions
at different times. In all but one case, to our knowledge, these dimensions
have been chosen to be equal, for example, two time dimensions. Our
motivation for a locative temporal logic had been given by two aspects
that are common to all distributed real-time systems: distribution of
computing power and actions in real-time. Events in a distributed real
time system become dependent on the location and the time point of
their occurrence. Thus a space-time model seems adequate for such
systems.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 4.1 discusses our
locative temporal reference space. In section 4.2, we will formally define
a basic version of locative temporal logic with the additional features of
locative and temporal distances. Section 4.3 provides a locative temporal
logic specification of the dining philosophers paradigm as introduced in
the introduction. In section 4.4, we will summarize the results from part I
and draw some conclusions emerging from the several specifications of
the dining philosphers paradigm.
5 In part I of this thesis, we have developed a locative temporal
reference space together with a locative temporal logic for specifying and
reasoning about properties of distributed real-time systems. Part II of
this thesis will now be devoted to some applications from the field of
such systems. Before doing so in subsequent chapters, we will at first
formalize some fundamental concepts that have already been discussed
informally in chapter 1.

CHAPTER
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This chapter contains the following sections: Section 5.1, gives a short
introduction to this second part. Especially the examples will be set in
relation. In section 5.2, we provide a formalization of the notion of a
distributed real-time system and some related concepts. These notions
will be illustrated by the paradigm of a distributed watchdog.
6 According to the two-sorted nature of our approach, several communication techniques can be discriminated w.r.t. their impact mainly
on space or mainly on time. In the literature, we have found w.r.t.
locative discrimination point-to-point-based and diffusion-based communication techniques and w.r.t. temporal discrimination synchronous and
asynchronous communication techniques.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 6.1 investigates
point-to-point-based and diffusion-based communication techniques and
section 6.2 investigates synchronous and asynchronous communication
techniques. In section 6.3, we draw some conclusions resulting from our
investigations in this chapter.
7 A basic problem in distributed real-time systems is that of information dissemination among processes when the system or parts of it
are sensitive of failures. A well-known example to overcome particular
failure situations is an atomic broadcast protocol that provides a communication service to prevent a distributed real-time system from failing
under certain conditions.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 7.1 provides an
informal discussion of the atomic broadcast service. In section 7.2, we
present a formal specification of the atomic broadcast service. In section 7.3, we present the specification of protocols tolerating only particular processor failures, i.e., processor fail-stop without any network
partitions. This class of protocols will be proved to satisfy the atomic
broadcast service. In section 7.4, we draw some conclusions resulting
from our investigations in this chapter.
8 Another basic problem in distributed real-time systems is that of
reaching agreement on processor group membership, i.e., which processors are functioning correctly at a certain point in time. A well-known
solution is a processor group membership protocol that guarantees the
same view among the correct processors in the system despite the occurrence of processor startups or failures.

CHAPTER
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This chapter contains the following sections: Section 8.1 provides an
informal discussion of the processor group membership service. In section 8.2, we present a formal specification of the processor group membership service. In section 8.3, we present a formal specification of a class
of protocols based on periodic broadcast. This class of protocols will be
proved to satisfy the group membership service. In section 8.4, we draw
some conclusions resulting from our investigations in this chapter.
9 This chapter summarizes our investigations presented in part I
and part II of this thesis. In particular, the general properties (cf. chapter 1) that one should require of an adequate specification method will
be examined in the context of our specification method LTL. Still open
points within our logical system LTL will be reviewed and possible directions for future work will be discussed.

CHAPTER

This chapter contains the following sections: Section 9.1, provides a
summary of our investigations undertaken in this thesis and draws some
conclusions. Section 9.2 briefly reviews still open points within LTL and
introduces some possible items for future work.
A In general, a logical system consists of the set of well-formed
formulae given through the language of the logic and the notion of consequence, that is, "a particular formula is derivable from a set of formulae
in the corresponding logic". The logical system for LTL to be presented
here has been used throughout the whole part II of this thesis.

APPENDIX

This appendix contains the following sections: In section A.l, we will
summarize the language of LTL resulting from the investigations in
part I and used in part II. Section A.2 provides the formal semantics
of basic logical operators of LTL. Section A.3 contains the definition
of LTL consequence, that is, definitions of dual and other non-primitive
operators, axioms, and rules. At the end we will state some properties
derivable within LTL.

NOTES FOR READING
The similarities of chapters 2, 3, and 4 w.r.t. organization and content are
desired and intended by the author. The reasons for our decision had been
given by needs of comparability: differences and correspondencies between
temporal logic, locative logic, and locative temporal logic could so become
clearer and sharper. The same arguments apply to organization and content
of chapters 7 and 8.
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In the proofs of part II, references to particular formulae will be made. We
shall make use of a referencing mechanism that is divided into the following
types of formulae:
1. references to formulae that are local to the proof at issue; these are
represented by the number of the corresponding formula followed by a
point, e.g., "2.",
2. references to formulae that are local to the specification at issue; these
are represented by the number of the corresponding formula surrounded
by parentheses, e.g., "(3)",
3. references to formulae that are contained in our logical system LTL as
provided in appendix A; these are represented by the number of the corresponding formula preceded by "LTL-" and surrounded by parentheses,
e.g., "(LTL-10)", and
4. references to formulae that are derived in our logical system LTL as
theorems, propositions, etc.; these are represented by the number of
the corresponding theorem, proposition, etc., preceded by "THEOREM
" , "PROPOSITION " , etc., e.g.,

"THEOREM

6.1".

A last note for reading should be allowed: in this thesis, we shall make
use of some fundamental concepts of graph theory. For those details that
are not provided in subsequent chapters we refer the interested reader to the
corresponding literature, e.g., [36, 37, 86].
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

OUTLINE

Several distinct logics are applied in computer science for the specification and verification of system properties. They provide a
rather low level of description language and most often stress only
one aspect of reasoning thereby neglecting others. An introductory
motivation will be given for our kind of logic, i.e., a logic that enables reasoning about temporal and locative properties in a unified
formalism.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 1.1 discusses
classical logic-based specification and verification methods in the
light of some general properties. A structural defect is derived.
In section 1.2, the characteristic features of distributed real-time
systems are discussed. In section 1.3, conclusions are drawn for a
specification method based on modal logic that resolves the structural defect. Finally, section 1.4 introduces the paradigm of dining
philosophers that is used throughout the first part of this thesis as
a running example.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

SPECIFICATION METHODS

Quite often, if not always, the choice for a particular specification method, i.e.,
a specification language together with a method for proving system properties
is a personal taste of its author or user. This will also be true in our case,
of course. Nevertheless, there are some general properties that one should
require of an adequate specification method, that is, a specification method
where the descriptional complexity will be comparable 1 to the complexity of
the corresponding system:
> Formality to ensure concise and unambiguous specifications and rigorous
proofs enabling serious discussions about details.
> Abstractness to ensure that all irrelevant details (implementation bias)
must not be specified.
> Expressiveness to ensure that all important properties of the application
area can be specified.
> Separation of concerns 2 to support structured specifications enforcing a
clear understanding of the necessary details.
> Unity within diversity 3 to establish a relationship between seemingly
diverse objects within a unified framework.
The first three properties will be constituent for what adequacy is whereas
the last two properties determine a possible way how to reach adequacy. Formality, abstractness, and expressiveness are obvious and have been referred
to in the corresponding literature for many times (a more recent reference is
[54] by Koymans). The last two properties—the really driving forces for the
investigations undertaken in this thesis—ask for further clarification.
1.1.1

SEPARATION OF CONCERNS

Separation of concerns is a structural property and really means a priori fixed
separation of concerns explicitly visible in the specification method. It highly
depends on its application area (see section 1.2 for more details). It can be
achieved in many different ways. Let us regard three logical approaches that
'Comparability between the two complexities has also been posed for transition systems
by Husberg [45].
2
The old paradigm of separation of concerns has been pronounced to us by Hanno Wupper
as a valuable principle for the specification and verification of reliable real-time systems.
3
This phrase is borrowed from Davis and Hersh [23].

1.1.
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are widely accepted as basis for the specification and verification of distributed
real-time systems: pure first-order predicate logic as applied by, e.g., Lamport
[56] and Cristian et al. [20], Hoare logic as applied by, e.g., Hoare [41], Zwiers
[96], and Hooman [43], and temporal logic as applied by, e.g., Pnueli [69],
Barringer et al. [5], and Manna and Pnueli [64].
In pure first-order predicate logic, a priori fixed separation of concerns is
not at all present. Suitable means for reasoning have to be provided in the
specifications itself. Moreover, a formal notion of program correctness will be
missing, thus violating the formality requirement. On the other hand predicate
logic gives much freedom to the user himself.
In classical Hoare logic, separation of concerns is manifested in a Hoare
triple:

{ψ} π {ψ}
where a program π is separated from its pre-condition φ and its post
condition ψ.4 As it has been invented originally for reasoning about sequen
tial programs [41], the structure of these formulae supports our thinking about
such programs in an intuitive and convincing way. On the other hand classical
Hoare logic will, in general, not be applicable to distributed real-time systems:
it is a logic for specifying and proving partial correctness of programs, i.e.,
correctness in the case that the corresponding program terminates, but dis
tributed real-time systems are most often built from reactive programs [39],
i.e., programs that are supposed not to terminate. In this sense, classical
Hoare logic violates, w.r.t. distributed real-time systems, the expressiveness
requirement above. To get rid of such deficiencies extensions of classical Hoare
logic have been suggested, e.g., by Hooman [43].
In a formalism based on classical temporal logic (SAT-formalism), sepa
ration of concerns is present in the following respects. Firstly, a separation
similar to Hoare triples is used for the correctness formulae:
π SAT φ
where π again is a program and φ is a specification written in temporal
logic. Secondly, time has been made explicit in the specification language by
providing special temporal operators to reason about the underlying temporal
structure. The basic temporal operators are always and eventually, respec
tively:

D

О

4
Note that pre- and post-conditions are themselves specified in pure first-order predicate
logic.
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With such temporal operators properties can then be specificed indefinitely
w.r.t. time points. Thus, primitive propositions and predicates can be freed
from temporal aspects. Thirdly, it has been shown by Manna and Pnueli
[63, 64] that a particular class of properties can be identified with a particular
canonical temporal formula. For instance, the canonical temporal formulae of
safety and liveness properties expressing that "nothing bad will happen" and
"eventually something good must happen" will be, respectively:

D φ

Οφ

Response and persistence properties expressing that "infinitely often some
thing good will happen" and "all but finitely many times something good will
happen" is specified by the following canonical temporal formulae, respec
tively:
D<0<¿>

ΟΟφ

Nevertheless, formalisms based on classical temporal logic also have their
shortcomings as has been shown by Koymans [54]: classical temporal logic only
provides for qualitative temporal reasoning but quantitative timing properties
such as bounded response and periodicity will also be present. To get rid of
these shortcomings extensions have already been suggested, e.g., by Koymans
[54] and by Harel, Lichtenstein, and Pnueli [40].
1.1.2

U N I T Y WITHIN DIVERSITY

A priori diversity is achieved, for example, by the requirement of separation
of concerns. As the latter requirement, unity within diversity also depends on
its application area (see section 1.2 for more details). Unity within diversity
is again a structural property and it is attainable in many different ways. Let
us, once more, consider the three logical approaches as mentioned above, i.e.,
pure first-order predicate logic, classical Hoare logic, and classical temporal
logic.
Pure first-order predicate logic is a very general framework that unifies in
some sense other logics, e.g., modal logics—although we know from correspon
dence theory that there is no exact one-to-one correspondence between modal
logic and first-order predicate logic [7]. Pure first-order predicate logic gives
most freedom to its user but, on the other hand, no structural elements are
a priori provided except for the usual distinction between individual variables
and predicate and function symbols. It follows that unity within diversity has
been achieved in predicate logic to a great extent but a priori fixed separation
of concerns and thus diversity will be missing.
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Classical Hoare logic unifies sequential reasoning within the diversity of
pre- and post-conditions and programs. 5 This unity is logically manifested in
Hoare triples {ψ} π {ψ} and the rule of consequence:
<P -> φ' , {φ'} π {^}
{ψ} π {φ}

, φ' -» φ

Also in this case it is obvious that logical derivation (deduction) is responsible
for the unity within diversity.
In temporal logics, too, logical derivation (deduction) provides the means
for unification. Time has been separated from other aspects such that primi
tive predicates now will be definable indefinite w.r.t. some time scale. Logical
derivation, therefore, becomes temporal derivation, that is, reasoning about
system properties is unified by temporal reasoning. In [54], Koymans describes
this as "the specification method is based on a single formalism covering all
aspects of a specification" and later on "the specifications remain purely tem
poral" .
Going beyond the pure temporal framework we find in the theory of modal
logic, of which temporal logic is a derivative, a foundation that gives rise
to unity within more diversity, i.e., many-sorted modal logic. We will come
back to this discussion in section 1.3 on modal logic. A kind of many-sorted
modal logic has also been developed by Stuhlmann-Laeisz [83] (unfortunately,
Stuhlmann-Laeisz called his logic himself many-dimensional). An analogous
theory namely that of many-dimensional modal logic has been developed by
Venema [87]. The two approaches differ in that many-sorted modal logic is
founded on the direct product of possibly different universes whereas manydimensional modal logic is founded on the direct product of equal universes
(see Venema [87], footnote on page 46). 6
1.1.3

A

STRUCTURAL D E F E C T

Common to classical logic-based specification and verification formalisms is the
property that they allow for reasoning about the global state of a system, i.e.,
primitive propositions and predicates over particular domains, e.g., message
and processor domains, will always be interpreted for the whole system. No
distinction can be made explicit between local and global properties. 7 This is,
5
By the way, this is also true for Dijkstra's weakest pre-condition logic [25]. The difference
really lies in the analytical and synthetical character of Hoare and Dijkstra logic (cf. also
[2]), respectively.
6
From a programming language point of view (see, e.g., Algol 68 [92]), the difference is
the same as between records and arrays.
7
For classical temporal logic, this has already been observed by Pnueli in [70].
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in our view, a considerable disadvantage or, as we call it, a structural defect.
The paradigm of an external observer in time who investigates the behaviour
of a system and tries to order the occurrences of events by projections onto
one global time scale is adequate for sequential possibly non-deterministic
systems but not for distributed real-time systems which are also built from
truly parallel executing processes.8
The structural defect becomes obvious when we try to specify, e.g., ter
mination in a distributed real-time system: should the termination time of
the whole system be the maximum of the individual termination times of the
several processes, should it be the maximum at the different processors, should
it be the set of the individual termination times of all processes, or what cri
terium might it else be?
Regardless of a general solution a particular one for the termination prob
lem might be to introduce as many propositional termination variables as
individual components (processes or processors) are present in the system. Or
instead of many propositional variables we can define one primitive predicate
with a suitable parametrization over a domain of processes or processors. For
example, let be given a predicate terminated(t,p)
indicating termination of
a process ρ before or at time t. Then, the following formulae specify the
maximum view of the overall termination time and the individual view, re
spectively:
3t : Vp : terminated(t,

p)

Vp : 3t : terminated(t,

p)

From first-order predicate logic, we also know that the first formula implies
the second but not vice versa, i.e.,
[ 3i : Vp : terminated(t,p)

] —* [ Vp : 3t : terminated(t,p)

]

This coincides with our intuition that if we have a temporal upper bound such
that each process has terminated before or at that point then for each process
there exists a time point such that this process has terminated before or at
that point. A third solution has been provided by Hooman [43] in that suitable
assumptions or conditions, e.g., about no activity of components, are added
in the corresponding proof rules. Our preferred solution has been suggested
in [90] where we used a two-sorted modal logic.9
In general, there exist many solutions to cope with the problems result
ing from the desirable distinction between local and global properties in dis
tributed real-time systems. One class of solutions is founded in the principle of
8
T h e same criticism has been pronounced by, among others, Reisig [73]. His preferred
solution is causality-based, that is, not a total order semantics but a partial order semantics.
9
Note that the term "two-sorted modal logic" has been suggested by Wim Koole [50].
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compositionality of the corresponding semantics and proof system as indicated
by de Roever [77] and later by Hooman [43]. In the latter case, for instance, a
metric temporal logic10 has been used together with a CSP-like programming
language and a compositional verification method. Special predicates have
been introduced in the temporal assertion language to reason about termination and communication.
For example, a constant predicate done has been used in [43] to express
immediate termination without any further time delay. To cope with the
problem of termination in parallel composition two different proof rules have
been provided there: let πι and π2 be two processes and let φχ and ψ2 be two
assertions describing the properties of πι and π^, respectively. If neither φχ nor
ψ2 contains the termination predicate done then the rule of "simple parallel
composition" [43] can be applied to get an assertion about the properties of
the parallel composition of πι and Ж2 from their corresponding assertions:
πι SAT φχ , π2 SAT φ-ι , neither φχ nor φι contains done
πι Κ π2 SAT φχ Λ φ2
provided dch{ipì) Ç dch(ifi)(i = 1,2) where deh is a function that delivers all
directed (logical) channels referred to by a specification or program, respectively.
Such simple and intuitive rule will not be valid in the general case because
in Hooman's maximal parallelism model πι || π2 will have terminated when
both πι and π2 have terminated. So one has to take into account that either
πι terminates before π2 or π2 terminates before πχ or πχ and π2 terminate at
the same point in time. This is expressed by the disjunction in the rule of
"general parallel composition" [43] where С and D are the temporal operators
"chop" 1 1 and "always", respectively, and noact is a predicate that is true when
no activities take place on the corresponding channels, i.e., when all channels
in the argument of noact are neither used for synchronization (waiting) nor
for transmission:
πι SAT φι , π 2 SAT φ2
πχ У π2 SAT (φχ Λ (<¿>2C D noact(dch(n2)))) V (φ2 Λ (φχΟ O ηοαοί(άοΚ(π\))))
Hence, if πι terminates before π2 or both terminate at the same time point
the parallel composition πι || π2 will satisfy φ2 Λ (φιΟ D noact(dch(ni)))
10

A thorough investigation of metric temporal logic can be found in [54].
"informally speaking, φΟψ holds on a model if that model can be decomposed into two
consecutive (sub-) models such that φ holds on the first and ф holds on the second (sub-)
model. Sometimes, connective С is also called "combine".
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expressing that the assertion about the parallel composition will be con
structed from the component assertions ψ\ and φ<ι with the additional prop
erty that after termination of πι no activities will take place on the channels
of πι (see right disjunct above). If Ж2 terminates before πι or both termi
nate at the same time point the parallel composition πι || τι will satisfy
φι Л (угС D noactfâchfa))) expressing that the assertion about the parallel
composition will again be constructed from the component assertions φι and
φι but now with the additional property that after termination of Έ4 no ac
tivities will take place on the channels of -K<¡. (see left disjunct above). In case
that πι and -π<ι terminate at the same time point both disjuncts will be true,
i.e., πχ || Ж2 SAT φι Λ φι Л (угС D noact(dch(n2))) Л (<¿>iC D noact(dch(ni))).
For more details, we refer the interested reader to Hooman [43]. We shall
ourselves come back to this discussion in chapter 9 of this thesis.
An earlier result on composition of temporal logic specifications has been
published by Barringer, Kuiper, and Pnueli [5] where the temporal formulae are interpreted over labelled sequences of states. This approach uses beyond global and local individual variables and state propositions so called edge
propositions which allow to distinguish between transitions effected by a module and transitions performed by others. Hence, the structural defect from
above is maintained although a distinction between transitions of different
modules can be made explicit.

1.2

DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

No commonly accepted definition exists of what a distributed real-time system exactly is or what at least properties are so that discrimination between
a distributed real-time system and, e.g., a transformational system [39] makes
sense. The following characterization of a distributed real-time system is inspired by Sloman and Kramer [82] and by Kopetz and Ochsenreiter [52]:
A distributed real-time system is a (computing) system consisting
of several distinct processes which are possibly dispersed among spatially separated autonomous processors and which have to adhere
to timing constraints. The processes coordinate their activities and
interact in order to cooperate to achieve an overall goal.
Hence, the general purpose of a distributed real-time system is "to achieve
an overall goal". But this will also be true for, e.g., transformational systems.
What makes the distinction significant between distributed real-time systems
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and others must, therefore, be manifested in the processes' properties "dispersed among spatially separated autonomous processors", "have to adhere
to timing constraints", "coordinate their activities", and "interact in order to
cooperate".
Coordination of the activities between several processes is reached by
means of synchronization. Cooperation is done by means of message transmission over a communication network.
Adherence to timing constraints is founded on a certain degree of accuracy
in the knowledge of time. This knowledge of time allows, e.g., for time stamping messages and for measuring time periods between occurrences of events.
The source of knowledge of time 12 is called a clock. A particular configuration
of clocks in a distributed real-time system is called a clock system.
1.2.1

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

A communication network consists of a number of spatially separated autonomous processors together with (physical) channels between them. 13 We
can think of these channels as being cables, wires, radio, or what ever can
be used to connect a pair of processors so that communication in some sense
becomes possible. That part of a distributed real-time system which is responsible for transferring information between spatially separated processors
will be called communication system. It makes use of the underlying communication network.
A communication network itself provides the lowest level in a distributed
real-time system, that is, processors and physical channels that are sensitive
to hardware failure. Most often additional software will be added to overcome failure situations and to prevent the whole system from failing in case
of particular hardware faults.
Communication networks differ in the number of processors, the number
of channels, and the way processors and channels are related to each other.
Some sample topologies are provided in figure 1.1. As usual, we will represent
a communication network by graph theoretical means.
In figure 1.1, picture (a) represents a completely connected network. That
is, every node in the network is linked to every other node in the network.
Such a configuration provides high message throughput and low transmission
time delays because message transmission between multiple nodes can proceed
end-to-end in parallel. As a result the communication software can be simple
12

This term is borrowed from Levi and Agrawala [60].
When no additional qualification is added to the term "channel" it will become clear
from the context where it is used.
13
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Figure 1.1: Sample Topologies of a Communication Network

because routing via intermediate nodes is not needed. Complete intercon
nections will also be of advantage when high reliability is demanded because
multiple channels can be used for redundancy when channels or processors
are failing. Opposed to such positive properties we have that the costs for
complete interconnections will be high. Adding a new processor will result in
η more channels, if η is the number of nodes in the old network, and some
additional work will, in general, be necessary to manage the new channel at
each node.
Picture (b) of figure 1.1 represents a star network. In this configuration,
a central switching node is given to which all other nodes in the network are
linked. All channels are single. Throughput of the network depends on the
throughput of the central switching node. The transmission time delay de
pends at most on one intermediate node, namely the central one. A main
disadvantage of this configuration type is its low reliability in the sense that
if the central node fails then the whole network will suffer from it and com
munication no longer can take place.
Picture (c) of figure 1.1 represents a ring network. Expansion costs are
low because only one new channel is needed when a new processor is added to
the ring. Transmission time delays depend on the capabilities of each node.
Most often it is assumed that communication is unidirectional and, hence,
transmission will take place in directed rounds through the whole ring. The
disadvantage of a ring lies in its low reliability because when a processor fails
or a channel goes down communication in the whole network will be prevented.
Picture (d) of figure 1.1 represents a disconnected network. Such a con
figuration is of less interest because the two disconnected components cannot
communicate with each other while for each such (connected) component the
above discussion will apply.
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CLOCK SYSTEMS

A clock system consists of a number of spatially separated clocks. Because
most often the clocks are part of the corresponding processor it is usual to use
the already installed communication network for clock controlling and reading.
That part of a distributed real-time system which provides means for accessing
and maintaining knowledge of time will be called here a time system.
Three basic types of clock systems (cf. figure 1.2) can be distinguished [60]:
a central clock system as given in picture (a), a master/slave clock system as
in picture (b), and a distributed clock system as presented in picture (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: Sample Topologies of Clock Systems
In a central clock system, only one clock is available for the whole system.
This clock is called the central clock. The time shown by this clock is provided
to each process in the system. The communication traffic is low because
at most one message is required for each process. Reliability w.r.t. time
knowledge is low but it can be increased by a second, redundant standby clock
which is used when the central clock fails. Problems due to synchronization
do not occur because all processes refer to the same clock.
A master /slave clock system contains η + 1 clocks: one clock plays the
role of a so called master clock which controls the η so called slave clocks.
Getting the slave clocks synchronized with the master clock and keeping them
synchronized is the main problem in such configurations. The communication
traffic will not be much greater than in the previous type of clock system
because the master has to provide the correction to the slave. What is more
in the master/slave clock system is that the correction has to be applied by the
slave to its local clock which will not be necessary in the central clock system
because there is only one clock. The reliability of master/slave clock systems
highly depends on the availability of the master clock: when the master fails
a new master has to be elected. A failing slave clock only has impact on those
processes with which it is associated but, in general, has no impact on the
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whole system.
A distributed clock system contains η clocks of equal importance. The
communication traffic is much higher than in the previous two systems because
each site has to provide its own time value to all other sites in the system.
A failing clock only has impact on the processes associated with it but, in
general, has no impact on the whole system.
1.2.3

PROCESSES

A process in a distributed real-time system is an object with which behaviour
can be associated. From a structural point of view, such a process consists of
a program written in a certain programming language, a processor on which
the program is to be executed, a clock for accessing and measuring time, and
channels for coordination and cooperation with other processes. This view of
a process is illustrated in figure 1.3.

Ç program

Ç

clock

f

)

Q

channeli,...,

j

(_

channeln

processor^

)

Figure 1.3: Process Components
A program here is understood as a possibly non-deterministic possibly
communicating sequential program, that is, a program that may contain the
usual constructs for variable assigment, sequential composition, deterministic
or non-deterministic choice, and loops [93]. Moreover, because we have to do
with coordination and cooperation between processes, constructs for synchronization and communication such as c!e and c?x [42] may also be contained in
a certain program. 14
14

Note that it is not our goal in this thesis to provide a particular programming language.
We only regard distributed real-time systems from a specification point of view. The interested reader is referred to, e.g., Hooman [43] for a recently published full account of a
specification and verification method. In [90], we have ourselves suggested an extension of
Hooman's approach by using our two-sorted modal logic.
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Distribution of processes among processors may depend on many different
aspects: for instance, the failure of processors may lead to a particular relation
between processes and processors or, because of its task, a certain process must
be associated with a special purpose processor. Another aspect is that of the
kind of parallelism in a distributed real-time system. For example, do we want
to allow for interleaved execution of processes or do we only allow for truly
parallel execution? A comparison of the number of processes with the number
of processors might be helpful: in case that the number of processes is greater
than the number of processors there is no one-to-one correspondence between
processes and processors. Therefore, it will not be possible that each process
has its own processor and distribution of processes over processors will not be
a simple task and must be determined by further conditions. In case that the
number of processes ¿5 less than the number of processors there is again no
one-to-one correspondence between processes and processors. But this time
there are enough processors to allow each process to have its own processor
and, therefore, distribution of processes over processors will be a simple task
as long as no other conditions become relevant. Finally, in case that the
number of processes ¿5 equal to the number of processors there is a one-to-one
correspondence between processes and processors and, therefore, distribution
of processes over processors will be as simple as in the second case.
Correctness of a distributed real-time system depends on the correctness
the participating processes. Correctness of a participating process, in its turn,
depends on the correctness of the process components. As the whole system may suffer from failing processes, a process itself may suffer from faulty
components. From figure 1.3 we know that two different kinds of process
components exist: software comprising programs and hardware comprising
processors, clocks, and channels.
All process components will be sensitive to faults where software faults
are "algorithmic faults stemming from unmastered complexity in the system
design" [72].15 Hardware faults may lead to a certain failure of a process or of
the whole system although that process or system has been designed correctly.
A particular hierarchy of failure classes that has been borrowed from Cristian
et al. [20] has been provided in figure 1.4. There, an arrow indicates that the
failure class at the start point is contained in the failure class at the end point.
A timing failure occurs when in response to a specified input the corresponding output is, in fact, provided but it is given too early (early timing
failure) or it is given too late (late timing failure). The case where the cor15

Note that in the remainder of this thesis we will not be concerned with software faults
although it is very important even in the case of distributed real-time systems.
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Figure 1.4: Failure Classification

responding output is never given (omission failure) can be regarded as a late
timing failure with infinite arrival time. An authentication-detectable failure
occurs when in response to a specified input an output is provided that is,
in fact, the expected one but it is too early or too late or that is, at first
sight, different from the expected one but whose defect can algorithmically be
detected. The most general case is that of a Byzantine failure. It occurs when
in response to a specified input an output is provided that is not the expected
one but whose corruption is authentication-detectable or is undetectable.
For example, processors that have stopped their execution or processors
that do not forward a message because of workload may cause omission failures. Also a transmission medium between processors that loses messages may
cause omission failures. A clock that runs too fast or too slow so that time
stamping of messages will not be correct may cause timing failures. Message
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corruption by a faulty processor or by a faulty medium may cause Byzantine
failures. If in case of Byzantine failures there exists a method for detecting
and perhaps correcting a corrupted message, e.g., through a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) [79], then it is an authentication-detectable failure.

1.3

MODAL LOGIC

One of the origins of modal logic for the specification and verification of
computer programs was layed, although less formal, in Burstall's paper on
"Program Proving as Hand Simulation with a Little Induction" [12]. There,
Burstall combines the method of Manna and Pnueli [62] and Floyd's method
[27] to some kind of modal logic equivalent to S5. Burstall himself posed the
question:
"Further investigations, including a look at other modal operators
like 'after', might be profitable, asking 'What kind of modal logic
underlies our informal arguments about program executions?' "
The essence of modal logic is embodied in the concept of possible worlds
or sets of possible worlds. As formalized by Kripke, a so called Kripke model
comprises a set of possible worlds, a function assigning to each atomic formula, i.e., a primitive proposition a subset of possible worlds where it is true
(truth function), and a relation between possible worlds providing those worlds
that are accessible from a particular world (accessibility relation, reachability
relation, possibility relation, alternative relation).
Depending on the application area the accessibility relation gives rise to
different interpretations: in temporal logic, for example, this relation is defined
on the set of time points and is interpreted as temporal precedence or earlier
relation between points in time. Another example is that of dynamic logic
where the relation is interpreted as accessible through execution of a certain
program.
In this thesis, we will make use of another kind of logic that we will call
locative logic. Besides the basic question of what a possible world denotes
in a locative structure the most interesting question will be that about the
interpretation of the accessibility relation. One half of the answer can be
provided with the following citation of van Benthem [7]:
"In our correspondence theory we also want to see the bare bones:
a frame F is a couple (W, R) as above [W is the set of possible
worlds and R is the accessibility relation], but without a valuation
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[truth function]. There is nothing intrinsically 'modal' about all
this, of course. Frames are just the 'directed graphs' of Graph
Theory."
The second half of the answer has been pronounced by Harary, Norman,
and Cartwright [36]:
"In interpreting point and line, the social scientist may be interested in relationships that indicate the possibility, the necessity, or
the actual occurrence of an event. These different kinds of criteria
are reflected by the words 'can', 'must', and 'does', that is, by the
use of the potential, imperative, and indicative moods. Thus, a
line uv may be interpreted as 'person u can communicate to person v\ 'u must communicate to v\ or 'u does communicate to v\
There is nothing in the nature of digraph theory which requires
that the interpretation refer to any particular modality."
Together with our considerations in section 1.2 we may conclude: as interpretation for the possible worlds take the logical concept of a processor, that
is, a location where something may happen and interpret the lines in the graph
or, which is the same, the accessibility relation as "can communicate with".
In such a way we get a Kripke frame of two sorts (cf. Koole [50]): a temporal
structure to reason about temporal properties and a locative structure to reason about locative properties. Both structures will be static and do not evolve
in time. This is obvious for the temporal structure but not for the locative one.
That the locative structure is also static in time will be very important for our
approach because graphs are most often used to model dynamically evolving
networks, e.g., in [20] graphs may change in time and failure of a processor
is modelled by constructing a subgraph in which the faulty processor is not
a node. Dynamic evolution of networks in our approach must, therefore, be
specified differently. This will be investigated in chapter 3.
Both structures together form our reference space for reasoning about properties of distributed real-time systems. 16 As the name indicates, a reference
space is a conceptual means that must not be implemented but that allows to
talk and reason about reality. In this sense, the reference space must also meet
some properties. For the purposes in this thesis we will discuss the significant
properties in chapter 2 for the temporal structure and in chapter 3 for the
locative structure.
Wittgenstein would call it logical space [94].
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Of course, there exists some original work on logics dealing with operators
for referencing to time and space, e.g., topological modal logics [74, 32, 83].
Such logics resulted from investigations in the context of natural languages
where it is quite usual to refer to time points and places. E.g., the sentence
"At 11:39:13.628 on the morning of Tuesday, January 28, 1986, the last bit of
telemetry data was transmitted from the space shuttle Challenger."17 contains
the absolute time reference "At 11:39:13.628 on the morning of Tuesday, January 28, 1986" and the absolute space reference "space shuttle Challenger".
Another use of locations can be found in [16]: the basic idea there was to
let locations refer to (significant) points in a system hierarchy and to let the
accessibility relation denote a kind of subcomponent relation. 18
The differences between all such approaches are, in fact, founded in the
underlying semantical concepts. What is thus new in this thesis is that we use
locative logic to reason about communication networks.

1.4

A RUNNING EXAMPLE

At the end of this introduction, we start a discussion of a running example
that will be used to illustrate the significant distinctions between the logics
introduced in the subsequent chapters of part II and to demonstrate the adequacy of our approach of locative temporal logic. The running example is the
well-known paradigm of "dining philosophers" that has been stated for the
first time by Dijkstra in [24]. Our version is much simpler and is borrowed
from Barringer et al. [6]. In this chapter, we will informally discuss the basic
idea and provide a formal specification in first-order predicate logic.
1.4.1

T H E PROBLEM

A number of philosophers want to dine together. In order to guarantee that
every philosopher never goes hungry everyone has to eat sufficiently often.
Because they are all civilized people they are provided with forks. The problem
now is: on the one hand, the number of forks will be restricted so that not
all philosophers can use forks at the same moment and, on the other hand, a
philosopher will need two forks for eating. So, before a philosopher is allowed
to eat he must gather the forks from his neighbours. Then, possessing one fork
in his right hand and another fork in his left hand he can eat for at least two
17

We have found this citation in Malcolm McConnel's book [66] about the Challenger
disaster, page 244.
18
The idea of locations being points in a system hierarchy and accessibility being a subcomponent relation originally stemmed from Hanno Wupper.
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time units. In other words, having eaten needs forks for at least the previous
two time units. Moreover, neighbours are not allowed to possess two forks at
the same time (for more details on our version see [6]). 19
EXAMPLE 1.1 (DINING PHILOSOPHERS) Suppose we have a community of
four philosophers pi, рг, Рз, and p4, say, and the same number of forks Д,
/2, /з, and /4, say. To prevent the community from a hopeless muddle we as
sume that the philosophers will be sitting around a table and are only allowed
to exchange forks with their neighbours. This is illustrated in figure 1.5.

Л
Figure 1.5: Dining Philosophers
For instance, philosopher рз is allowed to make use of forks /3 and /4 only.
He will not be allowed to keep both forks infinitely long because then his two
neighbours, i.e., рг and p4 would never be able to eat. Moreover, philosopher
рз himself will only be allowed to eat if he possessed two forks at the last two
time points.
φ
1.4.2

T H E MODEL

An axiomatization of our model of the dining philosophers community will
comprise temporal properties as well as locative properties. Thereby, the
locative properties characterize the structure of the community. Note that in
this chapter we will make use of pure first-order predicate logic.
19

Note that we will abstract from states such as thinking and being hungry (cf. Chandy
and Misra [13]). For simplicity's sake, we only regard the state of having eaten.

1.4.
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A RUNNING EXAMPLE

TEMPORAL STRUCTURE We assume an infinite, discrete set Τ of time points
together with a binary relation < denoting temporal precedence between two
time points, a binary relation ^ T denoting inequality between two time points,
and a function | · | τ denoting the distance between two time points.
The properties of the temporal precedence relation are given as follows:
(let, thereby, t, t', t", and t'" be variables ranging over T)

1. Vi : -ιί < t
2. Vi, t' : [t<t'

(Irreflexivity)
(Asymmetry)

-+Ы' <t]

3. Vi, i', t" : [ í < i' Л i' < i" -» t < i" ]

(Transitivity)

4. Vi, i' : [ i φΎ t' -» i < i' V i' < i ]

(Connectedness)

5. Ví,í' : [ í < f - 3í" : [ i < i" Λ -3í'" : i < i'" < i" ] ]
Λ

Vi, i' : [ ¿ < í' - 3í" : [t"<t'A

-.3«"' : i" < i'" < i' ] ]
(Discreteness)

(No End)

6. Vi : [ 3í' : i < i' ]

LOCATIVE STRUCTURE
We assume a finite set Ρ of dining philosophers to
gether with a binary relation « denoting locative reachability between two
philosophers, a binary relation ^ L denoting inequality between two philoso
phers, and a function |-| L denoting the distance between two philosophers.
The properties of the locative reachability relation are given as follows:
(let, thereby, p, p', p", and p'" be variables ranging over P)

1. Vp : [p~p]
2. Vp, p' :[pœp'

(Reflexivity)
—> ρ' « ρ ]

3. ^ρ,ρ',ρ" : [ ρ и ρ' Λ ρ' Μ ρ" —> ρ « ρ" ]

(Symmetry)
(Transitivity)

4. Vp : Эр',ρ" : [ ρ « ρ' Λ |(p,p')| L = 1 Λρ « ρ" Λ |(p,p")| L = 1 Λ ρ' Α ρ" ]
(At Least Two Neighbours)
5. Vp,p',p",p'":
[ Ρ » Ρ' Λ |(p,p')| L = 1 Λ ρ « ρ" Λ |(p,p")| L = 1 Λ ρ « ρ'" Λ |(p,p'")| L = 1
p' = p"Vp'
]

= p'"\/p"

= P'"
(At Most Two Neighbours)
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1.4.3

INTRODUCTION

T H E SPECIFICATION

For the specification of the requirements of the dining philosophers community
we shall need additional predicates: (let, thereby, t, t', t" and p, p', p" be
variables ranging over Τ and P, respectively)
> eaten(p, t): philosopher ρ has just eaten at time t
> lh(p,t): philosopher ρ possesses a fork in his left hand at time t
> rh(p, t): philosopher ρ possesses a fork in his right hand at time t
Furthermore, let us introduce for notational convenience the following ab
breviation for the possession of a fork in both hands:
bh(p, t) = lh{p, t) A rh(p, t)
Finally, the community of dining philosophers has to satisfy the following
requirements: 20
E A T GUARANTEE

All philosophers in the community will have eaten infinitely

many times:
Vp, p' •• [ Ρ « ρ' -+ Vi : 3t' : t < t' Λ eaten{p', t') ]
A philosopher in the community can have
eaten only if he possessed a fork in his left hand and a fork in his right
hand at two successive points in time just before having eaten:

HAVING EATEN NEEDS FORKS

Vp, p' : Vi :

[

pa ρ' f\ eaten(p', t)
( 3 ί ' : ί ' < ί Λ | ( ί , ί ' ) | τ = ΐΛΟ/ι(ρ',ί'))
Λ

(3t":t"

<tA\(t,t")\T

=

2Abh(p',t"))

}
20

N o t e that being a member of a particular community of dining philosophers will be
modelled here by the locative reachability relation. As a consequence this means that all
dining philosophers communities have to satisfy the corresponding properties or, in other
words, to recognize a set of philosophers as a community of dining philosophers implies that
all the properties must be valid for them.

1.4.
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If some philosopher possesses two forks
then his neighbours may not possess two forks at the same point in
time:

EXCLUSION OF FORK POSSESSION

4p,p':4t:[p*p'A

\(p,p')\L = 1 - (bh{p,t) -> -.¿Λ(ρ',ί)) ]

Note that we have neglected any start condition for the dining philosophers
community.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 2
TEMPORAL LOGIC

OUTLINE

Classical temporal logic has been shown valuable for reasoning
about qualitative properties of various kinds of systems, e.g., transformational systems, message passing systems, and reactive systems. It has also been shown that the pure qualitative view on
time will not be adequate for real-time systems. To resolve this
deficiency metric temporal logic has been proposed: classical temporal operators have been extended by an index denoting the temporal distance between the involved time points.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 2.1 provides
a discussion of relevant properties of time and clocks concluding
with a summary of those properties that we will attribute to our
temporal reference space. In section 2.2, we will review metric
temporal logic as introduced by Koymans [54]. Section 2.3 provides
a temporal logic specification of the dining philosophers paradigm
as introduced in the introduction.
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2.1

TEMPORAL LOGIC

T H E TEMPORAL REFERENCE SPACE

As mentioned in the introduction, distributed real-time systems consist of a
number of processes which have to adhere to timing constraints. Because processes do not have, in general, any common time reference—mainly because
of spatial separation—coordination of activities and cooperation between processes will not be a simple task (cf. part II of this thesis). Uniqueness in time
will a priori be missing.
Although time is acausal x we have decided to take time as one part of
our reference space (cf. chapter 4). Having a temporal reference space at
our disposal truth and falsity of propositions such as "message m has been
received" will temporally be meaningful. Without it such propositions would
be meaningless. Observe that the truth of such a proposition depends on the
chosen reference point. A proposition whose truth or falsity is time-dependent
will be called indefinite w.r.t. time or temporally indefinite.
Similarly a proposition such as "message m has been received at time t"
will be meaningful when interpreted over a temporal reference space and t is
an element of that space. In this case, of course, a temporal reference point is
meaningless because the proposition itself contains an absolute time reference.
A proposition whose truth or falsity is time-independent will be called definite
w.r.t. time or temporally definite.
There is another pair of terms characterizing the type of temporal referencing, that is, referencing with a pure future fragment, referencing with a pure
past fragment, or referencing with both a posi and a future fragment. This
choice is merely a question of personal taste: it has been shown that augmenting future time temporal logic with a bounded past fragment will not increase
the expressive power of such a logic [61]. But as has also been demonstrated
in the literature by several examples, having both past and future operators
will lead to more natural and intuitive specifications than in the pure future
case.
The most important kinds of properties of a temporal reference space will
be the topological and metrical ones. These properties are directly induced by
the application area, i.e., distributed real-time systems. For example, when
chosing a discrete reference space but needing "continuous properties" the
reference space will not be adequate. This is, in our view, also true for the
opposite direction although Lamport argues that, e.g., a "discrete clock can
be thought of as a continuous one in which there is an error of up to \ 'tick'
1

Acausality of time, roughly speaking, means that time is not causally relevant to the
occurrence of events [68]. In other words, a temporal order of events does not imply any
causal order between them.
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in reading it" [55]. Certainly, the reasons why the corresponding choices are
not adequate, in our view, will be different (cf. chapter 1): in the first case, it
is expressiveness and, in the second case, it is abstractness.
2.1.1

A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

Topological and metrical properties can be associated with time. When following Swinburne [84] there will be no choice at all for such properties:
"Time, being of logical necessity unique, one-dimensional and infinite, has of logical necessity a unique topology. Instants have to
each other the neighbourhood relation of points on a line of infinite
length."
Nevertheless, we will mention a few properties which we find relevant for
distributed real-time systems from a theoretical point of view (for a detailed
philosophical treatise on the structure of time see, e.g., Newton-Smith [68]).
MICRO-STRUCTURE

Two competing basic micro-structures are in use: point structures and period
structures. Some recent research, e.g., Goswami, Bell, and Joseph [35], has
shown the usefulness of period structures for real-time applications. Period
structures have the advantage that they allow to represent a number of time
points in a compact way without explicit quantification over those time points.
Regard, for example, the following two formulae:2
Vii, ¿2 : *i M ¿2 Λ red{i\) f\pressed(i\)

(1)
(2)

Víi,í 2 ,Í3

—• greenfo)

: [
h<t2<t3
Λ (Vi : íi < t < t2 -» red(t))
Λ (3ί : ίι < t < t2 Λ pressed(t))
(Vi : Í2 < t < Í3 — green{t))

Both formulae express the property of a pedestrian light that "pressing
2

Thereby, M is a relation between intervals expressing that the first interval is placed
before the second one and that the right point of the first interval and the left point of the
second one coincide.
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the button during a red phase will later on lead to a green phase". The
first formula makes use of an underlying period structure whereas the second
formula makes use of a point structure. It is obvious that the period-based
formula is succinct and easier to read and understand than its point-based
counterpart.
Obviously, there are also examples that demonstrate the same effect but
with switched roles. As long as period structures are based on subsets of a
linear point structure there will be no significant reason for one or the other
structure except the personal taste. This is because point and period struc
tures with properly chosen relations can be translated into each other [8].
A further aspect of micro-structure deals with the question of denseness.
Three approaches have become prominent for specification issues: discrete
time, dense time, and continuous time. Examples can be found in [53] by
Koymans, Vytopil, and de Roever, in [43] by Hooman, and in [47] by Jackson,
respectively.
Discrete time, e.g., the set БЧ of natural numbers has the advantage that
only one basic operator, i.e., "at the next moment"—for the past fragment it
would be "at the previous moment"—must be introduced to express temporal
properties (cf. Gabbay [28]). Dense time, e.g., the set Q of rational numbers
will be more suitable when thinking of compositionality of the verification
process of real-time systems (cf. Hooman [43]). Continuous time, e.g., the set
IR of real numbers will be interesting for reasons of mathematical convenience
(cf. Lamport [55]).
A unifying variation of dense and discrete time structures has been pro
vided by de Lemos, Saeed, and Anderson [59]. They introduce a so called
δ-dense time structure (T, <,<5) where Τ С ГО. is a non-empty set of time
points, < is the precedence relation, and 6 GГО,!},is the granularity, i.e., the
distance between two adjacent time points. The precedence relation is assumed
to be transitive, irreflexive, linear, and ¿-dense which is the most interesting
property there: (let t, t\, Í2 be variables ranging over T)
Vii, ti : [ ti < ¿2 - Ä •-• 3í : íi < i < Í2 ]
It is now unifying in the following sense:
> δ = 0 characterizes a dense time structure,
> «5 > 0 characterizes a discrete time structure with granularity δ, and
Be aware of the fact that the two formulae alone do not strictly correspond to one
another because, e.g., red(ii) translates to a universal quantification whereas pressed(i\)
translates to an existential quantification. But this does not really affect our argument.

2.1.
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> 6 = 1 characterizes a subset of the integers as a special case of δ > 0
CONNECTEDNESS

For us, the most important topological property of time will be that of con
nectedness. Most often it is assumed that time is open, i.e., open to the past
and open to the future or at least open to the future. There might also be
reasons for a closed topology (see picture (d) below) but this lies outside the
scope of this thesis. 4 In figure 2.1, some sample topologies have been provided.

< ΞΞ О
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Sample Topologies
Picture (a) represents a linear flow of time open to both ends. This is
also called the standard topology of time.5 The set of all events will be totally
ordered. Picti're (b) contains the branching flow of time open to both ends.
The future of a time point is always tree-like whereas the past is linear (for
details on branching time temporal logic see, e.g., Ben Ari [10]). Any pair of
events on different branches are temporally not related with each other. The
third picture, i.e., picture (c) illustrates parallel time. In this case, events are
temporally related to each other if they are associated with the same timeline
otherwise they are temporally unrelated. In this sense, the set of all events
will be divided by the temporal relation into equivalence classes where each
such class contains all events lying on the same line.
METRICATION

Qualitative time structures are characterized by the fact that the basic time
elements are related to one another by relations such as before or after (cf.
4

For more details on closed structures see, e.g., Newton-Smith [68].
Two metaphorical expressions denoting the standard topology of time are widely in use:
arrow of time [51] and river of time [9].
5
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McTaggart [67]) where topological properties are associated with such a relation (see above). Quantitative reasoning needs additional features in the time
structures that allow to measure distances between the basic time elements.
Among the investigations on quantitative time structures we find two basic
early approaches in the philosophical literature (for a detailed discussion see,
for example, Rescher and Urquhart [75]): the first alternative is additive time.
It makes use of a temporal group structure, i.e., a commutative group. The
elements of the group are regarded to be time units and the group operation
is addition between these time units. The specifications are made in terms of
such time units relative to some origin. The origin itself will be given by the
neutral element of the group. 6 The second alternative is metric time in the
sense of Hausdorff [78]. The elements of the space are considered to be time
points and in addition to the temporal precedence relation a distance function
is used to measure the distance between two time points.
A further approach should be mentioned to overcome the deficiencies of
a pure qualitative reasoning: While keeping the qualitative nature of time
Pnueli and Harel [71] have added an explicit global clock. Fundamental to this
approach is that it not only contains rigid variables but also flexible ones, i.e.,
variables whose value is fixed in the whole model and variables whose value
may vary from time point to time point. An example of the former case is a
variable denoting the value of a clock at a certain point in reference time (see
below) and an example of the latter case is a variable denoting a particular
clock.
2.1.2

A PRAGMATICAL PERSPECTIVE

Regarding time from a pragmatical point of view it is indispensable to include
clocks. A clock itself can be regarded as the source of knowledge of time [60],
that is, a device that can be used to refer to single points in time, e.g., time
stamping events, or to measure time periods between occurrences of events.
Properties of clocks and time are strongly related to each other. Following the
standardization activities of time (cf. Andrewes [1]) there will be no choice at
all for the properties:
"[...] Therefore, in 1967, the atomic second was internationally
adopted as the fundamental unit of time measurement, defined as
6

This approach has been followed by the author himself [88] to define a three-sorted modal
logic for the specification of fault-tolerant real-time systems. See also an early investigation
by Garson [31] on the correspondence between relational and algebraical interpretations of
modal formulae.
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the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation correspond
ing to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground
state of the cesium-133 atom. [...] The world's time signals (re
ferred to as UTC—Universal Time Coordinated or Coordinated
Universal Time) are coordinated at present by the Bureau Inter
national de Poids et Mesures in Paris. These signals, which are
based on atomic time, are adjusted by leap signals in the mid
dle or at the end of each year to keep them within nine-tenths of
a second of the time determined by observations of the heavens
(UT1—Universal Time 1)."
Nevertheless, we will mention a few properties which we find relevant for
distributed real-time systems from a pragmatical point of view. Our synopsis
is mainly based on the work by Kopetz [51], by Kopetz and Ochsenreiter [52],
and by Lamport and Melliar-Smith [57].
CLOCKS AND T I M E

Two kinds of clocks can be distinguished: A physical clock, that is, a hardware
device which is based on some periodic physical oscillation (for instance, oscil
lation of a quartz crystal or a pendulum) in order to measure the progression
of physical time. The period of oscillation is called the granularity of a physical
clock. A logical clock is a software device which is based on some counter in
order to measure the progression of logical time (see below).
Independent of being a physical or logical clock it can mathematically
be represented as a function from one set of time points to another set of
time points. 7 It is common practice to define such a function as a mapping
С from a so called reference time6 Tref to a so called clock time Tci„ck, i.e.,
С : TTef —y Tciock. Another definition has been provided in [57] where domain
and range of the above clock function are interchanged, i.e., С : Tciock —• Tre¡.
Lamport and Melliar-Smith argue that for process control systems it is more
appropriate to define a clock to be a mapping from clock time to reference time
because then one can directly measure and compare occurrences of events in
that reference time (for more details see [57]).
It may be sufficient to have infinite but discrete sets because physical clocks
appear to be ticking in discrete steps, e.g., atomic second as cited above.
However, for mathematical convenience, it will most often be assumed that
7

We will also call such a function a time-view function. Note that this is a nice analogy
with the space-view function in section 3.1.2.
Sometimes it is also called real time [57, 18].
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clocks are continuous functions rather than discrete ones. Lamport [55], for
example, suggests to regard a discrete clock as a continuous one with a reading
error of up to \ ticks. But independent of the choice for a discrete, dense, or
continuous function it is important that the cardinality of Tref is at least the
cardinality of Tdock, i.e., \Tdock\ < \Tref\.
CORRECTNESS

The quality of the knowledge of time depends on the quality of its source, i.e.,
the correctness of the corresponding clock. Unfortunately physical clocks will
not always be correct, that is, C(t) = t not for all t G Tref and, moreover,
physical clocks may not even be monotonie, that is, if t < t' then C(t) < C(t')
not for all t, t' G Tref. Hence, we would get quite often a picture like that in
figure 2.2.
Tref

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

·•

Tclock

I

—I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

»

Figure 2.2: A Clock Sample
A clock must be presupposed to be at least monotonie because otherwise
quite complicated situations may arise. For example, if a clock is not monotonic clock time may decrease from one point in reference time to a future
point in reference time so that message time stamping delivers no suitable
ordering.
The quality of the source of knowledge of time, i.e., the quality of a clock
can thus be divided into three cases: a monotonie clock С : Tre¡ — • Tciock is
called
> correct at time t iff \C(t) — t\ = 0,
> ε-accurate at time t iff \C{t) — t\ < ε, and
> drifting at time t otherwise.
Thereby, ε is an arbitrary but fixed upper bound on the amount of time
that a clock may drift from the correct value during the execution of a dis
tributed real-time system.
A monotonie clock С is called correct iff \C(t) — t\ = 0 for all t G Tref and
it is called ε-accurate iff \C(t) — t\ < ε for all t G Tref.
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EXAMPLE 2.1 Let be given some hardware clocks HC\, HC2, and HC3.
Hardware clocks may drift away from each other because of, e.g., hardware
failure or different speeds.
Suppose that at a time point ίχ all clocks HCi, HC2, and HC3 are correct,
that is, all clocks satisfy the following conditions:

> HCx{h) = h
> HC2{h) = ¿i
> ЯСЗ(ЕІ) = *i

This is illustrated by the first column in figure 2.3 (thereby, Τ denotes the
temporal reference space and t? is some time distance).

HC3
HC2

ti

*3

1)

Figure 2.3: Drifting Distributed Clocks
Now suppose that clocks HC\ and HC3 are drifting away in such a way
that HCi is at a speed a bit slower and HC3 is at a speed a bit faster than
the correct speed so that we get the following (qualitative and quantitative)
clock conditions at time point tf.
> HCi(t2) < t2 and t2 - f < HCi(t2) < t2 + f
> HC2{t2) = ¿2
> HC3{t2) > t2 and t2 - \ < HC3{t2) < t2 + f
Then, at time point t2 clocks HC\ and HC3 will not be correct but within
some a priori known bounds determined by a time constant ΰ and clock HC2
is still correct (cf. figure 2.3).
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Furthermore, suppose that at a time point ¿3 clock HC2 is still correct
and that in the meantime no mechanism has prevented the clock system from
drifting local clocks. Then, the following clock conditions would be valid at Í3
(cf. figure 2.3):

> #d(t3)<t3-f
> HC2(t3) = t3
> HC3(t3) > Í3 + f
It becomes clear that without any precautions a clock system where the
distributed clocks are drifting away may be useless to distributed real-time
systems because coordination of distributed activities or time stamping of
messages, to give a few examples, cannot be guaranteed (although in [85] a
different argumentation can be found).
φ
When correct physical clocks cannot be guaranteed for the execution time
of a distributed real-time system it will be necessary to make the system
tolerant against clock drifting of more than ε time units. This may happen, for
example, because a physical clock is running too slow or to fast. To avoid such
timing failures (cf. figure 1.4 in section 1.2) logical clocks will be introduced
and maintained by so called clock synchronization algorithms (see [81] for
an overview of clock synchronization). So what really is affected by such
algorithms is rather a logical clock and not a physical one.
2.1.3

STANDARD T O P O L O G Y WITH T E M P O R A L

DISTANCE

For the specification and verification of distributed real-time systems time as
well as clocks will be needed. Time itself will be used twice: as an abstract
notion on a meta-level to reason about events and as a concrete notion on
an object-level as observable events of clocks. The meta-level time notion
will be our temporal reference space or, as it would be called in modal logic,
our temporal frame (see below). The object-level time notion will come into
existence by so called fault-hypotheses on the corresponding clock system (for
details see part II). 9
Our temporal reference space will be constructed from the standard topol
ogy of time [68] together with a temporal distance function and a temporal
metric domain [54]. Using first-order predicate logic with identity and a twoplace predicate R^ Ç Τ χ Τ we can express the properties of the temporal
The distinction between meta-level time notion ала object-level time notion has been
inspired by Dov Gabbay's metabox concept [30].
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reference space as follows: (let, thereby, t, t\, t2, and Í3 be variables ranging
over the set Τ of time points)
1. Vi : --Я< 11

(Irreflexivity)

2. Vii, Í2 : A£ h ti — - ^ т ¿2 ii

(Asymmetry)

3. Vii, t 2 , із : Я< íi í 2 Л Я< <2 *з -• # τ h h

(Transitivity)

Asymmetry together with transitivity rule out the possibility that time
has a closed structure (cf. picture (d) of figure 2.1) because if t\ comes
temporally before Í2 and tracing around the circle gives us by transitivity
that Í2 comes temporally before t\ which is a contradiction to asymmetry.
Replacing asymmetry with irreflexivity leads to the same result. 10
4. Vii, Í2 : ii φτ Í2 —• R$ íi Í2 V Дт І2 ¿i

(Connectedness)

Irreflexivity together with transitivity and connectedness ensure that
time is linear by ruling out non-linear structures such as given in pictures
(b) and (c) of figure 2.1.
5. V i b i 2 : tl ^ т t2AR<t1

ί 2 -» 3t 3 : ίι φτ t3At2 φτ І 3 Л Я < і і І 3 ЛД< í 3 í 2
(Denseness)

6. Vii : 3í 2 : Я< ίι Í2

(No End)

Opposed to the usual definition of a metric, i.e., a real-valued function,
Koymans [54] has suggested to make the range of the distance function
application-dependent but to require some minimal properties of the
temporal metric domain. We will follow here Koymans and repeat the
properties of the temporal distance function ρτ : Τ χ Τ —•ГОТand the
properties of its range D T using first-order predicate logic with identity
and a two-place function symbol + : Ю т χ Ю т —> ID T : (let, thereby,
ίι, І2, and Í3 be variables ranging over the set Τ of time points, let 6, ¿1,
¿2, and ¿3 be variables ranging over the set ГОТ of temporal distances,
and let 0 G ГОТ be a constant temporal distance)
7. Vii, Í2 : Рт(іь h) = 0 «-• ίι = іг
10

(Zero Distance)

Because irreflexivity and transitivity together rule out closed structures we will, in the
sequel, leave out asymmetry as a property of the temporal reference space. Moreover, asym
metry does not correspond to any modal formula (cf. Hughes and Cresswell [44], page 50).
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8. Vi ι, f 2 : Ρτ(*ι, t2) = PT(Í2, ¿ι )

(Symmetry)

9. Vii,Í2, h • Ят ¿ι <2 Л Я< ¿2 *з -*
Рт(*ь Ы = Рт(*ь ¿2) + Рт(*2, ¿З) Л р т (£ 3 , h) = ρ τ ( ί 3 , ¿г) + Рт(*2, ¿ι)
(Conditional Equality)
10. V<5: 3ÉI, t 2 : р т (*і, ¿г) = <5

(Surjectivity)

This ensures an adequate correspondence between the set Τ of time
points and the temporal metric domain Ю т of the temporal distance
function.
11. V í i , í 2 : A i + Í 2 = 0 - » ( A i = 0 A ¿ 2 = 0)

(Ю°)

12. V<5 : (5 + 0 = δ
13. Vii,«52,¿3 : (¿ι +62=6і

(Unit Element)
+ 6з^62

(Left Injectivity)

= 63)

14. V<5i,<52, ¿3 : (¿ι + ¿3 = ¿2 + 63 -» ¿i = ¿2)

(Right Injectivity)

15. V<5i,(52,¿3 : (<5i + 62) + 63 = 61 + (<52 + 63)

(Associativity)

16. V¿i, ¿2 : ¿1 + ¿2 = ¿2 + ¿1
17. V<5i, ¿2 : 3<5 : δι = 62 + 6 V 62 = 61 + δ
2.2

(Commutativity)
(Absolute Difference)

METRIC TEMPORAL LOGIC REVISITED

For the specification of qualitative and quantitative properties of real-time
(time critical) systems and for reasoning about them metric temporal logic
has been introduced by Koymans [54].
In classical temporal logics (TL), temporal operators such as D (always)
and О (eventually) restrict reasoning over the temporal universe by requiring
a certain relationship between the time points at issue. If such a relationship
does not exist nothing can be said about the existence of properties at those
time points. Some qualitative extensions such as U (until) and S (since) [49]
and Δ (everytime else) and V (sometime else) [54, 76] have been added to
enrich the expressive power of the propositional versions of classical tempo
ral logics.11 But such qualitative temporal operators will not suffice when
quantitative properties come into existence.
11

Note that Koymans and de Rijke use the symbols D, meaning all time points different
from, the actual one, and D, meaning some time point different from the actual one, instead
of Δ and V, respectively.
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In metric temporal logic (MTL), restricting reasoning over the temporal
universe has been resumed: indices have been added to the temporal operators
to indicate the distance into past or future w.r.t. the actual temporal refer
ence point. This makes it possible to specify properties relevant to real-time
systems: for instance, two events can be related to one another by an a priori
known time bound on the temporal distance between their occurrences.
2.2.1

LANGUAGE

The language of metric temporal logic as used in this chapter is a first-order
language with identity where quantification over the metric domain ГОТ will
be allowed. Opposed to that quantification over the set Τ of time points will
not be allowed. The following special symbols and sets of symbols will be
assumed:
> individual constant symbols: an enumerable set Ac of constant symbols
containing a special symbol 0
> individual variable symbols: an enumerable set Ay of variable symbols
> operation symbols: infix function symbols Θ, = , < all of arity 2
> propositional variable symbols: an enumerable set Ap of constant pred
icate symbols
> quantifiers: V, 3
> propositional connectives: T, J_, -ι, Λ, V, —», «-•
τ

т

т

т

т

т

т

т

τ

> temporal connectives: Β , <8>, Ш , Ф , Ш , <#>, Ш , <$>, Δ ,

τ

^Δ, ^

τ

We shall indicate that a particular temporal connective is reflexive, i.e.,
refers to the reflexive closure of the underlying accessibility relation by
writing a circle within the corresponding connective. A minus or plus
sign within a connective indicates that it is a past or future connective,
respectively.
The priorities of the propositional and temporal connectives are defined as
usual in the following order (within one item the priorities are the same):
1. -., В т , Ш т , <8>T, <e>T, mT, mT, <&τ, <@>τ, Δ Τ , V ' Д Т , V

T

(highest priority)

2. Л, V
3.

-,«-

(lowest priority)
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The terms in metric temporal logic are used to denote elements of the
temporal metric domain. Therefore, we will only need individual constant
and variable symbols and the operation symbol:
DEFINITION 2.1 ( W E L L - F O R M E D T E R M S ) The set of well-formed terms in
metric temporal logic is the minimal set of terms closed under the following
formation rules:

1. An individual constant symbol is a well-formed term.
2. An individual variable symbol is a well-formed term.
3. If τ\ and T2 are well-formed terms then τ\ ® т^ is a well-formed term.

0
The last rule corresponds to the above mentioned need to add two distances
from the temporal metric domain to get a new distance in that domain.
DEFINITION 2.2 ( W E L L - F O R M E D FORMULAE) The set of well-formed formu
lae in metric temporal logic is the minimal set of formulae closed under the
following formation rules:

1. A propositional variable symbol is a well-formed formula.
2. The propositional connective J_ (false) is a well-formed formula.
3. If ψ\ and ψ2 are well-formed formulae then ψ\ —* ψι is a well-formed
formula.
4. If τ\ and T2 are well-formed terms then η = τι and τ\ < τι are wellformed formulae.
5. If τ is a well-formed term and ψ is a well-formed formula then Β = τ φ,
Ш=т ψ, Δ = τ φ, and A=r φ are well-formed formulae.
6. If δ is an individual variable symbol and φ is a well-formed formula then
V<5 : φ is a well-formed formula.

0
The language presented here is, in fact, a first-order extension of the metricated polymodal language PML{R^, Д ^ , = т , ^ т ) with the universal relation
Rj on T, the temporal precedence relation Д^ on T, the relation = T of equal
ity on T, and the relation φΎ of inequality on T. Informally the basic temporal
operators have the following meaning:

2.2.
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> Always in the Past (at a certain distance) (B= T φ) Formula φ is true at
all points in time that precede the actual temporal reference point and
whose distance to that point is equal to the value of r. Note that this
formula is equivalent to J. (false) if τ evaluates to 0.
> Always in the Future (at a certain distance) (EB=r φ) Formula φ is true
at all points in time that are preceded by the actual temporal reference
point and whose distance to that point is equal to the value of r. Note
that this formula is equivalent to _L (false) if r evaluates to 0.
> Everytime but Different (at a certain distance) (Δ= τ ψ) Formula φ is
true at all points in time that are different from the actual temporal
reference point and whose distance to that point is equal to the value of
r. Note that this formula is equivalent to J_ (false) if r evaluates to 0.
> Everytime (at a certain distance) (&=τ φ) Formula ψ is true at all points
in time whose distance to the actual temporal reference point is equal
to the value of r.
Non-primitive metric temporal operators, e.g., dual and reflexive versions
of the above mentioned temporal operators can be defined in terms of the basic
ones. We will give a list of the most important metric temporal operators in
section 2.2.3 below.
2.2.2

FORMAL SEMANTICS

As usual we give a Kripke style semantics for our temporal language, that is, we
first introduce the notions of a temporal frame, a metric temporal frame, and
a metric temporal model and define afterwards the semantics of the formulae
inductively on the complexity of their structure.
2.3 (TEMPORAL FRAME) Let Τ be a non-empty set of elements
(time points) and Д^ be a binary relation on Τ (temporal precedence). Then,
the structure (T, R< ) is called a temporal frame or, for short, a T-frame. φ
DEFINITION

In the sequel, we will presuppose the properties of the standard topology
with temporal distance as presented in section 2.1.3. Furthermore, we shall
make no distinction between the alphabet (syntactic domain) «4c and the
semantic domain Ю т .
DEFINITION 2.4 ( M E T R I C TEMPORAL FRAME) Let ΤΎ = (Τ, R$) be a tem
poral frame and let Ю т be a non-empty set of elements (temporal metric
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domain). Let ρτ :T χ Τ —• ГОТ be a E)T-valued function (temporal distance
function), φ : Ю т χ Ю т —• ГОТ be a dyadic infix operator, and 0 G Ю т be an
element of the temporal metric domain (unity element w.r.t. φ). Then, the
structure (^Ί-,ΙΟτ,ρτ,φ, 0) is called a metric temporal frame or, for short, a
metric T-frame.
φ
2.5 (EVALUATION OF T E R M S ) Let Γ be a set of time points and
t Ç.T. Let Σ τ be the set of well-formed terms and α τ : Τ χ Σ τ —• ID T be a
function assigning to each time point and well-formed term a distance. Then,
α τ is defined inductively on the structure of terms in the following way:
DEFINITION

d
d
ατ(ί,τ)

=Q T ( Í , τ\) φ α τ ( ί , τ 2 )

if r = d and d G Ac
if τ = δ and δ G Ay
and δ G dom(atT(t))
and the value of δ is d at time t
if τ = η © T2 is a compound term

The function α τ is called a temporal binding. If α τ has the property that
aT(t,r) = aT(t',r) for all t, t' € Τ and all terms τ then it is called a rigid
temporal binding.
φ
2.6 ( M E T R I C TEMPORAL M O D E L ) Let Ap be a set of prepo
sitional variables and let fi¡ = (Г, А£,ГО т ,/? т ,ф,0) be a metric temporal
frame. Furthermore, let α τ be a rigid temporal binding and ΙΊ be a function
assigning to each propositional variable ρ G Ар a subset of Τ on which ρ is
true (temporal interpretation function), i.e., IT : Ap —• p(T). Then, the
structure ( / τ ' , α Τ ) Ι τ ) is called a metric temporal model or, for short, a metric
DEFINITION

0

T-model.

DEFINITION 2.7 (TEMPORAL SATISFIABILITY) Let Ap be a set of proposi
tional variables and let Л^ = ( Д ' , 0 ! Т ) І Т ) be a metric temporal model and
let t G T. Then, a well-formed formula φ holds m a metric temporal model
MT at time point t or φ is satisfied m a metric temporal model MT oí time
point t, notation MT\t NTL ΨΙ is defined inductively as follows:
(1)

M'.Í^TLJ-

(2)

МЦ, t (= T L ρ

iff

t G IT(p) for ρ G Ap

(3)
(4)

MT\t K L Ψι -* φι
MT\t K L η = Τ2

iff
iff

if M\\t K L Ч>\ then Л*У,і К ь ?2
ατ(ί,η) = ατ(ί,τ2)

(5)

Л4У, t K L η < τ 2

iff

α τ ( ί , η ) < α τ ( ί , τ2)

2.2.
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(6)

iff

M^,t\=TLBZT<p

0#aT(t,r)
and
for all t' G T:
if R< t' t and p T (i, t') = aT(t, τ)
then M^,t'

(7)

M^,t\=TLmlT

φ

iff

|=TL V

0#ατ(ί,τ)
and
for all t' G Τ:
if Ä< t t' and pT(t, t') = aT(t, τ)
then Αϊ У, i' t=TL V

(8)

M\¿, ¿ |=TL Δ

τ
=τ

ν

iff

0 ^ α τ ( ί , τ)
and
for all t' G Τ:
if ί Φι t' and Ρτ(ί, ί') = £*τ(ί, τ)
then Λ ί τ , ί ' f=TL ψ

(9)

Aiy.í

(=TLA=T

φ

iff

for a l l í ' G Γ:
if ÄJJ í' í and p T (t, t') = α τ ( ί , τ)
then ΛΊτ,ί' t=TL V

(10)

M\J,t ^=TL V<5 : <£> iff

for all Q'T different from α τ just on <5:
Л^У[а' т /а т ],* (=TL<P

where Щ is the universal relation Τ xT. The model Λ Ί τ ' [ α τ / α τ ] results from
the model ,M T ' by replacing the binding а т with the new binding а' т , i.e.,
l

l

M K / a T ] = (^ ) a;,J T ).

12

О

2.8 (TEMPORAL VALIDITY) Let .MT 1 = ( J r T l , a T , I T ) b e a m e t r i c
temporal model.
DEFINITION

1. A well-formed formula φ is valid in a metric temporal model ΛΊΤ' or,
for short, T-vahd in JM T ', notation Λ1 Τ ' f= TL <p, iff for all t G Τ :
•Μτ',ί t=TL <P·
2. A well-formed formula y is valid, notation (= T L <¿>, iff for all «MT' :
•MT' (=TL y?.

1
Note that the universal relation ЯЦ has only been introduced for reasons of analogy
between modal operators and relations on the corresponding universe
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2.2.3

TEMPORAL LOGIC

DEDUCTION

We will confine ourselves here to mention definitions, axioms, and rules that
are basic to our metric temporal logic and that extend classical propositional
calculi with properties for the temporal distance function and the temporal
metric domain (see above for their statement in first-order predicate logic).
Note that we are not aiming here at a complete axiomatization of metric
temporal logic.
Most of the following definitions have been adopted from [54]
but in our notation, e.g., V instead of D:

DEFINITIONS

1. Βτψ

= V<5 : 0 < «5 — Fila φ

2. ттч> = V<5 : mis Ψ
3. mir φ = {τ =
лТ

def

(Always in the Past (refi.))

0Αψ)\/ΒΖΤψ

4. <e>T φ = 36 : 0 < 6 Л <S>I¿ φ
-

(Always in the Past)

(Eventually in the Past)

.—,Τ

5. κ>=τ ψ — ->Β=τ -'ψ

6. <$>τ φ = 36: <$>16 Ψ

(Eventually in the Past (refi.))

7. ®lT ψ = (τ = 0 Λ φ) V O l r φ
8. Шт<р = V<5 : 0 < 6 — ИІА φ
T

9. m tp = V<5 : mis Ψ

(Always in the Future)
(Always in the Future (refi.))

io. mir φ = (τ = о л ψ) ν шІт φ
11. <$>τ φ = 36 : 0 < 6 Λ <$>1¿ φ
12. ФІТ

(Eventually in the Future)

φ = ->mlT ^ψ

13. <$>τ φ = 36: ΦΙ« φ

(Eventually in the Future (refi.))

14. Ф І Т ψ = (τ = 0 Λ φ) V Φ ΐ τ φ
15. Δ τ ψ = V¿ : 0 < «5 -» ΔΤ=Α φ

(Everytime but Different)

16. V"V = 36 : 0 < 6 Л V i i V

(Sometime but Different)

IT

π Τ

def

Λ

Τ

17. V = T φ = ->Δ=τ ~>φ
18. Ατ ν? = <5 : Δ=6 <¿>
Ύ

19. ν φ = 36 : vlg φ
20.

І Т φ = ^&=τ ^φ

(Everytime)
(Sometime)

2.2.
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The axioms characterizing the temporal distance function and the
temporal metric domain can be adopted from [54] into our language
without any modifications apart from our notational conventions, e.g.,
V L instead of E:

AXIOMS

1.

KTL^

2.

КТТФ

T

т

3. Кть

Т

P^V
3>

Т

T

(Irreflexivity)

P

Р^Ф
Т

р^(€> р

Т

(Transitivity)

Р
т

ф р)

(Connectedness)

4. г ч т ь Ш Т р - » Ф Т р

(No End)

T

т

т

5. r-TL S ((,c>i ->• φ2) -* (Ш ?і -» Ш ?2)

(F-Distributivity)

6. (-TLB (<,oi -*<рг) -* ( В 5і

(P-Distributivity)

T

7.

HTL VAI,

т

Ä2 : ¿ι Θ ¿2 = 0 -»

τ

-^Β φ2)
(AI

(D° T )

= 0 Λ ¿2 = 0)

8. r-TL Vi : ó Θ 0 = ó

(Unit Element)

9. h TL Vói,¿2, Ó3 : (¿ι θ ¿2 = ¿ι θ ¿з -• ό 2 = ό 3 )

(Left Injectivity)

10. r-TL Vói, ¿г, ó3 : (¿ι Φ ó3 = ó2 Θ ¿з -» ¿ι = ¿г)

(Right Injectivity)

11. r-TL Vói, ¿2, Ó3 : (ói φ ó2) Φ Ó3 = ói θ (Ó2 Φ ó3)
12. h TL Vói, Ó2 : ói φ Ó2 = Ó2 Φ ói

(Commutativity)

13. bri. Vói, Ó2 : 3Ó : ói = Ó2 Φ ó V Ó2 = ói Θ ó

(Absolute
Difference)
I

T

14. h T L V Ó : V ^ Z ¿ T

(Surjectivity)

15. ("TL Ρ <-• ^Зо ρ

(Zero Distance)

16. Η™ VÄ: [(ρ Λ Vie ς ) - V i e (?Л
17. r-TL Vói, Ó2 : [ (Φΐίχ ФІ5 2 Ρ Λ

(Associativity)

(Symmetry)

=6р)]

= в і Ф в а ρ)
(Conditional Equality)

(<8>I6l <8>I¿2 ρ -» ν = ί ι Θ Α 2 ρ )
]
RULES The rules are given as usual in classical modal logics, i.e., modus ponens and necessitation. But note that two rules of necessitation will be
needed here: one for future time and one for past time.
1. whenever hTL ψ\ —• φι and r-TL φ\ then h T L φ2

(Modus Ponens)

2. whenever h T L φ then l-TL EW φ

(F-Necessitation)

3. whenever h T L φ then h T L Β = τ φ

(P-Necessitation)
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For a discussion of soundness and (relative) completeness of the metric
temporal deduction system and also for interesting properties that are derivable within the temporal calculus we refer the interested reader to Koymans
[54]. But because we are mainly interested in the combination of the temporal
and locative calculi we will avoid to mention such properties here. For the
combined calculus, we refer to chapter 4.

2.3

A RUNNING EXAMPLE (CONTD.)

In the introduction, we have started a discussion about the well-known paradigm of dining philosophers at least for two reasons: firstly, we want to illustrate the principal distinctions between the various logics as introduced in this
first part and, secondly, we want to demonstrate the adequacy of our specification method. Note that comparison and conclusions will be postponed till
chapter 4 when all kinds of logics will have been deñned.
Recall that we have provided in chapter 1 a specification of the dining
philosophers in pure first-order predicate logic. In this chapter now, we will
present a specification of those properties by making use of metric temporal
logic as defined above.
2.3.1

THE MODEL

An axiomatization of our model of the dining philosophers community will
again comprise temporal properties as well as locative properties. The properties of the temporal reference space have already been provided with the
metric temporal logic above. Moreover, we will presuppose here a discrete
time domain. What remains to be done in this section is a characterization of
the locative structure.
LOCATIVE STRUCTURE We assume a set Ρ of dining philosophers together
with a binary relation » Ç Ρ χ Ρ denoting locative reachability between two
philosophers, a binary relation фь denoting inequality between philosophers,
and a function |-|L denoting the distance between two philosophers.
The properties of the locative reachability relation are given as follows:
(let, thereby, p, p', p", and p"' be variables ranging over P)

1. Vp : [ ρ w ρ ]

(Reflexivity)

2. Vp,p' : [ ρ « ρ' —• ρ' и ρ ]
3. Vp, ρ',ρ" : [ρχ

ρ' Λρ1 tap" —> put ρ" ]

(Symmetry)
(Transitivity)

2.3.
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4. Vp : 3p',p" : [ ρ » j / Λ |(p,p')| L = 1 Λ ρ « ρ" Λ |(p,p")| L = 1 Λ ρ' # L ρ" ]
(At Least Two Neighbours)
. Vp,p,p

,p

:

[ Ρ « Ρ' Λ |(p,p')| L = 1 Λ ρ « ρ" Λ |(p,p")| L = 1 Λ ρ « ρ'" Λ !(p,p"')| L = 1
>=р»ур'=р'»Ур»=р>»

р

(At Most Two Neighbours)

]
2.3.2

T H E SPECIFICATION

For the specification of the requirements of the dining philosophers community
we shall need additional predicates: 13 (let, thereby, ρ and p' be variables
ranging over P)
> eaten(p): philosopher ρ has just eaten
> lh(p): philosopher ρ possesses a fork in his left hand
> rh(p): philosopher ρ possesses a fork in his right hand
Furthermore, let us introduce for notational convenience the abbreviation
bh(p) for the possession of a fork in both hands by philosopher p:
bh(p) = lh(p) Λ rh{p)
Finally, the community of dining philosphers has to satisfy the following
requirements: 14
E A T GUARANTEE

All philosophers in the community will have eaten infinitely

many times:
T

T

Vp,p' : [ ρ ss p' -> m ® eaten(p')

]

A philosopher in the community can have
eaten only if he possessed a fork in his left hand and a fork in his right
hand at two successive points in time just before having eaten:

HAVING EATEN NEEDS FORKS

Vp,p' : ρ и ρ' -• Ц т [ eaten(p') -» 0 = i (bh{p') Л O l i bh(p')) }
13

Note that the predicates will now be indefinite w.r.t. time (cf. section 2.1).
Note again that being a member of a particular community of dining philosophers will
be modelled here by the locative reachability relation. As a consequence this means that
all dining philosophers communities have to satisfy the corresponding properties or, in other
words, to recognize a set of philosophers as a community of dining philosophers implies that
all the properties must be valid for them.
14
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If some philosopher possesses two forks
then his neighbours may not possess two forks at the same point in
time:

EXCLUSION OF F O R K POSSESSION

W

: [ ρ « ρ ' Λ \(p,p')\L = 1 - mT(bh(p) -> -M(p')) ]

Note that we have again (cf. chapter 1) avoided to mention any start
condition for the dining philosophers community.

CHAPTER 3
LOCATIVE

LOGIC

OUTLINE

The idea of a locative logic has been pronounced by various people
with different intentions at different times. Our motivation for a
locative logic had been given by so called communication networks
in distributed real-time systems. Communication networks can be
regarded as graphs and as such they can be defined in terms of a
set of locations together with a relation of reachability.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 3.1 provides
a discussion of relevant properties of space and networks concluding with a summary of those properties that we will attribute to
our locative reference space. In section 3.2, we will introduce a basic version of locative logic with the additional feature of locative
distances. Section 3.3 provides a locative logic specification of the
dining philosophers paradigm as introduced in the introduction.
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T H E LOCATIVE REFERENCE SPACE

As mentioned in the introduction, distributed real-time systems consist of a
number of processes which are spatially separated among various processors.
Processes may get a partial but coherent or a complete but incoherent view of
the system. Therefore, processes have to coordinate their activities and have
to cooperate in order to exchange information between one another. Coordination and cooperation will not be a simple task (cf. part II of this thesis).
Uniqueness in space will a priori be missing.
Although space is acausaiJ we have decided to take some kind of space as
one part of our reference space (cf. chapter 4). 2 Having a locative reference
space at our disposal truth and falsity of propositions such as "message m has
been received" will locatively be meaningful. Without it such propositions
would be meaningless. Observe that the truth of such a proposition depends
on the chosen reference point. A proposition whose truth or falsity is spacedependent will be called indefinite w.r.t. space or locatively indefinite.
Similarly a proposition such as "message m has been received at location
/" will be meaningful when interpreted over a locative reference space and
I is an element of that space. In this case, of course, a locative reference
point is meaningless because the proposition itself contains an absolute space
reference. A proposition whose truth or falsity is space-independent will be
called definite w.r.t. space or locatively definite.
We ask again for other pairs of terms characterizing the type of locative
referencing. Similar to the temporal division into future and past fragments
(see chapter 2) we find the following locative fragments interesting: referencing
with a pure front fragment, that is, the set of locations which are reachable
from the actual location, referencing with a pure back fragment, that is, the
set of locations from which the actual location is reachable, and referencing
with both front and back fragments. For the same reasons as in temporal logic
the choice for the one or the other case is merely a question of personal taste.
Having both front and back operators will lead, in some cases, to more natural
and intuitive specifications than in the pure front case (see also section 9.2).
The most important kinds of properties of a locative reference space will
1

Acausality of space, roughly speaking, means that space is not causally relevant to the
occurrence of events [68]. In other words, a spatial order of events does not imply any causal
order between them.
2
Note that the term space will be used here with two different meanings: firstly, space
is a general concept similar to time and, secondly, space denotes a particular mathematical
structure. In both senses, it must not be confounded with the four-dimensional space of
modern physics and philosophy. The last case is mostly called spacetime.

3.1.
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be the topological and metrical ones (cf. Koole [50]). These properties must
be adequately chosen and will be directly induced by the application area,
i.e., distributed real-time systems. Recall from chapter 1 that adequacy here
is determined by the notions of abstractness and expressiveness.
3.1.1

A

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

Topological and metrical properties can be associated with space. Analogous
to our "temporal discourse" in chapter 2 we start our "locative discourse" with
the same problem:
Does space, being of logical necessity unique, three-dimensional
and infinite, have of logical necessity a unique topology?
Opposed to his positive answer w.r.t. time Swinburne [84] does not argue the
same way for space. It seems, when following Swinburne, that time and space
are completely different in their nature.
So, let us discuss a few properties which we find relevant for distributed
real-time systems from a theoretical point of view. Thereby, we will try to
draw some connections to corresponding temporal properties.
MICRO-STRUCTURE

Let us mention here two different approaches that seem interesting and in
tuitive and that are both based on point structures: the first is founded on
graph-theoretical the second on geometrical means. The first approach has been
influenced by the strong resemblance between directed graphs and frames (cf.
section 1.3). It follows the lines of classical one-dimensional temporal frame
works, that is, a universe of locations together with a binary relation containing
ordered pairs of locations where the second location is reachable from the first
location. Reachability in this sense provides for the static means to reason
about communication between locations in a distributed system, that is, if a
location ii wants to communicate with location fo then li must be statically
reachable from l\. This approach is the preferred one in this thesis for which
reasons we shall postpone any further discussion of details to subsequent sec
tions.
The second approach makes use of real-space as a subspace of four-dimen
sional spacetime. In [3, 4], for instance, Baeten and Bergstra suggest a process
algebra based on four-dimensional spacetime where three-tuples—as elements
3
of Щ —and time points—as elements of Ш.—are used to denote positions of
processes in spacetime. Suppose, for example, that data has to be trans
mitted from a sender 5 to a receiver R via an intermediate transmitter Γ.
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Thereby, both sender and receiver reside fixed at locations Is and /R, respec
tively, whereas the transmitter is mobile, that is, Τ is moving on a line between
location lj and location ¿J such that its position changes in time. The transmitter's location / T at time i, denoted lT(t), is determined by the following
formula:
Г( Е ) = ІГ + ^ ^ - ( І ? - І Г )
where IJ is also chosen as the starting point of Τ at time t = 0. For more
details, the interested reader is referred to example 4.6 in [4].
Work by Goldblatt [34] has shown that the modal sentences valid in the
structure of four-dimensional spacetime are exactly the theorems of the logic
S4.2. Four-dimensional spacetime has been defined in [34] as a structure
(Щ 4 , <) where Ш.4 is the set of all real four-tuples and for χ = (x\,..., £4) and
У = (î/i) · · · 1 УІ) inГО-4a relation < is defined as follows:
4-1

χ < у iff Y^(vi - Xi)2 < (3/4 - Z4)2 and x 4 < 2/4
i=l

The intended interpretation of χ < у is that "a signal can be sent from χ to
у at a speed at most that of the speed of light" so that y lies in the "causal
future" of x. The relation < is reflexive and delivers a partially-ordered and
directed frame. For details, we refer the interested reader to [34] where also
the case of signals slower than light is regarded.
A further aspect of micro-structure—with which we have been concerned
also in the "temporal discourse" of chapter 2—is denseness. In the light of the
above mentioned two approaches it is obvious that discreteness of the locative
reference space should be required for the graph-theoretical approach whereas
the spacetime approach leaves more possibilities, e.g., continuous spacetime or
discrete spacetime. But investigations in these directions would go far beyond
the scope of this thesis for which reasons we will finish our discussion on microstructure with an open problem stated by Goldblatt (see item 2 on page 235
in [34]):
"Analyse the logic of discrete spacetime (i.e. when IR is replaced
by Z ) . "
CONNECTEDNESS

The most important topological property of space will be that of connected
ness. Presupposing that we are interested to model space by graph-theoretical
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means we can distinguish three classes of directed graphs: 3 completely con
nected, strongly connected, and disconnected. In figure 3.1, some sample topolo
gies have been provided.

w

ς>

О

Ò-

о—о
(b)

о
(с)

Figure 3.1: Sample Topologies
Picture (a) represents a completely connected directed graph: all locations
are linked by a line, i.e., between every two locations there is an arrow from
one to the other and vice versa. Exchange of information between locations
can directly take place without any intermediate location. Picture (b) con
tains a strongly connected directed graph or, to be more precise, a ring: all
locations are reachable from one another but not all locations are linked by
a line as in picture (a). Exchange of information between locations possibly
needs intermediate locations. The third picture, i.e., picture (c) represents a
disconnected graph: there may exist a location which is isolated, i.e., between
this location and all other locations there does not exist any line. Exchange
of information with such isolated locations cannot at all take place. Note that
disconnection in space has its temporal analogue in parallel time (cf. sec
tion 2.1.1) because events associated with different independent timelines are
equally unrelated as events occuring at disconnected locations.
In the first two cases, i.e., pictures (a) and (b) in figure 3.1 we have the
situation that the reachability relation on the set of locations is an equivalence
relation. When we confine ourselves only to connected components of directed
graphs then the reachability relation in the third case, i.e., picture (c) above
constitutes an equivalence relation, too.

3

Observe that we will take advantage of the fact that an undirected graph is a directed
one with the additional property that if there is a line from one location to another then
there is also a line from the latter to the former.
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Qualitative space structures are characterized by the fact that the basic space
elements are related to one another by relations such as in front of or in back
of where topological properties are associated with such relations (see above). 4
Quantitative reasoning needs additional features in the space structures that
allow to measure distances between the basic space elements (quantitative
structures). Because the foundations for our locative logic are given by graphtheoretical means we will confine ourselves here to the discussion of distances
within the framework of directed graphs. 5 Also in case of directed graphs
the interpretation of distances may vary from application to application. For
instance, a value providing the distance between locations in kilometers might
be interesting for distributed real-time systems. For details on different pos
sible interpretations of the distance concept in directed graphs the interested
reader is referred to, e.g., Harary et al. [36].
So let L be a set of locations 6 , E be a set of directed edges, and I be
an incidence function associating with each directed edge an ordered pair of
locations. Then the structure (L, E, I) is called a directed graph. The elements
of the range of I will be called arrows here and will be denoted by (Ζι,/г) if
ii and ¿2 are locations. A directed graph is completely connected if between
every two locations in that graph there exists an arrow. Let ii and Ik be two
locations in a directed graph. A path from l\ to Ik is a sequence of arrows of
the form ((/χ, fa), {h, h), • • ·, (h-iJk))- Two locations in a directed graph are
mutually reachable if there exists a path from the one to the other and vice
versa. A directed graph in which every two locations are mutually reachable
is strongly connected. The length of path p, denoted i(p), is the number of
arrows in p.
The distance in a directed graph can now be defined in terms of the length
of a path. Let P¡2 = P(h,h) be the set of all paths from ίχ to /2 in a directed
graph. Then the distance between /1 and /2, denoted p(h,Í2), is defined as
follows:
0
if /1 = h
!
4

mm{i(p):p£P¡;}

ІІР^фФ

co

otherwise

In a four-dimensional spacetime structure, as mentioned above, it would be a relation
like in the causal future of.
5
A general account on metric spaces can be found, e.g., in [78] (Chapter 7).
6
Note that we here use the term location instead of node or vertex. We have chosen for
this because, on the one hand, there exists no unique terminology in graph theory and, on
the other hand, it fits better to our terminology introduced so far.
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Observe that the distance between a location /i and a location h will, in
general, not be the same as the distance between /2 and l\, that is, the distance
function for arbitrary directed graphs will not be symmetric. This is because
the sets of paths need not be the same and, therefore, the minimum length can
also vary. For strongly connected directed graphs, for example, the distance
function will not be a metric because the property of symmetry is missing. In
completely connected directed graphs the situation is quite different. The two
sets of paths will be the same, i.e., Р(1\,І2) = P{h,h) because the incidence
function is symmetric. Thus, the distance function will also be symmetric and
moreover constitutes a metric.
Derived from the general distance function in a directed graph, the di
ameter of such a graph constitutes a further significant notion although it is
restricted to strongly connected directed graphs only. This is because other
wise the diameter would always be infinite because at least two locations will
exist for which there is no path. Hence, let G be a strongly connected directed
graph. The diameter of G, denoted 15(G), is the largest distance between any
two locations in G, i.e.,
U(G) = max {p{li,h)

• for all h,l2 £ L}

The diameter of a strongly connected directed graph will become important
in part II where properties of the corresponding systems will depend on the
"number of hops", i.e., the distance between locations and the diameter of the
underlying graph.
3.1.2

A PRAGMATICAL PERSPECTIVE

Considering space from a pragmatical point of view it is indispensable here to
include networks. Networks comprise static as well as dynamic aspects. For example, when regarding fault-tolerance within distributed real-time systems we
can distinguish between the existence of processors and their interconnection
by (physical) channels—this constitutes static properties—and the correctness
or dually failure of processors and (physical) channels—which constitutes dynamic properties—(cf. Cristian et al. [20]).
Separating static from dynamic properties leads to a view on space and
networks that is similar to our view on time and clocks. In section 2.1.2, a clock
has been regarded as a source of knowledge of time and it has mathematically
been defined as a time-view function. Similarly we will regard a network7,
7
Note that the notion of a network here not only comprises physical networks but it also
includes logical networks.
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in general, as a source of knowledge of space, that is, a device that can be
used to refer to single points in space, e.g., for space stamping events—for
instance, with the identifier of the corresponding processor—or to measure
space distances between occurrences of events. Mathematically it will then be
defined as a space-view function (see below).8 The locative counterparts of
hardware clocks will now be provided by physical networks.
NETWORKS AND SPACE

Two kinds of networks can be distinguished: A physical network, that is,
a hardware device consisting of a number of processors (providing unique
identifications and interconnected by physical channels) in order to identify
the progression in physical space and a logical network, that is, a software
device which is based on some mechanism in order to measure the progression
in logical space.
Independent of being a physical or logical network it can mathematically
be represented as a function from a set of locations to the direct product of a
set of processors and the powerset of a set of (physical) channels. Therefore, we
define such a function to be a mapping N from a so called reference space LTe¡
to a so called network space Lnet, i.e., N : Lref —> Lnet where Lnet = Pxp(C)
and Ρ is a set of processors (processor identifiers) and С is a set of physical
channels (see also formal definitions in chapter 5). We will call such a function
space-view function or simply space-view.9 It may be sufficient to have finite
and discrete sets because physical networks are built from a finite number of
processors and channels. Thereby, it is important that the cardinality of LTej
is at least the cardinality of P, i.e., \P\ < \Lref\.10
CORRECTNESS

The quality of the knowledge of space depends on the quality of its source,
i.e., the correctness of the corresponding network. Unfortunately a physical
network will not always be correct, that is, N(l) = (l, C¡) not for all l G Lrej
where C¡ Ç C¡ С С and C¡ is the set of all channels associated with location
/ and Ci is the set of all correct channels associated with location / (cf. our
8

It is important for further discussion not to confuse our usage of the term "network" with
classical common usage, e.g., Sloman and Kramer [82]. Classically a network is regarded as
a graph, we consider it as a function.
e
Note the nice analogy between time-view functions as introduced in section 2.1.2 and
space-view functions.
10
We will assume coincidence between the elements in L r e / and in P. This is the same as
with the elements of Trcf and Tci0ck in the temporal discourse (cf. section 2.1.2).
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process view in section 1.2).11 Moreover, due to failures of processors or
physical channels physical networks may not even be connected, that is, there
exists a path from li to I4 for all l\,h £ LTe¡. Hence, we get quite often a
picture like that in figure 3.2 where disconnected components in Lnet can be
observed.12

о

—

©--

Lnet

Figure 3.2: A Network Sample
A network must be presupposed to be at least connected because otherwise
quite complicated situations may arise. For example, if a group of processors—
perhaps only one processor—is disconnected from the rest of processors it will
neither be possible to make information available to that group nor will it be
possible to get information from that group. 1 3
The quality of the source of knowledge of space will be considered here in
a similar way as it has been done for the quality of clocks (cf. section 2.1.2),
i.e., the quality of a network (space-view function) can be divided into three
cases: a connected network N : Lre/ —» Lnet is called
> correct at location I iff N(l) = (/, Cj) and C¡ = C¡,
> d-valent at location I iff N(l) = (l,Q) and C\ С Q and |C/| = d, and
n

N o t e that correctness of a processor is modelled here by writing its identification I, say,
in the pair (i,Ci). The processor identification may be thought of as contained in a cell in
the main memory.
12
Note that here and in subsequent figures we shall draw lines instead of symmetric vectors.
13
Note that above we have implicitly assumed an arbitrary but fixed time point. However,
analogous considerations will apply in the case of a dynamically evolving network, i.e., the
space-view will then depend on time (cf. chapter 8).
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> incorrect at location I otherwise.
Thereby, 0 < d < (C;) is an arbitrary but fixed number of channels
indicating some redundancy at a location, i.e., the number of direct links at a
location.
A connected network N is called correct iff N is correct at all l G Lre/
and it is called d-valent iff N is d-valent at all / G LTe¡. A typical example
for a connected 2-valent network is a ring network (see below).
EXAMPLE 3.1 Let be given some physical network N : LTe¡ —• Lnet where
Lnet = Ρ * p(C) and F is a set of processors and С is a set of channels. Fur
thermore, let /i, ¿2) hi and /4 denote the four locations, respectively. Suppose
that at all locations l\,..., /4 the corresponding processors and channels are all
correct, i.e., N(h) = (ii, {ci, c4}), N(l2) = (h, {ca.ci}), N(l3) = (/з,{сз,с2}),
and finally N(U) = (¿4,{с4,сз}). This defines a correct network and, in par
ticular, a ring. An illustration is given in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: A Correct Network
Now suppose that at location /3 all channels will have failed—for instance,
at a future time point w.r.t. the correct network above thus assuming here
some progression in time—, i.e., .N(/3) = (h,0). Moreover, suppose that the
space-view at location ¿3 is different from the space-view at location /2 in the
sense that the common channel c2 is considered correct at ¿2 but incorrect at I3.
Similarly suppose that the space-view at /3 is different from the one at h in the
sense that the common channel C3 is considered correct at Í4 but incorrect at ¿3.
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Only at location Ιχ it is supposed that all is correct. In terms of the space-view
function the whole scenario can be described as follows: N(li) = (Ιχ, {c\,C4}),
N(h) = ( M c 2 , c i } ) , N(l3) = (/ 3 ,0), and N(l4) = (Í 4 ,{c4,c 3 }).
According to our definitions above, such a network is, locally regarded,
incorrect at location /3 but correct at all other locations. From a global point
of view, such a network is incorrect although a connected component consisting
of locations ii, ¿г, and U exists. So, take care not to confuse local and global
views. An illustration is given in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: An Incorrect Network
Hence, we can conclude that not only processors and physical channels can
fail but also the space-view can differ from location to location. The latter
case constitutes the well-known problem of processor group membership (cf.
chapter 8). Without any precautions a physical network where processors
and channels are sensitive to errors may be useless for distributed real-time
systems because coordinated decentralized activities "in order to cooperate to
achieve an overall goal" cannot be guaranteed (cf. section 1.2).
φ
When correct physical networks cannot be guaranteed for the execution
time of a distributed real-time system it will be necessary to make the system
tolerant against processor and channel failures. These may happen, for ex
ample, because a channel breaks down or because the disk system associated
with a processor has failed to deliver its service such that the processor stops
execution (see, e.g., Coesmans and Wieczorek [16]) or because a processor it
self has become faulty. To avoid such failures many different techniques are
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known in the literature (see, e.g., Schepers [79] for an overview of paradigms
for fault-tolerant systems). Two particular chapters in part II of this thesis
will also be devoted to these problems: in chapter 7 we investigate the prob
lem of information diffusion in a network in case of failing processors and in
chapter 8 we investigate the problem of processor group membership in case
of failing and restarting processors.
3.1.3

STANDARD T O P O L O G Y WITH LOCATIVE DISTANCE

For the specification and verification of distributed real-time systems space as
well as networks will be needed. Space itself will be used twice: as an abstract
notion on a meta-level to reason about events and as a concrete notion on an
object-level as observable events of space-view functions. The meta-level space
notion will be our locative reference space or, as it would be called in modal
logic, our locative frame (see below). The object-level space notion will come
into existence by so called fault-hypotheses on the corresponding network (for
more details see part II). 1 4
Our locative reference space consists of a set L of locations together with
a locative reachability relation. 1 5 As with time, we will add a locative distance
function and a locative metric domain. Using first-order predicate logic with
identity and a two-place predicate Д * Ç LxL expressing locative reachability
we can specify the properties as follows: (let, thereby, I, l\, fa, and /3 be
variables ranging over the set L of locations)
1. Vl:R~ll

(Reflexivity)

2. VÍ1.Í2 : RL h h — R-ь h h

(Symmetry)

3. Vii, hi h '· R-ь h h Λ R^ h 'з —• Д * 'ι 'з

(Transitivity)

The properties of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity together ensure
that R^ is an equivalence relation on the set L of locations. Locations
are equivalent in the sense that they are provided statically with the
same possibilities to reach possibly other locations. The equivalence
classes are then given by the strongly connected components.
For the moment, we make the range of the locative distance function
pL : LxL
—• IDL application-dependent but require some minimal
properties of the locative metric domain E) L . The axiomatization of our
14

T h e distinction between meta-level space notion and object-level space notion has been
inspired by Dov Gabbay's metabox concept [30].
15
We will call our locative reference space with the topological properties as given here
the standard topology of space.
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distance function and its range will, therefore, be very similar to that
of the temporal distance function and the temporal metric domain (cf.
chapter 2). Again we will make use of first-order predicate logic with
identity and a two-place function symbol φ : Π \ χ D L —• ID L : (let,
thereby, l\, I2, and Í3 be variables ranging over the set L of locations and
Ci Cii C2, Сз be variables ranging over the set IDL of space distances, and
let 0 e D L be a constant locative distance)
4. V/i,Í2 : PL(h,h)

= 0 «-• h = h

(Zero Distance)
(Symmetry)

5. Vii,Z2 : PL(JI.Í2) = Ръ(к,к)

6. V/i, h, k • Rb h k Л R? h k -> PL{II, /3) < PL(/I, ¿2) Θ рь(І2, 'з)
(Conditional Inequality)
Note that the condition in the antecedent above guarantees that all
distances in the succèdent above, i.e., Рь(ііЛз)і Pi*{h,h), and P\,(l2,h)
do exist.
7. Vd,C2 : Ci ФСг = 0 ^ (Ci = ОЛСг = 0)
8. VC : ζ Θ 0 = ζ

(ГО?)
(Unit Element)

9. VCi, <2, Сз : (Ci Φ Сг = Ci Θ Сз - Сг = Сз)

(Left Injectivity)

Ю- VCi, Сг, Сз : (Ci θ Сз = Сг θ Сз - Ci = Сг)

(Right Injectivity)

П . VCi, Сг, Сз : (Ci ® Сг) θ Сз = Ci © (Сг θ Сз)

(Associativity)

12. VCi, Сг : Ci © Сг = Сг ® Ci

(Commutativity)

13. VCi, Сг : ЗС : Ci = Сг © С V C2 = Ci © С
3.2
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(Absolute Difference)

LOGIC

Similar to time we will treat space: for the specification of qualitative and
quantitative properties of distributed systems and for reasoning about them a
metric locative logic will be introduced.
In locative logic (LL), qualitative locative operators such as Π (everywhere)
and О (somewhere) restrict reasoning over the locative universe by requiring
a certain relationship between the locations at issue. If such a relationship
does not exist nothing can be said about the existence of properties at those
locations. For reasons of symmetry with the temporal calculus, we also intro
duce some qualitative extensions such as Δ (everywhere else) in locative logic.
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Also in the case of locative logic the pure qualitative approach will not suffice
because it will be necessary to reason about distances in a distributed system
(see, for instance, chapter 7 for an application of the locative distance as a
means for reasoning about the number of "hops").
Similar to the temporal case (see chapter 2) we have added indices to the
locative operators to indicate the distance from the actual locative reference
point. This makes it possible to specify properties relevant to distributed
systems: for instance, two events can be related to one another by an a priori
known space bound on the locative distance between their occurrences, e.g.,
events occurring at locations lying within the diameter of the network (cf.
part II).
3.2.1

LANGUAGE

The language of metric locative logic (MLL) as used in this chapter is a firstorder language with identity where quantification over the metric domain IDL
will be allowed. Opposed to that quantification over the set L of locations
will be disallowed. The following special symbols and sets of symbols will be
assumed:
> individual constant symbols: an enumerable set Ac of constant symbols
containing a special symbol 0
> individual variable symbols: an enumerable set Av of variable symbols
> operation symbols: an infix function symbols Θ, =, < all of arity 2
> propositional variable symbols: an enumerable set Ap of constant pred
icate symbols
> quantifiers: V, 3
> propositional

connectives:

T , _L, -ι, Λ, V, —•, <-»•

> locative connectives: Ξ , Φ , Δ , V , Α , V
As in the temporal language, we shall indicate that a particular locative
connective is reflexive, i.e., refers to the reflexive closure of the under
lying accessibility relation by writing a circle within the corresponding
connective.
The priorities of the propositional and locative connectives are defined as
usual in the following order (within one item the priorities are the same):
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1. -ι, И L, <3>L, Δ1,, V \ êt, V L

(highest priority)

2. Λ, V
3 . —•, «-•

(lowest priority)

The terms in metric locative logic are used to denote elements of the loca
tive metric domain. Therefore, we will only need individual constant and
variable symbols and the operation symbol:
3.1 ( W E L L - F O R M E D T E R M S ) The set of well-formed terms in
metric locative logic is the minimal set of terms closed under the following
formation rules:
DEFINITION

1. An individual constant symbol is a well-formed term.
2. An individual variable symbol is a well-formed term.
3. If 7/1 and 7j2 are well-formed terms then τ/ι φ % is a well-formed term.

0
The last rule corresponds to the above mentioned need to add two distances
from the locative metric domain to get a new distance in that domain.
3.2 ( W E L L - F O R M E D FORMULAE) The set of well-formed formu
lae in metric locative logic is the minimal set of formulae closed under the
following formation rules:
DEFINITION

1. A propositional variable symbol is a well-formed formula.
2. The propositional connective J_ (false) is a well-formed formula.
3. If φι and φι are well-formed formulae then φ\ —• φι is a well-formed
formula.
4. If //ι and τ/2 are well-formed terms then щ = т/2 and τ/ι < 7/2 is a wellformed formula.
5. If 7/ is a well-formed term and φ is a well-formed formula then Θ = 7 ? φ,
Δ = 7 ) φ, and Α =7? φ are well-formed formulae.
6. If ζ is an individual variable symbol and φ is a well-formed formula then
νζ : φ is a well-formed formula.
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О
The language presented here is, in fact, a first-order extension of the metricated polymodal language PML(R£, R", =L> # L ) with the universal relation
Я " o n £> the locative reachability relation Щ on L, the relation = L of equality
on L, and the relation фь of inequality on L. Informally the basic locative
operators have the following meaning:
> Everywhere in the Class (at a certain distance) (Ξ=τ, φ) Formula φ is
true at all locations that are reachable from the actual locative reference
point and whose distance to that point is equal to the value of η.
> Everywhere Else (at a certain distance) (A =r? φ) Formula φ is true at all
locations that are different from the actual locative reference point and
whose distance to that point is equal to the value of η. Note that this
formula is equivalent to J. (false) if η evaluates to 0.
> Everywhere (at a certain distance) (Δ = 7 7 φ) Formula φ is true at all
locations whose distance to the actual locative reference point is equal
to the value of η.
Non-primitive metric locative operators, e.g., dual versions of the above
mentioned locative operators can be defined in terms of the basic ones. We
will give a list of the most important metric locative operators in section 3.2.3
below.
3.2.2

FORMAL SEMANTICS

As usual we give a Kripke style semantics for our locative language, that is,
we first introduce the notions of a locative frame, a metric locative frame, and
a metric locative model and define afterwards the semantics of the formulae
inductively on the complexity of their structure.
3.3 (LOCATIVE F R A M E ) Let L be a non-empty set of elements
(locations) and R" be a binary relation on L (locative reachability). Then, the
structure (L, R^) is called a locative frame or, for short, an L-frame.
φ
DEFINITION

In the sequel, we will presuppose the properties of the standard topology
with locative distance as presented in section 3.1.3. As with the temporal
case, we shall make no distinction between the alphabet (syntactic domain)
Ac and the semantic domain ID L .
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DEFINITION 3.4 ( M E T R I C LOCATIVE F R A M E ) Let Th = (L,B£) be a loca
tive frame and let D L be a non-empty set of elemens (locative metric domain).
Let pL : L χ L — • ГОЬ be a D L -valued function (locative distance function),
φ : roL χ roL — • IDL be a dyadic infix operator, and 0 G Ю ь (unity element
w.r.t. ©). Then, the structure (.F L ,ro L ,/) L ,©,0) is called a metric locative
frame or, for short, a metric L-frame.
φ

3.5 (EVALUATION OF T E R M S ) Let L be a set of locations and
/ G L. Let E L be the set of well-formed terms and aL : L χ E L — • IDL be
a function assigning to each location and well-formed term a distance. Then,
aL is defined inductively on the structure of terms in the following way:
DEFINITION

d
d
otL(l,v) = '
a L (i, 771) φ aL(Z, 772)

if η = d and d G Ac
if η = ζ and ζ G Д
and ζ G dom(aL(l))
and the value of ζ is d at location I
if 77 = 771 © 7ft is a compound term

The function a L is called a locative binding. If a L has the property that
aL(i,77) = aL(i',77) for all 1,1' G L and all terms 77 then it is called a rigid
locative binding.
φ
DEFINITION 3.6 ( M E T R I C LOCATIVE M O D E L ) Let Ap be a set of propositional variables and let F\} = (L, R^, ID L , p L , ©, 0) be a metric locative frame.
Let a L be a rigid locative binding and let I L be a function assigning to each
propositional variable ρ G Ар a subset of L on which ρ is true (locative inter
pretation function), i.e., I L : Ap —> p(L). Then, the structure (ƒ"[',a L ,I L )
is called a metric locative model or, for short, a metric L-model.
φ

3.7 (LOCATIVE SATISFIABILITY) Let Ap be a set of proposi
tional variables and let M^ = (•?!'>£*LIII) be a metric locative model and
let / G L. Then, a well-formed formula φ holds in a metric locative model
М\} at location Ι οτ φ is satisfied in a metric locative model ML at location
I, notation M^,l K L φ, is defined inductively as follows:
DEFINITION

(i)
(2)

MMKL-L
M[\l\=LLp

iff

l G IL(p) for ρ G АР

(3)
(4)

«MU, f K L Vi -> ¥»2
Μ[],1\=^ηι=η2

iff
iff

if M 1 , * K L Vi then M ' , * K L ¥>2
aL(i,77i) = QL(/,772)

iff

aL(l,m)

(5)

Μ^,1\=^ηι<η2

<

α^1,η2)
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for all l' G L:
if Я * //' and pL(Z, Ζ') = aL(Z, τ;)
thenM'.i'KbV
0^a L (Z,7?)
and
for all l' G L:
if Ζ ^ L Z' and pL(l, I') = Q L (Z, η)
then A f L ' J ' K L V

1

(8)

L

X L , Ζ K L A =r, ρ

iff

for all I' 6 L:

if Ä^ Z'Zandp L (Z,Z') = aL(Z,7?)

then М[1,1'^ъ
(9)

Λ1[', Ζ K L 4Ç : φ

iff

φ

for all a'L different from Q L just on ζ:
M K / Ö L U K L ¥>

where Д " is the universal relation Lx L. The model A1 L '[a' L /a L ] results from
model the M\} by replacing the binding aL with the new binding a'L, i.e.,

МКЛ>ь] = (П',<*і,^)· 16

0

DEFINITION 3.8 (LOCATIVE VALIDITY) Let M\} = (ƒ•[', a L , I L ) be a metric
locative model.

1. A well-formed formula </? is valid in a metric locative model ,M L ' or,
for short, L-vahd in M\}, notation M\} K L φ, iff for all t G L :

M'.ÍKLP2. A well-formed formula y? is valid, notation K L 4>i iff f° r all A4L' :
ML1 K L Ψ.

3.2.3

DEDUCTION

We will confine ourselves here to mention definitions, axioms, and rules that
are basic to our metric locative logic and that extend classical propositional
calculi with properties for the locative distance function and the locative metric
domain (see above for their statement in first-order predicate logic). Note that
we are not aiming here at a complete axiomatization of metric locative logic.
le

N o t e that the universal relation Л " has only been introduced for reasons of analogy
between modal operators and relations on the corresponding universe.
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Note that the basic operators were reflexive ones. This is different from the temporal case where the irreflexive versions have been
chosen to be basic. This is because we shall need the properties of an
equivalence relation in locative logic.

DEFINITIONS

1. ¡°}L<p = Υζ : Β=ζ ψ

(Everywhere in the Class)

2. <3>L ψ = 3Ç : <3>=ς φ

(Somewhere in the Class)

3. <§>-η φ = -ιΞ = Ι / -<φ
4. ¿\ φ = νζ : 0 < ζ -» Δ = ζ φ

(Everywhere Else)

5. V φ = 3ζ : 0 < ζ Λ V= c φ

(Somewhere Else)

,—, L

6

def

A L

. V =r? ψ - -ιΔ =Τ) -чр
7. AL φ = Υζ : É-ζ ψ
8. £<η

(Everywhere)
Α= ζ φ

φ = 4ζ:ζ<η^

L

9. V ψ = 3ζ : ^ = c φ

(Somewhere)

10. V=„ φ = -Α=„ -V

11.

ν$ηφϊ*^<η^φ

12. V ^ p ^ V ^ p W ^ p
The axioms for the qualitative properties are all well-known from the
literature [7, 44], the axioms for the locative metric domain are the same
as in the temporal case, and the axioms for the locative distance function
are slightly different from the temporal distance function in that we now
have a conditional inequality instead of the conditional equality.

AXIOMS

1. \-LL\HLp—> ρ
L

(Reflexivity)
L

2. r- L L p—• E <§> p
L

L

(Symmetry)
L

3. l - L L 0 p - > [ I ] 0 p

(Transitivity)
L

L

4. I - L L H ( < £ I —> 4>г) —• (E <¿>1 —>0 <¿>2)
L

5. hLL

СьСг : Ci θ Сг = 0 -f (Ci = 0 Λ ζ 2 = 0)

6. K L VC : ζ Θ 0 = ζ

(Distributivity)
(ГО°)
(Unit Element)

(CI θ C2 = Ci θ Сз -• С2 = Сз)

(Left Injectivity)

8. r-LL £і,С2,Сз (Ci ® Сз = Сг θ Сз -»• Ci = Сг)

(Right Injectivity)

7. К ь СьСг.Сз
9. K L V C I , C 2 , C 3

(Ci © Сг) θ Сз = Ci Φ (Сг θ Сз)

(Associativity)
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10. h L L VCi, Сг : Ci ® Сг = Сг θ Ci
11· K L VÇI, Сг : ЭС : Ci = C2 ® С V Сг = Ci Φ С

(Commutativity)
(Absolute Difference)

L

12. K L VC : V V= C Τ

(Surjectivity)

13. K L ρ «-> V¿o ρ
14. Κι. VC : [ (ρ Л V^

(Zero Distance)
q) -> ^ ¿ ζ (g Λ V ¿ c ρ) ]

(Symmetry)

15. r-LL VCi, Сг : [ ^ = ζ ι ®=(а Ρ -»• ^<ζιθί2 Ρ 1 (Conditional Inequality)
The rules are given as usual in classical modal logics, i.e., modus ponens and necessitation.

RULES

1. whenever K L φ\ —» ψ2 and h L L φ\ then K L Ψ2
2. whenever K L <¿> then K L Ξ = τ y>

(Modus Ponens)
(Necessitation)

Some properties of the metric function and the metric domain
have mentioned for the temporal calculus are also derivable in the
calculus. But because we are interested in the combination of the
and temporal calculi we will avoid to mention any properties here.
combined calculus, we refer to chapter 4.

3.3

that we
locative
locative
For the

A RUNNING EXAMPLE (CONTD.)

Recall that we have started a discussion about the well-known paradigm of
dining philosophers at least for two reasons: firstly, we want to illustrate the
principal distinctions between the various logics as introduced in this first
part and, secondly, we want to demonstrate the adequacy of our specification
method. Note that comparison and conclusions will be postponed till chapter 4
when all kinds of logics will have been defined.
Upto here we have provided a specification of the dining philosophers in
pure first-order predicate logic (cf. chapter 1) and in temporal logic (cf. chap
ter 2). We are now going to present a specification of those properties by
making use of locative logic as defined above.
3.3.1

THE MODEL

An axiomatization of our model of the dining philosophers community will
again comprise temporal properties as well as locative properties. This time
the properties of the locative reference space have already been provided with
the locative logic above. What remains to be done in this section is a charac
terization of the temporal structure.
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We assume an infinite, discrete set Τ of time points
together with a binary relation < denoting temporal precedence between two
time points, a binary relation φτ denoting inequality between two time points,
and a function | · | τ denoting the distance between two time points.
The properties of the precedence relation are given as follows: (let, thereby,
t, t', t", and t'" be variables ranging over T)
TEMPORAL STRUCTURE

1. Vt : [ -it < ί ]

(Irreflexivity)

2. Vt, t' : [ t < t' -» -.t < t' ]

(Asymmetry)

3. Vt, t', t" : [ f < t' At' < t" -*t<

t" ]

4. Vt, f' : [ t φ t' -• t < t' V t' < t]
5. Vt,f' : [ t < Í' -

(Transitivity)
(Connectedness)

3t" : [ i < ί" Λ -.3t'" : t < f" < t" ] ]

Λ

(Discreteness)

Vt,í' : [ t < ί' -» 3t" : [ t" < ί' Λ -af" : t" < ί'" < t' ] ]
6. Vi : [ 3t' : ί < ί' ]
3.3.2

(No End)

T H E SPECIFICATION

For the specification of the requirements of the dining philosophers community
we will need additional predicates: 17 (let, thereby, f, t', and t" be variables
ranging over T)
> eaten(t): has just eaten at time t
> lh(t): possesses a fork in his left hand at time t
> rh(t): possesses a fork in his right hand at time t
Furthermore, let us introduce for notational convenience the abbreviation
bh(t) for the possession of a fork in both hands at time t:
bh(t) = lh(t) Λ rh(t)
Finally, the community of dining philosphers has to satisfy the following
18
requirements:
,7

N o t e that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space (cf. section 3.1).
Note again that being a member of a particular community of dining philosophers will
be modelled here by the locative reachability relation. As a consequence this means that
all dining philosophers communities have to satisfy the corresponding properties or, in other
words, to recognize a set of philosophers as a community of dining philosophers implies that
all the properties must be valid for them.
18
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All philosophers in the community will have eaten infinitely

many times:
H L [ Vi : 3 ί ' : t < t' A eaten(t') }
A philosopher in the community can have
eaten only if he possessed a fork in his left hand and a fork in his right
hand at two successive points in time just before having eaten:

HAVING EATEN NEEDS FORKS

0L[Ví:ea¿en(í)

— [3t':t'<

t Α\(ί,ί')\τ

= 1 Abh(t')}

A
[3t":t"<tA\(t,t")\T

=

2Abh(t")}]

If some philosopher possesses two forks
then his neighbours may not possess two forks at the same point in
time:
E L [ V i : [6/г(£) ^ -.<s>=i bh(t)] ]

EXCLUSION OF FORK POSSESSION

Note that we have again (cf. chapter 1) avoided to mention any start
condition for the dining philosophers community.

CHAPTER 4
LOCATIVE T E M P O R A L LOGIC

OUTLINE

The idea of having more than one dimension for reasoning about
systems has been pronounced by various people with different intentions at different times. In all but one case, to our knowledge,
these dimensions have been chosen to be equal, for example, two
time dimensions. Our motivation for a locative temporal logic
had been given by two aspects that are common to all distributed
real-time systems: distribution of computing power and actions in
real-time. Events in a distributed real-time system become dependent on the location and the time point of their occurrence. Thus
a space-time model seems adequate for such systems.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 4.1 discusses
our locative temporal reference space. In section 4.2, we will formally define a basic version of locative temporal logic with the
additional features of locative and temporal distances. Section 4.3
provides a locative temporal logic specification of the dining philosophers paradigm as introduced in the introduction. In section 4.4,
we will summarize the results from part I and draw some conclusions emerging from the several specifications of the dining philosophers paradigm.
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T H E LOCATIVE TEMPORAL REFERENCE SPACE

A proposition denoting a property of a distributed real-time system would be
meaningless as long as we do not know both when to look and where to look.1
This exactly provides the reason to introduce a direct product of a temporal
and locative reference space (see chapter 2 on temporal logic and chapter 3 on
locative logic for the properties of the corresponding spaces alone).
Although we are not interested in relativistic effects and although space
and time are both acausai2 we have decided to construct our reference space
of locative temporal logic (LTL) from space and time. Having a locative tem
poral reference space at our disposal truth and falsity of propositions such as
"message m has been received" will be meaningful in both respects locatively
and temporally. Without it such propositions would be meaningless. Observe
that the truth of such a proposition depends on the chosen reference point. A
proposition whose truth or falsity is space- and time-dependent will be called
indefinite w.r.t. space and time or locatively and temporally indefinite.3
Similarly a proposition such as "message m has been received at time t
at location Γ will be meaningful when interpreted over a locative temporal
reference space where (/, t) is an element of that space. Although in this case a
locative temporal reference point is meaningless because the proposition itself
contains an absolute space and time reference. A proposition whose truth or
falsity is space- and time-independent will be called definite w.r.t. space and
time or locatively and temporally definite.*
Our locative temporal approach gives rise to two additional classes of
propositions: a proposition such as "message m has been received at time t"
will be meaningful when interpreted over a locative temporal reference space
where the temporal component of a locative temporal reference point (/, t')
is now meaningless because the proposition itself contains an absolute time
reference. A proposition whose truth or falsity is space-dependent and timeindependent will be called indefinite w.r.t. space and definite w.r.t. time or
1

This has also been observed by Le Lann in his early paper on "Distributed Systems—
Towards A Formal Approach" [58].
'The difference between one event and another does not depend on the mere difference
of the times or the places at which they occur, but only on the differences in the nature,
configuration, or motion of the bodies concerned." [65]
3
T o avoid confusion with physical or philosophical spacetime (cf. previous chapter) we
prefer to say "space and time" when talking conceptually about our construction of spacetime, i.e., locative and temporal reference space. In a few cases, we shall also write "spacetime" but with a dash.
4
T h e phrases "definite proposition" and "indefinite proposition" have been borrowed from
Rescher and Urquhart [75].
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locatively indefinite and temporally definite.
And finally, a proposition such as "message m has been received at location
Γ will be meaningful when interpreted over a locative temporal reference space
where the locative component of a locative temporal reference point (I', t) is
now meaningless because the proposition itself contains an absolute space
reference. A proposition whose truth or falsity is space-independent and timedependent will be called definite w.r.t. space and indefinite w.r.t. time or
locatively definite and temporally indefinite.
4.1.1

S P A C E A N D T I M E IN P E R S P E C T I V E

Our construction of a locative temporal reference space is the direct product
of the locative and temporal reference spaces as discussed in the previous two
chapters (cf. also Koole [50]). The qualitative and quantitative properties of
our locative temporal reference space are directly induced by the properties of
their locative and temporal correspondents, respectively. Inspired by the four
types of propositions as mentioned above we will now briefly discuss several
kinds of properties which we find relevant for distributed real-time systems. 5
N o EVOLUTION

The simplest case of properties in a distributed real-time system can be iden
tified with one position in space and time, i.e., the locative temporal reference
point. Such properties can be described by LTL formulae that contain no
locative temporal operators but perhaps some propositional connectives. A
typical situation of such properties is illustrated in figure 4.1. 6

1}

Ρ
*

Figure 4.1: A Local Static Property
5

For questions about the formal semantics of the formulae used in this section we refer
to section 4.2.
6
Note that in all the figures 4.1 to 4.5 L is the locative reference space, Τ is the temporal
reference space, and ρ is some locatively and temporally indefinite constant predicate.
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Truth or falsity of such a formula only depends on the chosen reference
point, i.e., (I, t) in figure 4.1. No other positions i n i x T are involved during
the evaluation of such a formula.
We will call properties whose truth is fixed at the chosen locative temporal
reference point local static because such properties are neither evolving in space
nor in time. Usually such properties will be used to fix the locative temporal
reference point itself, e.g., (I, t) as in figure 4.1. For example, a characterization
of communication behaviour can be done by fixing the time point and the
location at which a message has been sent and deriving properties about the
reception of that message. Dually we can fix the time point and location at
which a message has been received and derive properties about the sending
of that message. If both views, i.e., the sender's view and the receiver's view
coincide in the number and order of messages, presupposing their uniqueness,
we can say that communication is correct (for more details see part II in this
thesis).
EVOLUTION IN T I M E

The next case of properties in a distributed real-time system can be identified
with two positions in space and time: the first position being the locative
temporal reference point and the second position being different from the first
only in its temporal component. Such properties can be described by LTL
formulae that contain locative temporal operators that affect only time. A
typical situation of such properties is illustrated in figure 4.2.
L

/4-

®τρ

Ρ

*

*

¿1

¿2

Τ

Figure 4.2: A Local Dynamic Property
Truth or falsity of such a formula depends on the chosen reference point,
i.e., (I, ii) in figure 4.2 and on one further position in L χ Τ which is possibly
different from the chosen reference point only in its temporal component, i.e.,
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(I, ¿2) in figure 4.2. No positions i n i x T are involved during the evaluation
of such a formula where the locative component is different from /.
We will call properties whose truth is depending only on time local dynamic
because such properties are not evolving in space but in time. Usually such
properties will be used to denote a special class of liveness properties. For
example, sender and receiver in CSP [42] must synchronize their activities
before being able to exchange information with their communication partner.
So there might be some time difference at the sender's site between being
synchronized and having succesfully terminated the exchange of information.
The same will be true for the receiver's site (for more details see chapter 6 in
this thesis).
EVOLUTION IN SPACE

The third case of properties in a distributed real-time system can be identified
with two positions in space and time: the first position being the locative
temporal reference point and the second position being different from the first
only in its locative component. Such properties can be described by LTL
formulae that contain locative temporal operators that affect only space. A
typical situation of such properties is illustrated in figure 4.3.

*ρ
* <°>p
t
Figure 4.3: A Distributed Static Property
Truth or falsity of such a formula depends on the chosen reference point,
i.e., (l\,t) in figure 4.3 and on one further position in L χ Τ which is possibly
different from the chosen reference point only in its locative component, i.e.,
{I2, t) in figure 4.3. No positions in L χ Γ are involved during the evaluation
of such a formula where the temporal component is different from f.
We will call properties whose truth is depending only on space distributed
static because such properties are not evolving in time but in space. Such
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properties can be used to denote a special class of liveness properties but liveness now understood in space. For example, if the processor associated with
the locative temporal reference point is correct then one might require that
if there is some other location where the corresponding processor is correct
there exists some path between the two processors. In other words, the un
derlying surviving network must always be connected (see, for example, the
fault-hypothesis on network partitioning in chapters 7 and 8).
EVOLUTION IN SPACE AND T I M E

The last case of properties in a distributed real-time system can be identified
with three positions in space and time where two different cases can be distin
guished depending on the order of locative temporal operators, that is, either
first evolution in space and then in time or first evolution in time and then in
space. Typical situations of both cases are illustrated in figure 4.4.
L
Φτρ

h/il

*

ь

т

ф ф р

h

<$>T<$>Lp
*

* <°> L p

І2

Í2

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: A Distributed Dynamic Property
In picture (a) above, the first position is the locative temporal reference
point, the second position being different from the first in its locative compo
nent, and the third position being different from the second in its temporal
component and, thus, being different from the first position in its locative and
temporal components. Such properties can be described by LTL formulae
that contain a pair of locative temporal operators that affect firstly space, i.e.,
<3> and secondly time, i.e., •$> . Truth or falsity of such a formula depends
on the chosen reference point, i.e., (¿ι, ¿i) in figure 4.4, on one intermediate
second position in L χ Τ, i.e., (h, h) in figure 4.4, and on one third position in
LxT which is possibly different from the chosen reference point in its locative
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ала temporal components, i.e., {/2, ¿2) in figure 4.4.
In picture (b) above, the first position is again the locative temporal reference point, the second position being different from the first in its temporal
component, and the third position being different from the second in its locative component and, thus, being different from the first position in its locative
and temporal components. Such properties can be described by LTL formulae
that contain a pair of locative temporal operators that affect firstly time, i.e.,
Φ and secondly space, i.e., <3> . Truth or falsity of such a formula depends
on the chosen reference point, i.e., (ίι,ίι) in figure 4.4, on one intermediate
second position in L χ Γ, i.e., (íi, Í2) in figure 4.4, and on one third position in
LxT which is possibly different from the chosen reference point in its locative
and temporal components, i.e., (¿21*2) in figure 4.4.
We will call properties whose truth is depending on space as well as time
distributed dynamic because such properties are evolving in space as well as
in time. Such properties can be used to denote a special class of liveness
properties but liveness now understood in space and time, e.g., if at (ίι,ίι)
predicate ρ holds then at (¿21^2) predicate ρ will also hold (cf. figure 4.4). An
example of this kind of properties will be the information diffusion principle
as discussed in chapter 6.7
EVOLUTION IN SPACE AND T I M E USING DISTANCES

A special class of distributed dynamic properties contains those that are not
only related in a qualitative way but also by some distance. These properties
can be identified with three positions in space and time using distances: 8 the
first position being the locative temporal reference point, the second position
being different from the first only in its locative component but this time
at a fixed locative distance from the reference point, and the third position
being different from the second only in its temporal component but this time
at a fixed temporal distance. Hence, the third position is different from the
locative temporal reference point in its locative and temporal component and
furthermore it is at a fixed distance in space and time from the reference point.
A typical situation is illustrated in figure 4.5.
Truth or falsity of such a formula depends on the chosen reference point,
i.e., (ίι,ίι) in figure 4.5, on one intermediate second position in L χ Γ, i.e.,
Note that in this thesis the two cases as illustrated in figure 4.4 will be equivalent (see
confluency property in section 4.2.3 on deduction).
8
According to the confluency property (cf. section 4.2.3), we will discuss here only the
case of first evolution in space and then in time and neglect the case of first evolution in
time and then in space.
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* ρ

π<

Wl-

*®tn®l£p

¿2

Figure 4.5: A Metric Distributed Dynamic Property
(І2, ii) in figure 4.4 where the distance between h and /2 is given by n, and on
one third position in L χ Τ which is possibly different from the chosen reference
point in its locative and temporal components, i.e., (/2,^2) in figure 4.4 where
the distance between ii and ti is given by ε.
We will call properties whose truth is depending on space and time in a
qualitative but also in a quantitative sense metric distributed dynamic. Such
properties can be used to denote a special class of liveness properties, i.e.,
liveness properties in space and time where a locative temporal distance is
indispensable, e.g., if at (h,t\) predicate ρ holds then at (¿2,^2) predicate ρ
will also hold where the locative distance between the two positions is equal to
η and the temporal distance is equal to ε (cf. figure 4.5). A typical example of
metric distributed dynamic properties has been constituted by the principle
of information diffusion as discussed by Cristian et al. in [20]. We shall come
back to this principle in chapters 6 and 7.
Our discussion about locative and temporal distances in the context of
distributed dynamic properties will, of course, analogously apply to local dy
namic and distributed static properties. In case of local static properties only
a distance equal to zero makes sense. But a formula containing a reflexive loca
tive temporal operator with zero distance would be equivalent to the operand
of such an operator.
4.1.2

STANDARD T O P O L O G Y WITH DISTANCES

As we have seen in the two preceding chapters space as well time but also spaceview as well as time-view functions (clocks) will be needed for the specification
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and verification of distributed real-time systems. Space and time will be used
twice: as abstract notions on a meta-level to reason about events and as
concrete notions on an object-level as observable events of space-view and
time-view functions, respectively. The meta-level space and time notions will
constitute our locative temporal reference space or, as it would be called in
modal logic, our locative temporal frame (see below). The object-level space
and time notions will come into existence by so called fault-hypotheses on the
corresponding clock system and communication network (for more details see
part II). 9
Our locative temporal reference space consists of the direct product of a
set L of locations and a set Τ of time points together with two accessibility
relations: one for locative accessibility and one for temporal accessibility.10
As with space and time alone distance functions together with their metric
domains will be needed. The properties of the corresponding distance function
and metric domains can directly be taken from the previous two chapters.
Therefore, we will avoid to repeat them here. Using first-order predicate logic
with identity, a two-place predicate R^ Ç (LxT)x(LxT)
expressing locative
reachability, and a two-place predicate R% Ç (L χ Τ) χ (L χ T) expressing
temporal precedence we can specify the properties of our locative temporal
reference space:
Let I, l\, l2, h, and Z4 be variables ranging over the
set L of locations and let t £ Τ be an arbitrary but fixed time point:

LOCATIVE PROPERTIES

1. VZ : R* (I, t) (I, t)
2. Vii,¿2 : R?(h,t)

(L-Reflexivity)

(h,t) - R?(h,t)

3. V/ b ¿2, ¿a : R? (h,t)

(h,t)

(L-Symmetry)

(h,t) Λ R~ (l2,t) (/3,t) - Я * (h,t) (l3,t)
(L-Transitivity)

Let t, ΐχ, t2, and ¿3 be variables ranging over the set
Γ of time points and let l G L be an arbitrary but fixed location:

TEMPORAL PROPERTIES

1. Vi : -.#< (l,t) (l,t)
2. Vtl,t2,t3:R<(l,t1)
9

(T-Irreflexivity)
(l,t2)AR<(lit2)

(l,t3) - R< </,*i> (Мз)
(Τ-Transitivity)

T h e distinction between meta-level space-time notion and object-level space-time notion
has been inspired by Dov Gabbay's metabox concept [30].
10
Although the term "standard topology" is perhaps better applied to four-dimensional
spacetime (cf. chapter 3) we will call our locative temporal reference space with the topo
logical properties as given in this section the standard topology of space and time.
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: (l,ti) φτ (l,t2)->

Kì (Ш
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(/,i 2 )VÄ<</,i 2 ) <Ι,ίι>
(T-Connectedness)

4. V¿ 1 ,i 2 :3t 3 :</,íi)7 É T(/,Í2>AA<(Z,¿i> ( / , í 2 ) - >
(Мі)#т(/,*з)Л</,*2>#т Мз)Л
Ä? С íi> С 'з> Л R< {l, t3) (I, t2>
5. Vii : 3*2 : Л£ (J, ¿ι) (/, i 2 )

(T-Denseness)
(No T-End)

Let ii, /г> 'зі a n d /4 be variables ranging
over the set L of locations and let ii, t2, t3, and Í4 be variables ranging
over the set Τ of time points: 1 1

LOCATIVE TEMPORAL PROPERTIES

1.

Vlul2:Vtut2:
Я£ ( M l ) (íi, Í2) Л Я * (¿1, í 2 ) (¿2, Í2) -»
3Í3 : 3t 3 : Л?<«і,*і> ( М з ) Л ñ< ( М з ) <Із,*з>
(TL-Commutativity)
This formula expresses the fact that if there is evolution at first in
the temporal sort and then in the locative sort then there exists a
point such that evolution from the original point can first proceed
in the locative sort and then in the temporal sort.

2.

4lul2:4tut2:
R?{h,ti)
( M 2 ) Л R< (lut2)
(h,t2)-+
3l3:3t3:R<{h,h)
(h,t3) A R~ (lut3)

(l3,t3)
(LT-Commutativity)
This formula expresses the fact that if there is evolution at first in
the locative sort and then in the temporal sort then there exists a
point such that evolution from the original point can first proceed
in the temporal sort and then in the locative sort.
3. V7i,Í2 '• Vii,¿2
RUh,h)

:

(М2)лЯ*(Мі)

Ä~(/i,t 2 ) ( М 2 ) л Я < ( М і )

(Mi)(h,t2)

(LT-Confluency)
This formula expresses the fact that if there is evolution in the
temporal sort and if there is also evolution in the locative sort then
there exists a point such that from the former two points there is
evolution in the locative sort and in the temporal sort, respectively.
u
T h e first-order conditions for those modal formulae that contain locative as well as
temporal evolution have been developed in collaboration with Wiebe van der Hoek.
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METRIC LOCATIVE TEMPORAL LOGIC

For the specification of qualitative and quantitative properties of distributed
real-time systems and for reasoning about them metric locative temporal logic
(MLTL) will be defined in this section. Locative temporal logic (LTL) is a
two-sorted modal logic (cf. Koole [50]). It is two-sorted in the sense that two
different universes (see above) are used to build our reference space, i.e., a
two-sorted Kripke frame.
To our knowledge, the only publication considering a general framework
of many-sorted modal logic can be found in [83] by Stuhlmann-Laeisz. Un
fortunately, Stuhlmann-Laeisz himself has called his logic many-dimensional
although he allows explicitly for a compound universe of η different dimen
sions. Also in the literature, we can find modal logics that make use of a
two-dimensional universe with equal dimensions. Such modal logics will be
called two-dimensional. For example, two-dimensional temporal logics as in
Segerberg [80], Gabbay [29], and Fariñas [26]. A systematic investigation of the
underlying general framework of many-dimensional modal logics has recently
been published by Venema [87].
In locative temporal logic, we will make use of the modal operators G (always/everywhere) and О (eventually/somewhere) as introduced in chapter 2
and 3. But now these operators will restrict our reasoning over a two-sorted
universe, i.e., the locative temporal universe by requiring a certain relation
ship between pairs of location and time point at issue. But qualitative locative
temporal operators alone will not suffice when quantitative properties come
into existence.
In metric locative temporal logic, restricting reasoning over the locative
temporal universe has been resumed: indices have been added to the locative
temporal operators to indicate the distance in space and time w.r.t. the actual
locative temporal reference point. This makes it possible to specify properties
relevant to distributed real-time systems: for instance, two events can be
related to one another by an a priori known bound for the distance in space
and time between their occurrences (see also figure 4.5 above).
4.2.1

LANGUAGE

The language of metric locative temporal logic as used in this chapter is a firstorder language with identity where quantification over the metric domains D L
and ГОТ, respectively, will be allowed. Opposed to that quantification over the
set L χ Τ of pairs of location and time point will not be allowed. Quantification
will also be disallowed over the sets L and Τ alone. The following special
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symbols and sets of symbols will be assumed:
> individual constant space symbols: an enumerable set AcL
space symbols containing a special symbol 0

of constant

> individual constant time symbols:12 an enumerable set AcT
time symbols containing a special symbol 0

of constant

> individual variable space symbob: an enumerable set AyL
space symbols

of variable

> individual variable time symbols: an enumerable set AyT of variable time
symbols
> operation symbols:13 infix function symbols ©, ®, =, < all of arity 2
> propositional variable symbols: an enumerable set Ap of constant pred
icate symbols
> quantifiers: V, 3
> propositional connectives: Τ, ±, -ι, Λ, V, —», <->
> locative temporal connectives: Β , Φ , Δ , ν , Α , ν , Β , Ο , Ε Ι , Φ , Ι ϋ ,
ФТІЙ^ФТІЛТ, Т , А Т , ^
Again, we shall indicate that a particular locative temporal connective is
reflexive, i.e., refers to the reflexive closure of the underlying accessibility
relation by writing a circle within the corresponding connective. A minus
or plus sign within a connective indicates that it is a past or future
connective, respectively.
The priorities of the propositional and locative temporal connectives are
defined as usual in the following order (within one item the priorities are the
same):
1. - ,

HL, φ\ Δ*\ v L ,

A\

VL,

B^ <3>T, Ш* Φτ, тт, Φ τ , mT, Φ τ , Δ τ , V1; AT, ^ T

(highest priority)

12
For notational convenience, we will make no syntactical distinction between 0 as a symbol
in AcL or AcT- Assume that this symbol is a polymorphic, i.e., overloaded constant operator
symbol.
13
For notational convenience, we will also make no syntactical distinction between φ, ®,
= , < as symbols used in locative and temporal terms (see below), respectively. Assume that
these symbols are polymorphic, i.e., overloaded dyadic operator symbols.

4.2.
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2. л, ν
3. —>, <-*

(lowest priority)

The terms in metric locative temporal logic are used to denote elements
of the locative and temporal metric domain, respectively. Therefore, we will
distinguish between two kinds of terms:
DEFINITION 4.1 ( W E L L - F O R M E D LOCATIVE T E R M S )
In metric locative
temporal logic, the set of well-formed locative terms is the minimal set of
terms closed under the following formation rules:

1. An individual constant space symbol is a well-formed locative term.
2. An individual variable space symbol is a well-formed locative term.
3. If 7ji and 772 are well-formed locative terms then 771 φ 772 is a well-formed
locative term.

0
DEFINITION 4.2 ( W E L L - F O R M E D T E M P O R A L T E R M S )

In metric locative
temporal logic, the set of well-formed temporal terms is the minimal set of
terms closed under the following formation rules:
1. An individual constant time symbol is a well-formed temporal term.
2. An individual variable time symbol is a well-formed temporal term.
3. If τ\ and T2 are well-formed temporal terms then т\
temporal term.

тг is a well-formed

0
D E F I N I T I O N 4.3

( W E L L - F O R M E D F O R M U L A E ) T h e set of well-formed formu

lae in metric locative temporal logic is t h e minimal set of formulae closed under
the following formation rules:
1. A propositional variable symbol is a well-formed formula.
2. T h e propositional connective -L (false) is a well-formed formula.
3. If φι and ψ2 are well-formed formulae then φι —• φι is a well-formed
formula.
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4. If 771 and 7/2 are well-formed locative terms then η\ = щ and 771 < 772 are
well-formed formulae.
5. If ri and T2 are well-formed temporal terms then т\ = тг and τ\ < τ<ι
are well-formed formulae.
6. If η is a well-formed locative term and φ is a well-formed formula then
Ξ=η φ, Δ = 7 ? φ, and &=η φ are well-formed formulae.
7. If τ is a well-formed temporal term and φ is a well-formed formula then
B= T v?, E3=T φ, Δ = τ ^, and Д = т φ are well-formed formulae.
8. If ζ is an individual variable space symbol and φ is a well-formed formula
then V£ : φ is a well-formed formula.
9. If ¿ is an individual variable time symbol and φ is a well-formed formula
then V<5 : φ is a well-formed formula.

0
The language presented here is, in fact, a first-order extension of the metricated polymodal language PML(R^,R^,R",R^,=L,=T,^LÌ^T)
with the
universal locative relation Д " on L χ Γ, the universal temporal relation Л^
on L χ T, the locative accessibility relation R^ on L χ Τ, the temporal acces
sibility relation Ä £ on L χ Γ, the relation = L of locative equality on L χ Τ,
the relation = T of temporal equality on L χ Τ, the relation фь of locative
inequality on L χ Τ, and the relation φτ of temporal inequality on L χ Г. 1 4
Informally the basic locative temporal operators have the following meaning:
> Everywhere in the Class (at a distance) (Ξ = 7 ? φ) Formula ψ is true at all
pairs {/, t) where t is an arbitrary but fixed time point and / is a location
that is reachable from the actual locative reference point. The distance
between the actual locative reference point and / must be equal to the
value of η.
> Everywhere Else (at a distance) (Δ = τ ; φ) Formula φ is true at all pairs
(l,t) where t is an arbitrary but fixed time point and I is a location
that is different from the actual locative reference point. The distance
between the actual locative reference point and I must be equal to the
14

Note that the difference between the locative temporal logic presented earlier [89] and the
one presented in this chapter is the metrication: in [89], the author himself and Wim Koole
presented a pure qualitative version of locative temporal logic whereas here metrication is
applied to both the locative as well as the temporal sort.
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value of η. Note that this formula is equivalent to -L (false) if η evaluates
toO.
> Everywhere (at a distance) (&=η φ) Formula φ is true at all pairs (I, t)
where t is an arbitrary but fixed time point. The distance between the
actual locative reference point and / must be equal to the value of η.
> Always in the Past (at a distance) ( B = r ψ) Formula φ is true at all pairs
(/, t) where I is an arbitrary but fixed location and t is a time point that
precedes the actual temporal reference point. The distance between the
actual temporal reference point and t must be equal to the value of r.
Note that this formula is equivalent to ± (false) if r evaluates to 0.
> Always in the Future (at a distance) (Œ)=T φ) Formula φ is true at all
pairs (/, t) where I is an arbitrary but fixed location and t is a time point
that is preceded by the actual temporal reference point. The distance
between the actual temporal reference point and t must be equal to the
value of r. Note that this formula is equivalent to J_ (false) if r evaluates
toO.
> Everytime but Different (at a distance) ( Δ = τ φ) Formula ψ is true at all
pairs (I, t) where I is an arbitrary but fixed location and t is a time point
that is different from the actual temporal reference point. The distance
between the actual temporal reference point and t must be equal to the
value of r. Note that this formula is equivalent to _L (false) if τ evaluates
toO.
> Everytime (at a distance) (&= τ ψ) Formula ψ is true at all pairs (I, t)
where / is an arbitrary but fixed location. The distance between the
actual tempora! reference point and t must be equal to the value of r.
Non-primitive metric locative temporal operators, e.g., dual and reflexive
versions of above mentioned locative temporal operators can be defined in
terms of the basic ones. We will give a list of the most important metric
locative temporal operators in section 4.2.3 below. Note that we will provide
in appendix A a deduction system for our two-sorted logic LTL that will
be used throughout the whole part II. There, definitions of metric locative
temporal operators will also be contained.
4.2.2

FORMAL SEMANTICS

As usual we give a Kripke style semantics for our locative temporal language,
that is, we first introduce the notions of a locative temporal frame, a met-
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rie locative temporal frame, and a metric locative temporal model and define
afterwards the semantics of the well-formed formulae inductively on the com
plexity of their structure. Note that from the beginning on we will take into
account two relations according to the two sorts of our locative temporal ref
erence space (cf. also Koole [50]).

DEFINITION 4.4 (LOCATIVE TEMPORAL FRAME) Let L and Γ be non-empty
sets of elements [locations and time points, respectively) where LC\T = φ.
Furthermore, let Л * and R^ be binary relations on LxT (locative and temporal
accessibility, respectively). Then, the structure (L χ T,R!^,R^) is called a
locative temporal frame or, for short, an LT-frame.
Ό

In the sequel, we will presuppose the properties of our standard topology
with locative temporal distance as presented in section 4.1.2. As with the
temporal and locative cases alone, we shall make again no distinction between
the alphabets (syntactic domains) AcT and AcL and the semantic domains
Ю т and ID L , respectively.

DEFINITION 4.5

( M E T R I C LOCATIVE TEMPORAL FRAME) Let 7" LT =

[LxT,

R? ι ^ т ) be a locative temporal frame and let IDL and Ю т be non-empty sets
of elements (locative and temporal metric domain, respectively). Let pL : L x
L — у roL be a function (locative distance function) and let ρΎ : Τ χ Τ —• D T
be a function (temporal distance function). Let 0 L : (IDL χ IDL) —• D L
be a dyadic infix operator (addition between locative distances) and let Θ τ :
(Ю т χ ГОТ) —• ГОТ be a dyadic infix operator (addition between temporal
distances). Finally, let 0 G IDL and 0 6 ГОТ be constants (unity elements w.r.t.
©L and ® T , respectively). Then, the structure (Fm, ID L , D T , p L , pT, @L, @T, 0)
is called a metric locative temporal frame or, for short, a metric LT-frame. ψ

DEFINITION 4.6

(EVALUATION OF LOCATIVE T E R M S ) Let

L be a set of

lo

cations and l G L and let Τ be a set of time points and ¿ e T. Let IDL
be a set of locative distances. Let E L be a set of well-formed locative terms
and let η G E L . Furthermore, let aL : (L χ Τ) χ E L — у Ю ь be a function
(locative binding) assigning to each tuple of location and time point and a
well-formed locative term a locative distance. Then, ab is defined inductively

4.2.
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on the structure of locative terms in the following way: 15
d
d

<*№ή,η) = «
oth{{l,t),m))®at((l,t)^2)

if η = d and d G AcL
if η = ζ and ζ G AvL
and ζ G dom(a L ((/,t)))
and the value of ζ is d
at position (/, t)
if 77 = 771 ® τ/2 is a compound
locative term

If aL has the property that aL((l, ή,η) = a L ((/',i'),r?) for all {l,t),(l',t') G
(L χ Γ) and all terms η then we will call it again a rigid locative binding. φ
DEFINITION 4.7

(EVALUATION OF TEMPORAL T E R M S )

Let

Τ be a set

of

time points and t £ T. Let D T be a set of temporal distances. Let Σ τ
be a set of well-formed temporal terms and let τ G Σ τ . Furthermore, let
α τ : (L χ Τ) χ Σ τ —> D T be a function (temporal binding) assigning to each
tuple of location and time point and a well-formed temporal term a temporal
distance. Then, aT is defined inductively on the structure of temporal terms
in the following way: 16
d
d
<*т((1,і),т) = «

ατ({/,ί),τι))Θα τ ((Ζ,ί),τ 2 )

if r = d and d G AcT
if τ = δ and δ G Aντ
and δ G dom(a T ((/, t)))
and the value of 6 is d
at position (Í, t)
if τ = τι Θ T2 is a compound
temporal term

If α τ has the property that α τ « ί , ί ) , τ ) = ατ{(1',ί'),τ)
for all (l,t),(l',t') G
(L χ T) and all terms τ then we will call it again a rigid temporal binding. $
DEFINITION 4.8

( M E T R I C LOCATIVE TEMPORAL M O D E L ) Let Ap

be a

set

of propositional variables and let Т\^ = (^" L T,ID L ,ro T ,p L , р т , ® ь , ф т , 0 ) be
a metric locative temporal frame. Let aL and α τ be a rigid locative and
temporal binding, respectively, and let I L T be a function assigning to each
propositional variable ρ G Ар a subset of L χ Τ on which ρ is true (locative
15

Note that QL now depends on a pair (I, t) which is different from the definition of a
locative binding in chapter 3.
16
Note that ατ now depends on a pair (l,t) which is different from the definition of a
temporal binding in chapter 2.
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temporal interpretation function), i.e., T L T : Ap —» p(L χ Τ). Then, the
structure (^LTJ^LJQÍTÍÍLT) is called a metric locative temporal modelar, for
short, a metric LT-model.
φ
DEFINITION 4.9

(LOCATIVE TEMPORAL SATISFIABILITY) Let Ap

be a set of

propositional variables and let M^ = (^Іт:,аъ,ат,1ьт)
be a metric locative
temporal model and let (I, t) G (L χ Τ). Then, a well-formed formula φ
holds (is satisfied) in a metric locative temporal model ΛΊί,τ o,t the point (l,t),
notation M[}T, (l,t) [=LTL φ, is defined inductively as follows:
(i)

MMLOKTL-L

(2)

Μ\}τ, (/, ί) (=LTL Ρ

(3)

M[[,

</,t)

Κ™

Ψΐ -

Ψ2

iff

(/, t) G JLT(P) for pÇAp

iff

if Μ ι ,

(M)

|=LTL· φι

(4)

л < т , <м) К ™ m = %

iff

then.M L T , (M) K T L V2
M{i,t),m) = aL{(l,t),m)

(5)

Л 4 Т , (M) K ™ m < %

iff

оь((/,0.т)<а!Ь«і,«>,г»)

(6)

M[lr,(l>t)\=LTLTl=T2

iff

aT((¿,í),r1)=aT((/,í),r2)

(7)

-M LT ,(M) K T L η < r 2

iff

û T ((Z,i),n) < α τ ({ί,ί),τ 2 )

(8)

MT,(M)KTL0=„<¿>

iff

for all (í', í) G ( L x

Τ):

if Ä~ <Z,Í> (l',t)
and p L (U') =a L ((/,0> 7 ?)
then M\)r,{l',t) (=LTL v?
(9)

MMM)KTLAL=7JV>

0φα^(1,ή,η)

iff

and
forali (í',t) G ( L x Γ):
if (Μ) Α ( ί ' , ί )
and p L (í,¿') = aL((Z,í),7/)
then Л І ^ , (/',í) K T L V
(10)

L
=77 v

Μ\}τ, (Ι, t) K T L A

iff

for ail (l', t) £ (L χ T):
iíR"(l,t)

(ί',ί)

a n d jO L (/,/') = a L ( ( / , í ) , 7 ? )

then TWLT, (I', t) f=LTL V
(11)

MLÍ-,(Í,Í)KTLBITV

iff

0#ατ«Ζ,ί),τ)
and
forali ( U ' ) G ( L x Τ):
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ifÄ< <!,*'> <!,*>
and pT(t,t') = ατ((1,ή,τ)
(12)

Μ[^(1,ή\=ιτιϊ3ΐτφ

iff

(13)

MVT,{l,t)ï=LTL£=T<p

iff

then ΛΊ^, ( U ' ) K T L ¥>
0фат{{1,і),т)
and
for all (l,t') e ( L x T ) :
if R< (l,t) (l,t')
and pT(t, t') = α τ ((/, t),τ)
then M[^,{l,t') (= LTL φ
0#От((М),т)
and
for all (l,t')
e(LxT):
iî (l,t) ¿LT (l,t')
and pT(t,t') = aT({l,t), τ)

(14)

(15)

M^T, (/, t)

ΛίΙ,ί, (ί, ί)

HTL

Δ

HLTL

-Ι·

V

VC : y

iff

then Л4ІІ, < U ' ) K T L ¥>
('» 0 e ( L x T ) :
if Я£ (/, ί') (/, t)
and pr(t,t')
=ατ{(1,ή,τ)

f o r a11

then M T , ( U ' ) K T L ¥>
iff for all a'L different
from a L just on ζ:
MTKA*L],<M)HTL¥>

(16)

Л І ^ , (I, t) K T L

V<5 :

Ψ

iff

f o r a11

bindings α τ different
from ατ just on δ:
Μ^[α'τ/ατ],(1,ή\=^ψ

Thereby, Я" is the universal relation on L, Я т is the universal relation on T,
and AlLT[a'L/aL] results from Λ^ί,τ by replacing o¡L with the new binding a'L,
а
=
i.e., Л^1я-[<*ь/ ь] (-^ітч^ь^тДьт)· Substitution for the temporal binding
is defined analogously.17
φ
Because of the two-sorted nature of our model, i.e., a locative temporal
model we can define four kinds of validity depending on the fact whether a
1T

Note that the universal relations R^ and Ят have been introduced for reasons of analogy
between modal operators and relations on the corresponding universes.
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certain formula either holds for all locations or for all time points or for all
pairs of locations and time points: 1 8
4.10 (LOCATIVE TEMPORAL VALIDITY) Let Μ\}τ be a metric
locative temporal model, i.e., M[[· = (^ITJÛLT.^LT)·
DEFINITION

1. A well-formed formula φ is temporally valid in a metric locative temporal
model Ai L T or, for short, T-vahd m .M L T , notation .M L T ,/ ^= L T L φ, iff
for all t G Τ : Μ\.τ, (li t) ^LTL ψ where I G L is arbitrary but fixed.19
2. A well-formed formula φ is locatively valid m a metric locative temporal
model -M LT or, for short, L-vahd m .M L T , notation Λΐί,τ,ί HLTL φ, iff
for all/ G L : Μ\}τ, (I, t) K T L φ where t G Τ is arbitrary but fixed.20
3. A well-formed formula ψ is locatively and temporally valid in a metric
locative temporal model .M L T or, for short, LT-vahd m Μ^Ύ, notation
M\jr K T L Ψ, iff for all (/, i ) 6 ( L x T ) : M L T , (I, t) K T L Ψ4. A well-formed formula φ is valid, notation ^ L T L <Л iff for all JMLT

:

0
4.2.3

DEDUCTION

Definitions of non-primitive locative and temporal operators as well as axioms
and rules of locative and temporal logic can directly be adopted from the
corresponding chapters. This is because not the syntax but the semantics of
the operators differs, i.e., interpretation over a locative and temporal model
there and interpretation over a two-sorted lovative temporal model here. For a
succinct presentation in this section, we will avoid to repeat all such definitions,
axioms, and rules. Instead we refer to chapters 2 and 3. But note that we
are again not aiming here at a complete axiomatization of metric locative
temporal logic.
In addition to the above, we have some more properties in locative temporal
logic that combine locative and temporal operators (cf. also 4.1.2):
18
Note that the four notions of validity will also give rise to a modified view on partial and
total correctness of programs, e g , it would be possible to subdivide the classical notion of
partial correctness into partial correctness w r t space and partial correctness w.r t time
Extensive investigations would, in our view, be quite interesting but it must be postponed
to future work because it goes far beyond the scope of this thesis
19
Observe that T-validity conceptually coincides with temporal validity in chapter 2
20
Observe that L-vabdity conceptually coincides with locative validity in chapter 3
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1- f-LTL <S>L[±]Tp—* ŒlT<8>Lp

(LT-Commutativity)

2. \-LTL&T®Lp->\BL&Tp

(TL-Commutativity)

3. I-LTL И LŒlTp 4-» ШТШ L p

(LT-Confluency)

We have good reasons to assume that our locative temporal logic without
metrication is both sound, i.e., if h L T L φ then ^=LTL φ for all LTL formulae
φ and complete, i.e., if [=LTL Ψ then h L T L φ for all LTL formulae φ w.r.t.
the direct product of all models where the corresponding temporal relation
is linear and the corresponding locative relation is an equivalence relation.
This is because of work by Venema [87] and Stuhlmann-Laeisz [83] for the
many-dimensional case, work by Koymans [54] and de Rijke [76] for the linear
temporal case using the .D-operator, and the fact that our locative logic is an
S5-logic. We will be concerned with questions about soundness and complete
ness of the (non-metrical) logical system LTL in a joint work with Wiebe van
der Hoek [91]. Soundness and (relative) completeness for the metrical case
must be postponed to future work (cf. also Koymans [54]).

4.3

A RUNNING EXAMPLE (CONTD.)

Recall that we have started in the introduction a discussion about the wellknown paradigm of dining philosophers at least for two reasons: firstly, we
want to illustrate the principal distinctions between the various logics as in
troduced in this first part and, secondly, we want to demonstrate the adequacy
of our specification method.
After having presented specifications of the dining philosophers using pure
first-order predicate logic (cf. chapter 1), temporal logic (cf. chapter 2), and
locative logic (cf. chapter 3) we are now going to give a locative temporal logic
specification of the corresponding properties.

4.3.1

T H E MODEL

An axiomatization of our model of the dining philosophers community will
again comprise temporal properties as well as locative properties. But note
that the properties are incorporated in the proof system of our locative tempo
ral logic. What remains to be done in this section is, therefore, to provide the
specification of behavioural properties of the dining philosophers community.
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T H E SPECIFICATION

For the specification of the requirements of the dining philosophers community
we will need additional predicates: 21
> eaten: has just eaten
> lh: possesses a fork in his left hand
> rh: possesses a fork in his right hand
Furthermore, let us introduce for notational convenience a constant pred
icate bh denoting the fact that a philosopher possesses forks in both hands:
bh = lhA rh
Finally, the community of dining philosophers has to satisfy the following
requirements:
E A T GUARANTEE

All philosophers in the community will have eaten infinitely

many times:
0 L [I] T <$> T eaien
A philosopher in the community can have
eaten only if he possessed a fork in his left hand and a fork in his right
hand at two successive points in time just before having eaten:

HAVING EATEN NEEDS FORKS

L

T

0 ! ] [ e a i e n - x S > I i (6/іЛ< >=г bh) ]
If some philosopher possesses two forks
then his neighbours may not possess two forks at the same point in
time:

EXCLUSION OF FORK POSSESSION

0 L ® T [ o / w - < S > = i bh]
Note that we have again (cf. chapter 1) avoided to mention any start
condition for the dining philosophers community.
21

Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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In this part, we have defined three different logics: temporal logic in chapter 2,
locative logic in chapter 3, and locative temporal logic in chapter 4. Each of
these logics can be regarded as a special kind of a modal logic. In temporal
and locative logic only the modalities differ, that is, the interpretations of
the corresponding modal operators in temporal logic is different from the one
in locative logic. Temporal logic has been introduced to reason about time
in terms of a temporal precedence relation on a set of time points whereas
locative logic has been suggested to reason about space in terms of a locative
reachability relation on a set of locations.
The third kind of modal logic, i.e., locative temporal logic can be regarded
as an amalgamation of temporal and locative logic: the semantics of locative
temporal logic has been constructed from the semantics of the latter two as the
direct product of the temporal and locative universes together with suitable
operators. The versions of the three logics have been chosen to be metrical in
order to provide means for qualitative as well as quantitative reasoning about
distributed real-time systems.
To illustrate the principal distinctions between the various logics and to
demonstrate adequacy of our preferred specification method, i.e., locative temporal logic we have followed a running example throughout this first part.
We began in chapter 1 with an informal discussion of the dining philosophers
paradigm and presented there a formal specification of the corresponding properties in first-order predicate logic. All other three logics have also been applied to this paradigm in the corresponding chapters. Our version of the dining
philosophers has been borrowed from Barringer et al. [6].
In the sequel, we will briefly compare the various specifications of the dining
philosophers paradigm and we will draw some conclusions w.r.t. adequacy (cf.
chapter 1), modelling, and structuring. 22
4.4.1

ADEQUACY

Although, in this thesis, we shall not present any formal proof for adequacy,
i.e., expressiveness and abstractness of LTL, we will give some indications for
the following claim:
When using LTL it is possible to make specifications of distributed
real-time properties contain all relevant details but to avoid imple22

Note that our presentation in tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 to compare the several specifications
of the dining philosophers paradigm has been inspired by the square of languages introduced
by Koole in [50], page 8.
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mentation bias.
For expressiveness we can state that all properties of the community of
dining philosophers could be specified within LTL. Of course, such prop
erties were very simple but they comprise different classes according to our
classification in section 4.1.1: for instance, the property of eat guarantee (cf.
table 4.1) constitutes a distributed dynamic property because it requires that
every philosopher in the community must have eaten infinitely many times.

1PL

Vp, p' : [ ρ a p' -» Vi : 3ί' : t < t' A eaten(p', t') ]
-• Штфтеа*е?г(р') ]

TL

Чр,р' :[рър'

LL

И L [ Vi : 3t' : t < t' Л eaten(t') ]

LTL

0 L H T <$> T eoien

Table 4.1: Eat Guarantee
Another example is provided by the property of exclusion of fork possession
between neighbours (cf. table 4.2). This also constitutes a distributed dynamic
property because fork possession is regarded at the same point of time but at
different philosophers.

1PL

Чр,р':Ш:[р*р'Л

|(p,p')| L = 1 - (bh{p,t) - - 6 % ' , ί ) ) ]

TL

ίρ,ρ'-.Ιρπρ'Α

LL

0 [ V i : [ 6Λ(ί) ^ ^ <$>=i bh(t)}}

LTL

T

\(p,p')\L = 1 -> m (bh(p) -» ^bh(p')) ]

L

0 L S T [ 6 / i ^ ^ < $ > = i bh]

Table 4.2: Exclusion of Fork Possession
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From tables 4.1 and 4.2 we may also conclude that the other three ap
proaches are expressive enough to specify the properties of the community of
dining philosophers.
For abstractness we will compare our specification to the one presented by
Barringer et al. [6] because we have borrowed the details from them. There,
many different proposition symbols have been introduced, each one indexed
by the "name" of the philosopher with which the corresponding property has
to be associated. For example, eateuA and eatene are two predicates denot
ing the fact that philosopher A and philospher В has just eaten, respectively.
In our view, this is an implementation bias and, moreover, it is not really
clear what relation exists, if at all, between such philosophers. For example,
extending the set of philosophers by C,D,..., etc. requires to specify the cor
responding properties for the new philosophers by separate formulae although
the properties are equivalent. Only the naming is different. Tables 4.1 and
4.2 show that using predicates over a philosophers domain might resolve this
problem to a certain extent. But, in our view, such a solution will neither be
sufficiently abstract w.r.t. space.
In contrary, increasing or decreasing the number of philosophers will, in
our approach, not entail any further specification activities. For instance, in
table 4.1, the property of eat guarantee is contained as LTL formula in the last
row. This property is independent of the actual (reference) philosopher and
is valid for all philosophers. It is also independent of any maximum number
of philosophers. Similar arguments hold for the interface constraints between
neighboured philosophers. So adding philosophers to a particular community
of philosophers would leave our LTL specification unchanged. Only changing
such properties or adding properties would lead to modifications.
Hence, we may conclude that LTL is a promising approach for the spec
ification of distributed real-time systems. It has been demonstrated that our
two-sorted approach LTL is expressive and abstract w.r.t. several classes of
properties of such systems. To give more persuasive power to our conclusions
we refer to part II where LTL is applied to more complex problems in the
field of distributed real-time systems.
4.4.2

MODELLING

Nowadays, models for distributed real-time systems most often contain some
relevant aspects but neglect others that are also relevant. For example, in [20],
assumptions about the underlying network are stated in an imprecise informal
way but they are important for the verification of the corresponding programs.
In such a context, proofs become less rigorous and less convincing and one has
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to rely on the author's and reader's intuitions and insights into the system at
issue.
Another example comprises different models for the analysis of one and
the same system but of different aspects, e.g., one model for investigations
on the functionality of a distributed real-time system and another model for
its reliability (cf. [17]). Such kind of separation would give rise to the same
problem as above: the proofs might be formal for the corresponding aspects
but as long as no statements and proofs about the interface between the two
models and their impacts on one another are also provided such proofs would
again be less rigorous and less convincing and as such we have again to rely
on the author's and reader's intuitions and insights into the system at issue.
But it is exactly the intention of formal methods to overcome dependencies
on author's and reader's intuition and insight:
Our two-sorted model makes a clear understanding of locative temporal properties of distributed real-time systems indispensable and
their formalization absolutely necessary.
Our view on models for distributed real-time systems has been strongly
influenced by general systems theory [48]: in design and analysis of such systems it will be necessary to investigate structural and behavioural properties.
In this sense, we have included space and time into our two-sorted model so
that we are enforced to think about both structures each time properties of a
distributed real-time system are considered (cf. section 4.1.2). As long as we
do not specify both structural and behavioural properties, our specifications
will be invalid in most of the cases.
4.4.3

STRUCTURING

Structuring and hence readability of specifications mainly depends, in our
view, on three aspects: firstly, the number of basic predicates, secondly, the
number and types of parameters of basic predicates, and, thirdly, the structuring of the formulae themselves. In this sense, we mean:
Our two-sorted modal logic gives more structure to specifications of
distributed real-time systems and thus makes them more readable.
In our running example, the number of basic predicates is equal to three in
all four approaches—thereby neglecting the locative and temporal predicates
such as "="—but there is a distinction in the number of parameters and their
types. As becomes obvious from table 4.3 where all three basic predicates are
contained, only in the LTL case the basic predicates are constant and as such
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the formula will be purely propositional. In all other cases, the predicates
depend on at least one parameter.

1PL

Vp,p':Vi:
[ ρ « ρ' A eaten(p', t)

(3i': ί ' < ί Λ |(M')| T = 1 Λ 6%',ί'))
Λ
(3t":t"<tA\(t,t")\T

=

2Abh{p',t"))

I
TL

Vp, ρ' : [ ρ « ρ' -* И т [ eaten(p') -» O l i ( И р ' ) Л 0 = ι ò/i(p')) ] ]

LL

0L
[ Vi : eaten(t) —•
[ 3¿' : t' < ί Л |(t, ί')1τ = 1 A f>/i(¿') ]
Λ
[3t":t" <tA\{t,t")\T
= 2Abh{t")\
]

LTL

И L S T [ eaten ^ <8>Ιι (ο/ιΛ<θ>Ιι 6Л) ]

Table 4.3: Having Eaten Needs Forks
Instead of parameterized predicates over a philosophers domain in the
1PL- and TL-formulae we also could have introduced as many propositional
variables as philosophers are present in the system. 23 But then the specifica
tion would become dependent on the number of philosophers and we would
get the unpleasant situation that many differently named variables are used
to denote conceptually the same thing. Opposed to that LTL formulae will
be intuitively simple and easily surveyed as becomes obvious from all of the
preceding tables.

23

I n [6] (pages 15 and 16), many different propositional variables have been introduced to
denote the fact that a particular philosopher has eaten. These variables differ in their index,
which is the name (absolute reference) of one philosopher.
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PART II
APPLICATIONS:

DRTS

CHAPTER 5
TOWARDS A FORMAL APPROACH

OUTLINE

In part I of this thesis, we have developed a locative temporal reference space together with a locative temporal logic for specifying
and reasoning about properties of distributed real-time systems.
Part II of this thesis will now be devoted to some applications from
the field of such systems. Before doing so in subsequent chapters,
we will at first formalize some fundamental concepts that have
already been discussed informally in chapter 1.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 5.1 gives a
short introduction to this second part. Especially the examples
will be set in relation. In section 5.2, we provide a formalization
of the notion of a distributed real-time system and some related
concepts. These notions will be illustrated by the paradigm of a
distributed watchdog.
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Models for behaviour of distributed real-time systems can be divided basically
into two kinds [73]: firstly, causality-based models where two states s\ and $2
are ordered in the way (si, «2) if and only if because of the causal structure of
the system at issue S2 is causally dependent on sj. Secondly, time-observerbased models where two states si and S2 are ordered in the way ($1,32) if
and only if because of the global temporal structure of the system at issue s\
temporally precedes S2·
According to this division we can classify our approach as being spaceand-time-observer-based or, in other words, our model of distributed real-time
system behaviour is based on observations made by an
EXTERNAL OBSERVER IN SPACE AND TIME.
Thus, two states s\ and «2 are ordered in the way (si, «2) if and only if because
of the locative temporal structure of the system at issue «2 is locatively and
temporally reachable from βχ.1
This delivers a kind of horizontal view on distributed real-time systems and
we can use our locative temporal logic for specifying and reasoning on one level
of abstraction. As far as more than one level is concerned (see below) we can
also make use of our locative temporal logic (LTL). This time LTL can be used
for specifying properties on the various levels and LTL's deduction relation
can be used to prove that the lower level of abstraction implies the upper level,
in other words, that the properties of the upper level will be contained in the
properties of the lower level. This gives rise to a certain notion of refinement
that is based on the two fundamental notions of formal methods, i.e., defined
2
notions and primitive notions (cf. Beth [ll]).
Horizontal and vertical abstraction and the usage of our two-sorted modal
logic for specifying and reasoning about the corresponding properties will be
relevant throughout this whole part. In section 5.2, basic concepts of dis
tributed real-time systems that have been introduced informally in chapter 1
will be formalized to set the context for subsequent chapters. The definitions
will be illustrated by the paradigm of a distributed watchdog.
In chapter 6, we will discuss basic communication techniques. According
to the two-sorted nature of our approach, it seems worthwhile to discriminate
communication techniques w.r.t. to their impact mainly on space (locative
discrimination) or mainly on time (temporal discrimination). We have found
1

In all three cases above it will be possible, of course, to regard transitions or actions
instead of or additionally to states.
2
We will call our notion of refinement specification refinement.

5.1.
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in the literature the following communication techniques: locative discrimination leads us to point-to-point and diffusion-based communication techniques
(see section 6.1). Temporal discrimination leads us to synchronous and asynchronous communication techniques (see section 6.2).
Finally in chapters 7 and 8, we will investigate two paradigms from the field
of distributed real-time systems. The first paradigm comprises the problem of
atomic broadcast (cf. Cristian et al. [20]). The second paradigm comprises the
problem of processor group membership (cf. Cristian [19]). Both paradigms
will be investigated w.r.t. their service, i.e., a service specification will be
given and w.r.t. a class of protocols, i.e., a protocol specification will be given.
Service and protocol specifications are then related according to our notion
of specification refinement. Note that in all subsequent chapters of part II
we shall assume the properties for space and time as provided in appendix A,
that is, connected space and linear time.
The relation between the two paradigms, i.e., atomic broadcast and group
membership and their role within the context of a whole distributed real-time
system is illustrated in figure 5.1.

CLIENTS

GROUP MEMBERSHIP

ATOMIC BROADCAST

PHYSICAL RESOURCES

Figure 5.1: A Layered View on Distributed Real-Time Systems
The physical resources comprise the processors, channels, and clocks that
have been associated with the notion of a process in chapter 1. The layered
view above clarifies the interrelationships between the various levels. For example, clients will need information about the current state of the underlying
network so that a request is issued to the corresponding group membership
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server which notifies the requested information (cf. section 3.1.2). The group
membership server itself makes use of an atomic broadcast server which takes
care that information about the state of the underlying network can diffuse in
the system. At the lowest level, the physical resources themselves are used to
exchange data or signals between various processors in the system.

5.2

DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES

In the sequel, we shall need the notion of a locative reference space 3 that we
have introduced formally in chapter 3 even though under the name "locative
frame". So let us, at first, recall its definition:
A locative reference space is a structure (L,Rf) where L is a non
empty set of locations and R^ is a binary relation of locative reach
ability on L.
We will distinguish between a distributed real-time system and its config
uration: the former is only an assembly of all significant components but does
not relate them to each other and cannot show any behaviour. The latter
additionally provides a relation between the components and behaviour can
be associated with it.
DEFINITION 5.1

(DISTRIBUTED R E A L - T I M E SYSTEM) Let Λ be a set of

se
4

quential programs, Γ be a set of processors, Θ be a set of (physical) channels ,
and Ξ be a set of (hardware) clocks. A structure (Λ,Γ, Θ, Ξ) is called a dis
tributed real-time system or shortly DRTS.
φ
In the next definition, it is important that Τ is a mapping from a set L of
locations (meta-level) to the direct product of the set of programs, the set of
processors, the powerset of channels, and set of clocks (object-level) and not
vice versa.
5.2 (CONFIGURATION OF A DRTS) Let S = (Λ, Γ, θ , Ξ) be a
distributed real-time system and let L = (L, R^) be a locative reference space.
Let Ϊ : L —• Λ χ Γ χ ρ(Θ) χ Ξ be a function called distribution function of
«S. A structure (S, £, T) is called a configuration of <S.
φ
DEFINITION

3
Note that in fact a locative temporal reference space will be needed. But for simplicity's
sake and because we confine ourselves in this section to structural aspects only it seems
justifiable.
4
O u r terminology differs here from common practice because our channels will usually
be called "links". But we prefer to talk about physical and logical channels to make the
abstraction level conspicuous.
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In the sequel, we shall refer to the several components of the range of a
distribution function in the following way:
> prog(T(l)) refers to the program associated with /,
> proc(T(l)) refers to the processor associated with I,
> chan(T(l)) refers to the set of channels associated with /, and
> clock(T(l)) refers to the clock associated with I.
5.1 (DISTRIBUTED WATCHDOG) A distributed watchdog5 consists
of к £ TN processors Рг (i = l,...,k)
and a dedicated processor wd for the
watchdog. The watchdog then wants to know whether the processors Рг are
still functioning. It is usual to define a so called watchdog process to which
processor wd is dedicated and to let this process periodically look whether the
other processors are still alive. If this is not the case for at least one processor
the watchdog has to set an alarm. The configuration of the network has been
provided in figure 5.2.
EXAMPLE

Figure 5.2: Distributed Watchdog
Instead of looking to the other processors—which can be quite complicated
for the watchdog—one usually defines so called signal processes, one for each
processor to be controlled, and requires that these processes periodically send
a signal to the watchdog so that the watchdog can decide whether the others
are alive.
A distributed watchdog can now be described as a particular configuration
of a distributed real-time system. Let us denote this configuration by DW.
Assuming к = 4, a sample configuration can be found in table 5.1 where AQW
5

See Hooman [43] for a thorough investigation of this problem. A distributed watchdog
can be regarded as a much simpler version of a processor group membership (see chapter 8
for more details on the problem of group membership).
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is the set of programs, Tow is the set of processors, &DW is the set of channels,
EDW is the set of clocks, L is the set of locations, R^ is the relation of locative
reachability, and Tpw is the distribution function of DW.

L
R~

ADW
TDW
®DW
EDW

TDW(1\)

^Dw(h)
~^Dw(h)
^Dw(li)
^D\v(lb)

=
=

{h,h,h
Lχ L

J4J5}

=
=
=
=

{signal, watch}
{Pi,P2,P3,Pi,wd}
{ctrli,ctrl2,ctrl3,ctrU}
{clock}

=
=
=
=
=

(signal, P\,{ctrl\}, clock)
(signal, P2,{ctrl2}, clock)
(signal, Рз,{сМз}, clock)
(signal, P4,{ctrU}, clock)
(watch,wd,{ctrli,ctrl2,ctrl3,ctrli},clock)

Table 5.1: Configuration of DW
Note that we have not yet provided any behavioural properties of the com
ponents. For example, properties of the programs watch and signal have to
be specified and also the fault-hypotheses of the various hardware components
are still missing. On the other hand, we have taken some decisions in the early
design process of a distributed watchdog, e.g., all processes can refer to the
same central clock and each process has its own processor.
0
As mentioned in chapter 1 we can determine several sub-systems. One
such sub-system is given by a so called communication network constructed
from the set of processors and the set of physical channels.
DEFINITION 5.3

(COMMUNICATION NETWORK) Let

S

=

(Λ, Γ, Θ, Ξ)

be

a

distributed real-time system, let С = (L, R^) be a locative reference space,
and let С = (5, С, Τ) be a configuration of S. Let N : L — у (Γ χ ρ(Θ)) be a
function called space-view function of С with N(l) = (proc(T(l)), chan(T(l))).
The structure (C, Γ, Θ, N) is called the communication network of С.
О
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5.2 (DISTRIBUTED WATCHDOG ( C O N T D . ) ) The communication
network of our distributed watchdog DW consists essentially of the set L
of locations, the locative reachability relation Я * , the set TDW of proces
sors, the set ®DW of channels, and the space-view function Now '· L —•
(Tpw χ P{®DW)) which is defined as NDW(1) =
(proc(T(l)),chan{X(l))).
The definitions are summarized in table 5.2.
EXAMPLE

L

=

Я? =
TDW

®DW

NDW{li)
NDw(h)
NDw{k)
NDw{li)

{li,h,k,U,k}
LxL

=
=

{PuP2,P3,P4,wd}
{ctrli, ctrk, ctrk, ctrU}

=
=
=
=

(Puictrh})

Nowik) =

(ft, {ctrk})
(Рз, {ctrk})
{P4,{ctrk})
(wd, {ctrl\,ctrl2, ctrk, ctrli})

Table 5.2: Communication Network of DW
Observe that the definitions are, of course, unchanged w.r.t. to the defi
nition of the configuration of our distributed watchdog. This is because it is
only a sub-system of the whole system.
0
Another example for sub-systems in a configuration of a distributed real
time system is a clock system which is constructed from the set of clocks:
5.4 ( C L O C K SYSTEM) Let S = (Λ, Γ, Θ, Ξ) be a distributed real
time system, let С = (L, Ä*) be a locative reference space, and let С =
(S, С, Τ) be a configuration of S. Let О : L —• Ξ be a function called clock
distribution function of С with 0(1) = clock(T(l)). A structure (£, Ξ, O) is
called the clock system of С.
φ
DEFINITION

EXAMPLE 5.3 (DISTRIBUTED WATCHDOG ( C O N T D . ) )
The clock system of
our distributed watchdog DW consists essentially of the set L of locations
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that is unchanged w.r.t. its definition above, the locative reachability relation R" that is unchanged w.r.t. its definition above, the set Epw of clocks
that is also unchanged w.r.t. its definition above, and the clock distribution
function ODW '· LDW — • Sow that is defined as ODWO) = clock(T(l)). The
definitions are summarized in table 5.3.

L
RZ

—
=

~DW

=

Oow{h)
Oow{h)
Oow{h)

_

=

ODW(U)

=

ODw(h)

=

=

{'l,Í2)'3)¿4,¿5>¿6}

LxL
{clock}
clock
clock
clock
clock
clock

Table 5.3: DW with a Central Clock System
Observe that the definitions are again unchanged w.r.t. to the definition of the configuration of our distributed watchdog. Moreover, the clock
distribution function is very simple because a central clock system has been
presupposed.
φ
Again, a locative reference space allows for separation between meta-level
and object-level. Modifications to a distributed real-time system or its config
uration or to particular sub-systems of its configuration can easily be described
with the aid of such a reference space. For further clarification, let us decide
to change the kind of clock system of the distributed watchdog above.
5.4 (DISTRIBUTED WATCHDOG ( C O N T D . ) ) Suppose that the old
central clock system has to be exchanged with a centrally controlled clock
system. The modifications of our distributed watchdog DW will be simple
because they are restricted to the clock system only. The locative reference
space would not change and also all other sub-systems remain unchanged. The
EXAMPLE

5.2.
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modified clock system Ξ' is provided in table 5.4 where the central clock clock
is associated with the watchdog. All other locations are associated with their
own local clock.

L

¡ç

—=

{il, h,k,U,k,k}
Lx L

=

{cl

ODw{h)
ODw{h)
Ouw{h)

_

Cl

ODW(U)

=

Oowik)

=

^DW

=
=

C2,

сз, C4, clock}

ci

сг
с4

clock

Table 5.4: DW with a Centrally Controlled Clock System
Obviously, the distribution function T o w has also changed. This is easily
derived from the clock distribution function because the modifications are
restricted to this part of Т д Ό
We shall come back to the paradigm of a distributed watchdog in the
next chapter where behavioural properties will be investigated. A complete
specification will be given for structural as well as behavioural properties of a
distributed watchdog.
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CHAPTER 6
BASIC COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

OUTLINE

According to the two-sorted nature of our approach, several communication techniques can be discriminated w.r.t. their impact
mainly on space or mainly on time. In the literature, we have found
w.r.t. locative discrimination point-to-point-based and diffusionbased communication techniques and w.r.t. temporal discrimination synchronous and asynchronous communication techniques.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 6.1 investigates point-to-point- and diffusion-based communication techniques. Section 6.2 investigates synchronous and asynchronous
communication techniques. In section 6.3, we draw some conclusions resulting from our investigations in this chapter.

по
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BASIC COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

DIFFUSION-BASED COMMU

NICATION
Locative discrimination of communication techniques comprises point-to-pointbased and diffusion-bas ed communication. In point-to-point-based communi
cation the distance between sender (possibly more than one) and receiver
(possibly more than one) is equal to one, that is, dissemination of messages
is performed directly between two adjacent locations. Using diffusion-based
communication dissemination of messages is considered in the whole commu
nication network. The distance between sender (possibly more than one) and
receiver (possibly more than one) can be any non-negative whole number in
cluding zero. In the latter case, sender and receiver coincide.
6.1.1

P O I N T - T O - P O I N T - B A S E D COMMUNICATION

In point-to-point-based communication techniques, the method of naming the
communication partner, i.e., naming the receiving process by the sender or
naming the sending process by the receiver essentially depends on the commu
nication primitives supplied by the system. Thereby, direct naming is distin
guished from indirect naming and symmetric naming from asymmetric naming
(cf. Sloman and Kramer [82]). Direct naming means that those processes with
which communication is to be performed must be named in the primitive. As
a consequence every process needs to know the names of all processes to be
communicated with. This is in contrast to the principle of compositionality.
This principle is maintained when using indirect naming, e.g., through local
port names or local channel names. Symmetric naming requires that both
communication partners name one another whereas in asymmetric naming
this will not be needed.
In locative temporal logic, explicit referencing to locations is not a priori
provided neither for process names nor for channel names. In [90], we have
indicated how to resolve this shortcoming: similar to the metrication of modal
operators we have extended there our locative operators by some index expres
sion. The index expression denotes a channel name so that not only reachabil
ity (in the sense of Kripke models) between two locations is required but also
the channel names must be equal. This extension is similar to dynamic logic
[38] in the sense that our channel names coincide with the transition labels of
dynamic logic.1 A second always possible solution will be followed here: we
will introduce some fixed—in the sense of Garson [33]—channel domain and
1

This similarity has been pronounced to us by Wim Koole.
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predicates over that domain.
Depending on the number of locations point-to-point communication can
be classified into the following patterns (cf. Sloman and Kramer [82]):
1. One-to-One Communication: a communication action takes place be
tween a sender S and a receiver R using a particular transmission chan
nel с (cf. figure 6.1).

d>

-®

Figure 6.1: One Sender - One Receiver
The communication primitives of CSP such as d e (send value of ex
pression e through channel c) and c?x (receive data from channel с on
variable x) may serve as examples for one-to-one communication.
2. One-to-Many Communication: a communication action takes place be
tween a sender S and many receivers Ri,..., Rn using particular trans
mission channels C\,..., cn (cf. figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: One Sender - Many Receivers
An example might be when a particular process wants to inform all other
processes in a completely connected network about its own status then
that process will send a message to all other processes, thereby, making
use of the underlying communication network.
3. Many-to-One Communication: a communication action takes place be
tween many senders S\,..., Sn and one receiver R using particular trans
mission channels c\,... , c n (cf. figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Many Senders - One Receiver
Recall our example of a distributed watchdog. There we had many
processes that had to inform one watchdog whether they themselves
were still alive. Such configuration makes use of a structure illustrated
in figure 6.3. We shall come back to this example in a few minutes.
4. Many-to-Many Communication: a communication action takes place be
tween many senders S\,...,Sn
and many receivers R\,..., Rm and par
ticular transmission channels c\,... , c™ (cf. figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: Many Senders - Many Receivers
An example for this quite complex structure will be a multiple user and
multiple server situation.
We are now going to introduce LTL formulae that can be used to char
acterize communication patterns like those discussed above. Thereby, we will
assume some finite set Θ of (physical) channels together with two predicates
on : 2 (let, thereby, ϋ be a variable ranging over Θ)
2

Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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is start location of channel ΰ

> end{d): is end location of channel i9
The following properties are static but distributed, that is, at least two
locations are involved in the corresponding formulae (cf. chapter 4).
Every channel that has

EXISTENCE OF A START LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

an end location will also have a start location:
end(tf) -f <S>=i atart(iJ)
EXISTENCE OF AN E N D LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every channel that has

a start location will also have an end location:
start{d) -» <$>=: end{d)
UNIQUENESS OF A START LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every start location of

a channel is unique in the network:
start(d)

-> -iVL

start(u)

UNIQUENESS OF AN E N D LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every end location of a

channel is unique in the network:
end{d) -*-nVLend(i9)
There is only one location
in the network that serves as a start location of a channel:

ONLY O N E START LOCATION IN THE NETWORK

Btart{&) -> -<ЧЪ start(u')
There is only one location in
the network that serves as an end location of a channel:

ONLY O N E E N D LOCATION IN THE NETWORK

L

end(i9)^^V end(tf')
Not all of these properties will always be needed. The choice depends
on the structure of interest. As an example, let us recall the paradigm of a
distributed watchdog and let us try to specify such a system in LTL. Thereby,
we restrict our attention to the processors to be controlled and the watchdog
itself and neglect the environment as a separate location.
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EXAMPLE 6.1 (DISTRIBUTED WATCHDOG ( C O N T D . ) )
Recall from chapter
5 that a distributed watchdog system consists of fc € IN processors which have
to be controlled and one dedicated processor which wants to know whether
the former processors are still functioning correctly. Usually one requires that
if at least one of the к processors fails to produce an o/ive-signal for at least
δ time units then the watchdog has to give an alarm after these δ time units.
Obviously, an alarm has to be generated only if at least one of the processors
has failed during the last 6 time units. Moreover, an alarm must only be
generated at the watchdog site.
Let С be a set of channels and let с and c' be variables ranging over C.
Then we get the following set of LTL formulae as a high level specification of
a distributed watchdog:

The structural properties as given below charac
terize the system structure, i.e., how channels in С are related to the
locations in our locative reference space. Observe that all of these prop
erties will be distributed static properties.

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

EXISTENCE OF AN E N D LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every channel

that has a start location also has an end location:
start(c) —• <3>=i end(c)
EXISTENCE OF A START LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every channel

that has an end location also has a start location:
end(c) —• <3>=i start{c)
UNIQUENESS OF A START LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every start loca

tion can uniquely be identified in the network:
start(c) —* -iV

start(c)

UNIQUENESS OF AN E N D LOCATION OF A CHANNEL

Every end loca

tion can uniquely be identified in the network:
end(c) —• -iV

end(c)

There is only one loca
tion that serves as an end location, i.e., the watchdog:

ONLY O N E E N D LOCATION IN THE NETWORK

end(c) —• -iV

end(c')
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The behavioural properties as given below char
acterize the events required and allowed in a distributed watchdog sys
tem. Observe that all of these properties will be distributed dynamic
properties.

BEHAVIOURAL PROPERTIES

If a processor is not alive and stays not alive for δ time units
then there will eventually be given an alarm after 6 time units:

LIVENESS

-lalive Л Ш<І -salive —• Ф=і Ф=б alarm
An alarm is only given when during the last δ time units a
processor has not been alive:

SAFETY

alarm —• <3>=i B<¿ salive
The structural properties will be
related to the behavioural properties by means of relating the corresponding predicates, that is, we have to relate the predicates on the
channel domain with the predicates denoting events in the system. Observe that all of these properties here will be local static properties.

RELATING STRUCTURE AND BEHAVIOUR

An alarm will only be given at the end
location, i.e., by the watchdog:

ALARM ONLY AT WATCHDOG

alarm —• end(c)
start(c) —> -lalarm
WATCHDOG ALWAYS ALIVE

The end location, i.e., the watchdog may

not go down:
end(c) —• alive

6.1.2

DIFFUSION-BASED

COMMUNICATION

Information diffusion is a communication technique for conveying information
among processors in a distributed real-time system. Following Cristian et al.
[20], it can be characterized as follows:
> When a correct processor learns a piece of information it propagates the
information to its neighbours by sending messages to them.
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> If a correct neighbour does not already know that piece of information,
it in turn propagates the information to its neighbours by sending them
messages.
If some information propagates among neighbours then it is guaranteed that
information diffuses among the correct processors in the system provided there
are no network partitions. 3 Such a diffusion principle will not be restricted
to a certain system level—as might be given, for example, by one layer of the
OSI Reference Model [46]—but it can be applied to each such level.
In general, information diffusion (i-diffusion) comprises four activities:
firstly, information originates somewhere, that is, it will come into existence
by representing it in some form depending on its producer. Secondly, informa
tion will be encoded, that is, the original representation of information will be
transformed into a representation suitable for dissemination. Thirdly, what
then is disseminated and made available to others in the system is a message
containing the original information. And fourthly, messages containing infor
mation will be decoded, that is, the original information will be recovered after
message diffusion. Hence, information diffusion can be summarized by the
following equation:
(1)

i-diffusion = origination + encoding + m-diffusion + decoding

The first two activities, i.e., origination and encoding and the last activity, i.e.,
decoding are all local activities, that is, they are restricted to one location.
Opposed to that, message diffusion is a distributed activity, that is, more than
one location is involved.
EXAMPLE 6.2 (INFORMATION DIFFUSION)
Suppose we have a distributed
real-time system of which we know or presuppose that every location will take
care that, if and when a message has been received, this message propagates
within some finite amount of time to all neighboured locations.
Furthermore, suppose that at the location marked with a " · " information
ι originates and is encoded to a message m(i). According to the diffusion
principle, this location will make m(i) available to all its neighbours, which
we have marked with a " 1 " . Every such neighbour will then do the same
so that m(i) will reach their neighbours, which we have marked with a "2"
(see figure 6.5 for an illustration). Observe that this course of events will, in
principle, proceed ad infinitum.
3

In the remainder of this section, we shall abstract from any failures of networks, i.e.,
processors and channels (cf. chapter 5) and presuppose that we have an ideal environment
where processors, channels, and clocks are always correct. This assumption will be weakend
in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 6.5: Information Diffusion
Hence, we can say that within a connected communication network infor
mation will be made available to all locations within some amount of time.
This amount of time depends, in particular, on the time needed for message
propagation between pairs of locations, on the time needed for encoding and
decoding, on the time needed at each location before being able to propagate
a message, and on the diameter of the network. In general, it can be assumed
that the network is finite, i.e., the diameter of the network is finite so that
information can diffuse within some finite amount of time.
φ
So, what really diffuses in information diffusion is some representation of
information which is called here a message. All other components of informa
tion diffusion will be local to the corresponding locations. Therefore, proving
properties about information diffusion will make use of properties about mes
sage diffusion. A basic result on message diffusion is contained in
6.1 (MESSAGE DIFFUSION) Let M be some message domain and
m be a variable ranging over M. Let Щт) be a predicate over M stating that
message m has been received.* Finally, let ρ e ID T be some arbitrary but fixed
temporal distance with ρ > 0.
THEOREM

VC:

0<C^

[ ΐ Γ [ » ( m ) -• Ξ=ι ®<ß Щт)}

[»(т)-»В^Ф1(свй)»(т)]
]
4
Note that Щт) will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1) and that D L is
assumed here to be the set of natural numbers including 0 (cf. appendix A), i.e., D L = No.
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О
This theorem expresses that if at all reachable locations and time points one
takes care that when a message has been received then all reachable neighbours
of such a location will get that message not later than ρ time units then when
at the actual locative temporal reference point a message has been received
then all reachable locations with distance ζ will get that message not later
than ζ <S> ρ time units. This holds for all positive distances ζ. 5
For notational convenience in the proof of Theorem 6.1, let us introduce
the following abbreviation:
Щт) = Щт) -» И±! ®<ρ Щт)

(2)

P R O O F 6.1 ( T H E O R E M 6.1) The proof of the theorem will proceed induc
tively on ζ.
INDUCTIVE BASIS (ζ = 1)

1. m LT Щт)

Assumption

2. Щт)

Assumption

L

3. 0 ®
4. ®

т

T

Щт)

Щт)

5. V<5 : mis

1., (LTL-71)
3., (LTL-86), (LTL-136)

Щт)

6. V«5 : (<S = О Л Щт)) V Ш=в Щт)
7. Щт)
8. Щт) -> Е=і Φ < ρ Щт)
9. И=! Ф<д Щт)

4., (LTL-50)
5., (LTL-51)
6., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)
7-, (2)
8., 2., (LTL-136)

INDUCTIVE S T E P (ζ > 1)

We now have to prove that assuming the formula is valid for case ζ then
it is also valid for case ζ + 1:
10. B P Щт) -» [Щт) -• Н= с Ф<с» е Щт)]

Inductive Hypothesis

11. ζ > 1

Assumption

12. ρ > 0

Assumption

5
Note that a more general version of this property has been provided with proposi
tion A.43 in appendix A.
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13. И Г »(то)

Assumption

14. »(m)

Assumption

15. 0 = ç <$><с®е »(m)
L

T

16. \°} m

10., 13., 14., (LTL-136)
13., (LTL-71)

»(τη)

17. ν ς ' :ra=ç<d T »(m)

18. E= c m

T

16., (LTL-9)
17., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)

»(m)

18., (LTL-50)

19. И І С [V<5 : mis Щгп)]
20. E = c ® I c e i »(τη)

19., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)

21. E = c <Φ>Ιζβρ »(m)

20., PROPOSITION A.18, (LTL-136)

22. Ξ = ζ Φ < ζ ( 8 ρ »(τη)

21., PROPOSITION A.29, (LTL-136)
22., (2)

23. Ξ = ζ Φ < ς β ρ [»(m) - E¿i Φ < ρ »(m)]

24. E ¿ c [ ф | с в в »(m) -> <8><с®е И=і Φ < ρ »(m)]
23., PROPOSITION A.12, (LTL-136)
25. 0 = c Φ< ς ® ρ »(m) -»

І С ^ l c o p Θ=ι Φ < ρ »(m)
24., (LTL-99), (LTL-136)

26. 0 ¿ c Ф < С в в »(m) -> И» с Φ < ζ β ί Ξ=ι Φ < ρ »(m)
25., PROPOSITION A.30, (LTL-136)
27. Ξ ^ ζ <Φ><ζβί? Ξ=ι Φ < ρ »(τη)

26., 15., (LTL-136)

28. E ¿ c Ξ=χ Φ < ζ β ρ Φ < ρ »(m)

27., (LTL-129), (LTL-136)

29. И І С

1

Ф | С 0 е Φ < ρ »(m)

28., (LTL-100), (LTL-136)

30. И ^ с

1

Φ < ( ζ β ρ ) θ ί »(m)

29., PROPOSITION A.24, (LTL-136)

31. И І С

1

Ф<(с©і)в в »(m)

30., (LTL-77)
q.e.d.

Let us come back to the above example and demonstrate the use of the
theorem, that is, how our intuition of message diffusion concides with the
corresponding LTL-formulae.
6.3 (INFORMATION DIFFUSION ( C O N T D . ) ) Let us presuppose a set
I of pieces of information and a set M of messages and two predicates: 6 (let,
thereby, i and m be variables ranging over I and M, respectively)
EXAMPLE

s

Note that the predicates are indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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information г has originally been produced

t> 3t(m): message m has been received
> ρ: time constant > 0 representing the propagation time, i.e., the max
imum amount of time between reception of a message at one location
and its reception at a neighboured location; thereby, we assume that no
other time delay will have impact on message propagation
> d: space constant > 0 representing the diameter of the underlying net
work, i.e., the maximum number of hops for a message to disseminate
in the whole network
Here, we are only interested in some liveness properties of a system S that
makes use of the above mentioned diffusion technique in terms of the two
predicates originated(i) and Щт). Any other property, e.g., for encoding or
decoding will be left open. Hence, we provide the following properties:
Without any time delay, origination of information will lead
locally to reception of the corresponding message:

ORIGINATION

(3)

originated(i) —» Oî(m)

Local reception of a message leads to propagation of that message to all neighbours:

PROPAGATION

(4)

R(m) -» E=i ®<e Щт)

The relation between piecess of information and messages will furtheron
not be handled but suppose the following properties were given where we
presuppose a function representation : I —• M delivering a representation
of a piece of information (cf. also Koymans [54], page 95):
1. For all pieces of information there will be a corresponding message:
г : 3m : m =

representation^)

2. The representation of information by messages will be unique:
г : Vm, m' : m = representation^)

Am' = representation^)

-* m = m'
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Figure 6.6: Information Diffusion indicated by LTL-Formulae
Now consider our picture from above (cf. figure 6.6) in a slightly modified
version as presented in figure 6.6.7 We have added some formulae to indicate
how our reasoning in LTL is related to message diffusion in a distributed
real-time system.
Suppose that information originates at the location marked with " · " , i.e.,
the above property of origination becomes true now at that location. Then
the corresponding formulae expressing reception of the corresponding message
will become true at the various locations.
Without any further properties we can now easily prove the general liveness
property that if information i has originally been produced then every location
will have received the corresponding message m within d ® ρ time units:
PROPOSITION 6.1 Let Σ5 be the specification of S including the properties
as given by the formulae (3) and (4) above.

Σ5 b L T L VC : 1 < Ç < d Λ originated(i) — И= с Φ<ς® ρ Щт)

О
P R O O F 6.2

(PROPOSITION

6.1)

1. 1 < ζ < d

Assumption

2. originated(i)

Assumption

T

For notations! convenience in the picture, we have assumed a propagation time of 1, i.e.,
ρ=1.
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3. Щтп)

2., (3), (LTL-136)

4. mis №(тп) -* Ξ=ι <$><ρ »(m)]

(4),

5. Шт[Щт) -• Ξ=ι ®<ρ »(m)]

4., (LTL-137), (LTL-50)

PROPOSITION

6. И = с ( 1 T [»(m) -» И = 1 Φ < ρ »(m)]

5., (LTL-138)

7. SL[®]T [K(m) -» E=i Φ < ρ »(m)]

6., (LTL-137), (LTL-9)

8. HT [»(m) -» E=i Φ < ρ K(m)]
9. И= с <£><<®е »(m)

A.35

7., (LTL-71)
8., 1., 3.,

THEOREM

6.1, (LTL-136)
q.e.d.

With the theorem on message diffusion much of the work in proofs on
information diffusion is left to derive local properties only, e.g., origination
of information in this example. The local properties may well be static or
dynamic (cf. chapter 4). For example, local properties may be provided
for encoding of information and decoding of messages assuming that both
activities will need some positive amount of time (cf. equation (1) above). 0

6.2

SYNCHRONOUS VS.

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICA

TION
In general, three time periods during communication can be distinguished: an
establishment phase where the communication partners come, if at all neces
sary, to an agreement about the properties of their communication, a transac
tion phase where the data is exchanged between the communication partners,
and a termination phase where the communication partners come, if at all nec
essary, to an agreement about success of their communication (see figure 6.7
for an illustration).

establishment

transaction

termination

Figure 6.7: Communication Phases
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Temporal discrimination of communication techniques comprises synchro
nous and asynchronous communication. They differ in their handling of the
establishment and termination phase. The time point where, if at all necessary,
agreement has been reached must not be finite but can be infinite. In the
sequel, we will consider both techniques w.r.t. the three phase schema above.

6.2.1

SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION

Synchronous communication is a communication technique which requires that
sender and receiver reach agreement on successful communication at the same
point in time. Synchronous communication can be divided w.r.t. time into
two time periods (cf. also Hooman [43]): During the first period a process 8
establishes the connection to the communication partner. This will generally
need some time before the corresponding partners have synchronized their
activities, that is, the sender is willing to send and the receiver is willing to
receive. The second period will then be needed to exchange the information
between the two partners. At its end the partners immediately agree on success
of their communication. This agreement will be implicit because send and
reception take place simultaneously.
6.4 Suppose we have two communication partners, e.g., two pro
cesses πι and -π^· Before the two processes can exchange information it is
necessary to synchronize their activities. Thus, we first have a synchroniza
tion period where at its end each process is to be indicating to the other its
willingness to communicate. Immediately after this synchronization period
both send and receive actions will be performed simultaneously on the corre
sponding processors ending in an agreement on successful communication (see
figure 6.8 for an illustration). Without such simultaneity send and reception
will not at all take place.
The time point of agreement is finite if all three periods are finite, i.e., the
synchronization, transaction, and termination periods are all finite. Sometimes
it is well allowed, e.g., by Hooman [43], that synchronization may take infinite
time but that transaction and termination will both be finite. Taking into
account our failure classification (cf. chapter 1) unsuccessful communication
can be regarded as an omission failure, i.e., the time point of agreement is
infinite.
φ
EXAMPLE

8

According to our layered view, as discussed above, and assuming a one-to-one corre
spondence between processors and processes it will also be possible to read processor instead
of process.
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synchronized
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1
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receive
send
πι
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Figure 6.8: Synchronous Communication
As in the case of locative discrimination (see above), we are interested
to specify synchronous communication properties by formulae that are in
some sense characteristic, that is, where the structure of a formula indicates
synchronicity.9
In [64], for example, synchronous communication is given in the program
ming language by a "pair of matching send and receive statements /* : a •*= e :
l* and I' : a ^ и : /*" where a denotes the channel through which communi
cation should take place, e denotes a value that has to be sent, and u denotes
a variable to which the received value has to be stored. Moreover, both state
ments are pre- and post-labelled by if and 1% and by /* and Í*, respectively. The
semantics is given by a joint transition, that is, both communication partners
must be willing to communicate with each other and the value is immediately,
i.e., without buffering, stored to the variable. Thus the characteristic feature
of synchronous communication is manifested here in the buffer capacity, i.e.,
no buffering.
Using our two-sorted approach, we can directly observe matching send
and receive actions in the specification of synchronous communication. Synchronicity can then be made explicit by using a predicate or it can be left
implicit by requiring agreement on success of send and reception. In the sequel, we will provide formulae for both cases. Hence, let us introduce three
predicates: 10
t> sent: a signal has been sent
> received: a signal has been received
9

Recall that descriptions! complexity and system complexity should be comparable. For
example, it will be nice to have formulae characterizing synchronous communication on the
one hand and asynchronous communication on the other hand (see also below).
10
Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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has been synchronized

Let us, thereby, assume that only the fact of communication is interest
ing, that is, let us abstract from certain messages and from certain channels.
According to our model of distributed real-time systems, properties can be
divided into distributed and local properties:
are split into a sender's view and a receiver's view,
that is, what has been sent must have been received and vice versa:

DISTRIBUTED PROPERTIES

If a send action has been completed then there must
also be some receive action that has been completed and the point
in time must be the same:

SENDER'S V I E W

sent —* <§>=i received
If a receive action has been completed then there
must also be a send action that has been completed and the point
in time must be the same:

RECEIVER'S V I E W

received —» ®=i sent
will here take into account that before any transaction
can take place there must be a synchronization period and that send and
receive will exclude each other at the same point:

LOCAL PROPERTIES

Being synchronized leads to being sent and, therefore,
to successful communication:

LOCAL LIVENESS

synchronized —у Φ
No SEND WITHOUT SYNCHRONIZATION
ceded by a synchronization action:

sent

A send action must be pre

sent —• <3> synchronized
No SIMULTANEOUS SEND AND RECEIVE We also must prevent a sys
tem from simultaneously being sent and received:
-i(sent Λ received)
We have avoided to specify finite bounds in the formulae above. This is
justified by the fact that we only wanted to stress the essential points. Of
course, for the real-time case we will need time bounds (examples will be
contained in the following chapters).
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ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION

Asynchronous communication is a communication technique which is less re
liable. An establishment period will not be needed and agreement on success
ful communication between the communication partners will not be required.
Therefore, a user of such communication primitives is himself responsible that
data reaches its destination, e.g., by certain protocols.
Asynchronous communication depends on some buffering capacity between
the communication partners (see, e.g., Manna and Pnueli [64]). Sending data
will only be possible if the buffer is not full and, complementary, receiving data
can only take place if the buffer is not empty. Hence, asynchronous commu
nication can be regarded as two times synchronous communication, namely,
synchronous communication between a sender and a buffer and synchronous
communication between that same buffer and a receiver.11
6.5 Suppose we have two communication partners, e.g., two pro
cesses πι and 7Г2 that need to exchange information. Using asynchronous
communication primitives they do not need to synchronize their activities be
fore starting to send or receive. They can start immediately when they want to
communicate. The only restriction comes from the buffer that is realistically
bounded. So, several send actions may occur consecutively before any receive
action takes place (see figure 6.9 for an illustration).
EXAMPLE

receivei

send;
πι

|

1

send2
1

1-

1

-

Figure 6.9: Asynchronous Communication
For the first send there exists the corresponding receive but for the second
send success of communication is unpredictable from the figure above.
φ
As in the synchronous case above, we are again interested to specify asyn
chronous communication properties by formulae that are in some sense char11
From an economical point of view, the buffer is an open market where goods are offered
by the producer (sender) but where selling the goods by consumers (recievers) is left to
chance.
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acteristic, that is, where the structure of a formula indicates asynchronicity.12
In [64], for example, asynchronous communication is given in the programming language by send and receive statements i* : a <= e : les and
If : a =£· и : If" where α now denotes an bounded or unbounded buffer (chan
nel) through which communication should take place, e denotes a value that
has to be sent, and и denotes a variable to which the received value has to be
stored. Moreover, both statements are again pre- and post-labelled by lss and
I * and by If and If, respectively. The semantics is given by transitions that
are dependent on the buffer state but that are independent of the communica
tion partner. Thus the characteristic feature of synchronous communication is
manifested here in the buffer capacity, i.e., bounded or unbounded buffering.
Using our two-sorted approach, similarity and difference between syn
chronous and asynchronous communication properties become directly ap
parent: in the synchronous case we made no use of temporal operators in
the specification of distributed properties. Therefore, any buffering was disal
lowed. In the asynchronous case now, we will make use of temporal operators
(see below). Hence, let us introduce the following predicates: 13
> starteds: started to send a signal
> startedr: started to receive a signal
> sent: a signal has been sent
> received: a signal has been received
> empty: buffer is empty
> full: buffer is full
Let us, thereby, assume that only the fact of communication is interesting,
that is, let us abstract from particular messages and from particular channels.
Also changes in a particular buffer will not be considered. According to our
model of distributed real-time systems, properties can again be divided into
distributed and local properties:
allow for any time difference between sending and
receiving and thus allowing for buffering. Providing some element for
infinity, e.g., со, we can also include infinite buffering. Again we distin
guish between sender's and reciver's properties:

DISTRIBUTED PROPERTIES

12

Recall that descriptional complexity ала system complexity should be comparable. For
instance, it will be nice to have formulae characterizing synchronous communication on the
one hand and asynchronous communication on the other hand (see also above).
13
Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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If a send action has been completed then there must
also be some receive action that has been completed but the point
in time may be different:

SENDER'S VIEW

sent —• <$><c <§>=i received
where с is some fixed constant distance. If с = со then it would be
equivalent to Τ (true) and thus it expresses nothing.
If a receive action has been completed then there
must also be a send action that has been completed but the point
in time may be different:

RECEIVER'S VIEW

received —* <S> <$>=i sent
Note the asymmetry in the indices between the sender's view and
the receiver's view. This is because reception can only have taken
place if there was some send.
It will also be possible to use a reflexive version of the temporal operators.
Doing so would lead to a nice coincidence, namely, that in case send
and receive would agree on success at the same time point it would be
equivalent to synchronous communication.
will here take into account that the buffer used for com
munication may be full or empty in which case a send and a receive
action must be disallowed, respectively. Additionally, let us assume a
finite buffering capacity:

LOCAL PROPERTIES

Initiating a send action will lead to its completion if
the corresponding buffer is not full:

SEND LIVENESS

starteds A ->full —» Φ

sent

Initiating a receive action will lead to its completion
if the corresponding buffer is not empty:

RECEIVE LIVENESS

startedr A ->empty —• Φ

received

Completion of a send action can only take place if it has
been initiated:
sent —• Φ starteds

SEND SAFETY
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Completion of a receive action can only take place if
it has been initiated:

RECEIVE SAFETY

receive —• 0

startedT

No SIMULTANEOUS SEND AND RECEIVE It will not be allowed that at
the same point send and receive actions can be started:
-^(started,, Λ startedT)
A send action is assumed to be atomic, that is, no other
send or receive action can be started:

ATOMIC SEND

sent —* (->(started3 V startedT) S started8)
A receive action is assumed to be atomic, that is, no
other receive or send action can be started:

ATOMIC RECEIVE

received —• (-'(started,, V startedT) S startedT)
Observe that the real distinction between synchronous and asynchronous
communication lies in the time difference between corrresponding send and
receive actions, that is, in the asynchronous case the formulae of distributed
properties contained temporal operators whereas in the synchronous case tem
poral operators were not present.

6.3

SOME CONCLUSIONS

Prom our investigations in section 6.1 it becomes obvious that point-to-pointbased communication techniques require more specification effort than diff
usion-based techniques. For example, structural properties characterizing the
relation between locative reachability and physical channels have to be added
to reason about the several communication patterns (see above). The prop
erties of the locative temporal reference space are, in this sense, not sufficient
for the specification of such communication techniques. This last observation,
in fact, has led in [90] to another extension of LTL.
Opposed to point-to-point-based communication techniques a diffusionbased communication technique does not require for additional, purely struc
tural properties (cf. section 6.1). Most of the specification effort can be
summarized by a diffusion theorem that is suitable for the system at issue (see
also chapters 7 and 8).
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The reasons for such differences are founded, from our specification point
of view, in the low abstraction level of point-to-point-based communication
opposed to the higher level of abstraction of diffusion-based communication.
Point-to-point-based communication can be used to implement diffusion-based
communication. We may also conclude, that point-to-point-based techniques
regard communication behaviour merely locally, e.g., most often only two processes are involved whereas diffusion-based techniques consider communication
behaviour always system-wide.
Temporal discrimination has led, in section 6.2, to the investigation of
synchronous and asynchronous communication techniques. Both communication techniques have been specified with particular predicates and without
any special data structures. For example, in [64] the buffer capacity has been
used to separate synchronous from asynchronous communication. In our LTL
specifications, the discrimination between the two is manifested in different
time points for the agreement on success of communication between sender
and receiver. In sychronous communication, this time point is the same for
both sender and receiver whereas in asynchronous communication this time
point may be different.
Thus, specifications of synchronous and asynchronous communication in
LTL will be free of implementation bias, i.e., particular data structures for
buffers must not be incorporated in LTL (cf. also Koymans [54]). This is
neither new nor surprising. What is new in LTL is the fact that the truth
of the corresponding predicates and, therefore, of the formulae is dependent
on the location. This allows to discriminate between the local properties of
communication and the distributed ones. For example, whether a buffer is
full or not has an impact on the local behaviour of a sender in asynchronous
communication because it will not be allowed to send anything (see above).
Hence, we may conclude that our specification method LTL provides for
means to syntactically characterize properties for senders and receivers in communication actions.

CHAPTER 7
ATOMIC BROADCAST

OUTLINE

A basic problem in distributed real-time systems is that of information dissemination among processes when the system or parts
of it are sensitive of failures. A well-known example to overcome
particular failure situations is an atomic broadcast protocol that
provides a communication service to prevent a distributed realtime system from failing under certain conditions.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 7.1 provides
an informal discussion of the atomic broadcast service. In section 7.2, we present a formal specification of the atomic broadcast
service. In section 7.3, we present the specification of protocols tolerating only particular processor failures, i.e., processor fail-stop
without any network partitions. This class of protocols will be
proved to satisfy the atomic broadcast service. In section 7.4, we
draw some conclusions resulting from our investigations in this
chapter.
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PROBLEMATICAL NATURE

The problem of reaching consistent knowledge of the system state in a dis
tributed real-time system is basically the problem of information diffusion
(cf. section 6.1.2). Information that is owned at one processor has to be made
available at all correct processors despite the occurrence of faults. To deal with
certain faults occurring during execution a particular service will be needed:
(Cristian et al. [20, 21]1)
An atomic broadcast service (ABS) is a communication service that
enables the correct processors in a distributed real-time system to
attain consistent knowledge of the system state, despite the occur
rence of processor failure and random communication delays.
The idea of an atomic broadcast service is to replicate system state infor
mation at several spatially dispersed processors and to use an atomic broadcast
protocol (ABP) to disseminate state changes among so called client processes
so that each one provides the same view on the system state.
An atomic broadcast service can be used to implement a synchronous repli
cated storage, i.e., a distributed and robust storage that provides the same
contents at every correct processor in the system at any point in time except
for some bounded time period of e time units during which the corresponding
protocol is executed.
Although in a very informal manner Cristian et al. use graph theoretical
means to model dynamically evolving networks. In our approach, too, graphs
are used to model communication networks. But we use graphs in a static
way only (cf. part I), i.e., for modelling the a priori known configuration of a
distributed real-time system. The case that a network dynamically evolves in
time will be modelled in our approach differently by making use of dynamically
truth changing predicates. Hence, addition of new processors or connections
must be taken into account from the beginning on when building the locative
structure. We can then identify processors and channels that are not yet
available in the system with not correctly functioning processors and channels,
respectively.
EXAMPLE 7.1 Let πι, ж-χ, and ττζ be some client processes. For simplicity,
let us presuppose that each process has its own processor—recall that each
'[20] is a more detailed version of [21] that also provides verification proofs. However,
in both papers the underlying communication network is not formalized and, therefore, no
formal treatment of the network properties is possible.
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processor is associated with a different location (cf. chapters 1 and 5). When
correct each process wants to have a consistent and actual view of the system
state. This state is contained in a synchronous replicated storage (srs) at each
processor site.
Suppose that initially all processes have the same empty view on the system
state, i.e., srsi = φ for πι, π2, and itz (cf. figure 7.1). It is assumed to be
empty because nothing has happened before. After a certain time period the
system state has changed, i.e., messages mi, т г , and т з have been generated.
The time needed to disseminate such a change is bounded to ε time units as
mentioned above so that after this time period a new view on the system state
has been constructed and must be identical for all correct client processes, i.e.,
STS2 = { т і , т 2 , т з } . Furthermore, suppose that the processor of client τ-ι
has failed. Then, for πι and π$ the knowledge of global system state will still
be identical and nothing can be said about the view of -κ-ι (cf. figure 7.1).

7Γ3-

STS\

7Γ2

STS\

7Γ1-

STS\

1

Key:

STS·}.

srsz

SrS2

srs$

1

1

1

T: t e m p o r a l reference space
srs\ = Φ
SrS2 = {mi, 77І2, ТПз}
ar3

3

— {ml ιm 2 , ^ 4 }

Figure 7.1: Changes in Synchronous Replicated Storage
Now suppose a second change of system state has occurred after some
time period and a third synchronous replicated storage srs^ = {7711,7712,7714}
has been generated by the corresponding atomic broadcast. Here message т з
has been deleted from the synchronous replicated storage because, e.g., the
information contained in т з has become too old indicated by some expiration
time. At the same time a new message 7714 has been accepted, that is, 7714 will
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be contained in srs3. All remaining client processes must, therefore, have the
same view on the new system state (cf. again figure 7.1).
In the period between the end of an atomic broadcast and the beginning
of the next atomic broadcast the synchronous replicated storage will be un
changed for each client process. That is the knowledge of global system state
is stable at each correct processor. Obviously, this is not true for the time
period between the beginning of an atomic broadcast and its end.
φ
In [21], the following properties are mentioned to characterize an atomic
broadcast service:
> Atomicity, if any correct processor delivers an update at time U on its
clock, then that update was initiated by some processor and is delivered
by each correct processor at time U on its clock.
> Ordering: all updates delivered by correct processors are delivered in the
same order by each correct processor.
> Termination: every update whose broadcast is initiated by a correct
processor at time Τ on its clock is delivered at all correct processors at
time Γ + e on their clocks.
Termination ensures that every update is applied to the synchronous repli
cated storage by each correct processor ε time units after the initial broadcast.
Atomicity ensures that every update is either applied by all correct processors
or by none of them. And ordering ensures that all updates are applied in the
same order by all correct processors.
As mentioned above, local clocks have been used for time stamping mes
sages and computing deadlines. These clocks are assumed to be approximately
synchronized (cf. original paper [21]). Opposed to that we shall abstract in
the sequel from any problems around clock synchronization and assume in
stead a global clock or assume, which is equivalent, that all local clocks are
exactly synchronized.

7.2

SERVICE SPECIFICATION

The specification of an atomic broadcast service will be given in terms of
initiating message diffusion and delivery of such a message. On request a
client process can then make use of such a service. An illustration of the
environment of an atomic broadcast service (ABS) is provided in figure 7.2.
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CLIENT

initiate

deliver

•

ATOMIC BROADCAST

NETWORK

Figure 7.2: Atomic Broadcast Service
In the sequel, we will need for the service specification a finite set M of
information items 2 together with several predicates: 3 (let, thereby, m, rn' be
variables ranging over M)
> p-correct: the associated processor is correct
> ch-correct: the associated channels are correct
> c-correct: the associated clock is correct
> initiated(m):

diffusion of information m has been initiated

> delivered(m):

information m has been delivered

> ε: time constant representing the maximum amount of time for infor
mation diffusion; it is called diffusion time
Because of our formal specification approach, i.e., locative temporal logic
it will not be convenient to keep the division into atomicity, ordering, and
In the sequel, we shall make no distinction between information items and messages
although a clear separation would be more consequent (cf. section 6.1.2). Thus, we shall use
both terms in an interchangable manner. Information diffusion and message diffusion will
as such coincide (cf. equation 1 in section 6.1.2).
Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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termination properties of the atomic broadcast service as introduced by Cris
tian et al. in [20]. Instead, we will use the terms atomic liveness, safety, and
ordering. The translations from one terminology into the other is simple and
we give hints in the context of the corresponding LTL formulae below. More
over, we will extend the list of ABS properties with uniqueness requirements:
according to Koymans [54], we will need unique identification for start and
end of information diffusion.
HW CORRECTNESS For notational convenience, let
us introduce an abbreviation for the correctness of all hardware com
ponents associated with a location:

ABBREVIATION LOCAL

(1)

correct = p-correct A ch-correct A c-correct

If the diffusion of a message has been initiated then that
message will have been delivered at all locations not later than ε time
units (provided that all is correct):

ATOMIC LIVENESS

(2)

correct A initiated(m)

—» 0 ®<ε [correct —> delivered(m)\

Note that our atomic liveness requirement comprises the old termination
requirement and the second half of the old atomicity requirement.
A message that has been delivered must have been initiated (provided
that all is correct):

SAFETY

(3)

correct A delivered(m) —• <§> [correct A

initiated(m)]

Note that our safety requirement comprises the first half of the old atom
icity requirement.
Two messages that are delivered in a particular order must have
been delivered in the same order at all locations (provided that all is
correct):

ORDERING

(4)

[(correct A delivered(m))
7

И [-i^

А <Э> (correct A

[(correct A delivered(m'))

delivered(m'))]

A <B> (correct A deliver ed(m))\\

Note that our ordering requirement is essentially the same as the old
one.
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Diffusion of a message must be uniquely identifiable w.r.t. space
and time (provided that all is correct). Message diffusion here is specified
in terms of the predicates initiated(m) and delivered(m). Thus, we need
the following uniqueness identifications:

UNIQUENESS

(5)

correct Λ initiated(m)

—• -iV

[correct Λ initiated{m)\

(6)

correct Λ initiated(m)

—» -Λ7 [correct Λ initiated(m)]

(7)

correct A initiated(m)

—• -iV

(8)

correct Λ delivered(m)

—»• ->V [correct Λ de/iuered(m)]

[correct Λ ¿niiioied(rn)]

Observe that uniqueness w.r.t. initialization of information diffusion
constitutes an assumption about the environment and can as such not
be guaranteed by any protocol. Opposed to that uniqueness of delivery
has to be guaranteed by a protocol.
In [20], unique identification of messages or of updates is not explicitly
mentioned in the context of the ABS properties. Hence, it does not become
clear enough whether unique identification of updates is assumed at this level
(for a detailed discussion of this problem see Koymans [54], pages 79-80.).

7.3

A CLASS OF PROTOCOLS

In the introduction, we took the decision not to provide any programming lan
guage and to confine ourselves in this thesis to the specification of distributed
real-time systems. Therefore, we shall only give a specification characterizing
not exactly one particular protocol but a class of atomic broadcast protocols
(ABP). Afterwards, we will formally prove that this class satisfies the prop
erties of an atomic broadcast service.
The specification will be given in the following terms: information coming
from a client forces the protocol to send a message to all neighbours of the
current processor. Having received a message it will be delivered locally (cf.
figure 7.3 for an illustration). Moreover, such a message will be propagated
always and everywhere to the corresponding neighbours.4
4

Note that expiration of messages as mentioned in the example of section 7.1 will not be
part of the atomic broadcast protocol but of the maintenance of the synchronous replicated
storage which itself is not considered here.
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Figure 7.3: Atomic Broadcast Protocols
In addition to the set M of messages5, the predicates, and abbreviations
introduced in section 7.2, we will also make use of some new notions in the
protocol specification:6 (let, thereby, πι,τη' be variables ranging over M)
> sent(m):

message m has been sent

> Щт): message m has been received
> ρ: time constant > 0 representing the maximum amount of time for
message propagation to neighbours; it is called propagation time of an
atomic broadcast protocol
> U: space constant > 0 representing the diameter of the underlying net
work, that is, VC : 0 < ζ < 13
7.3.1

FAULT-HYPOTHESES

Because distributed real-time systems are, in general, sensitive to failures we
have to characterize those types of faults that may occur without any impacts
on the systems' correct behaviour. This is usually done by stating possibly
several distinct fault-hypotheses (FH) of the system or parts of it. According
5
Note that we will make no distinction here between the information provided by a client
and the message that contains the information for transmission.
6
Note that the predicates will be indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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to our view of processes and distributed real-time systems (cf. chapter 5),
fault-hypotheses must be provided for clocks, channels, and the underlying
physical network including the processors.
For notational convenience, let us introduce an abbreviation
for the correctness of all network resources associated with a location:

ABBREVIATION

(9)
FH

p-ch-correct = p-correct Λ ch-correct

All clocks are assumed to be correct independent of the actual
locative temporal reference point:

CLOCKS

(10)

c-correct

Although we know that clock synchronization is an essential problem in
distributed real-time systems we leave it out here (see chapter 9) and
presuppose a central clock system. We could also think, e.g., of a dis
tributed clock system but then we would have to presuppose exactly
synchronized clocks. Note that this differs from [20] in that there ap
proximately synchronized clocks have been assumed.
FH

All channels are assumed to be correct independent of the
actual locative temporal reference point:

CHANNELS

(11)
FH

ch-correct

A processor that is incorrect will not send any message (failsilence property):
(12)
-ip-correct —> -isent(m)

PROCESSORS

Additionally we will assume that an incorrect processor will remain to
be incorrect (fail-stop property):
(13)
FH

-ip-correct —• EB -ip-correct

For all pairs of locations with a distance > 1
where the corresponding processor and set of channels are correct there
must exist at least one intermediate location where the corresponding
processor and set of channels are also correct:

NETWORK PARTITIONING

(14)

\/ζ :

[

1 < ζ Λ p-ch-correct Λ <§>=ç p-ch-correct
3ζ' : 0 < ζ' < С Л <5>=с< p-ch-correct
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This formula characterizes the assumption of no partitions in a dynam
ically evolving physical network, as described in [20]. It follows that the
network is at least 1-valent at all correct processors (cf. chapter 3).
7.3.2

PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

In the sequel, we shall provide a characterization of behavioural properties of
our class of atomic broadcast protocols. Two activities will be distinguished
on this level (cf. figure 7.3): propagating information to all neighbours in the
network by sending them messages and accepting information by receiving
messages.
A message that has been sent will have been received
locally without any time delay (provided that the local hardware re
sources are correct):

LOCAL PROPAGATION

(15)

correct A sent(m) —• 9?(m)

A message that has been received will have
been received by all neighbours within ρ time units (provided that the
local hardware resources are correct):

PROPAGATION TO NEIGHBOURS

correct А Щт) —• Η=ι ^<ρ

(16)

[correct —> Щт)]

A message that has been received must have been sent
by a processor previously (provided that the local hardware resources
are correct):

S A F E PROPAGATION

(17)

correct A Щт) —• Φ [correct A sent(m)]

The order of received messages must be the same at all processors
(provided that the local hardware resources are correct):

ORDERING

T

[correct А Щт) A <8> (correct А Щт'))}

(18)
0

L

[-^

T

T

[{correct А Щт')) A <3> (correct А Щт))}]

Unique identification of the messages transmitted on this level
must be guaranteed. This has to be specified for the predicates sent(m)

UNIQUENESS
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and 9?(m) in a suitable way (provided that the local hardware resources
are correct):
(19)

correct A sent(m) —• -Λ7 [correct A sent{m)\

(20)

correct A sent(m) —• -Λ7 [correct Λ 5βπί(τη)]

(21)

correct A sent(m) —• -iV

(22)

Τ

[correct A sení(m)]

correct Λ 3?(m) -» -Λ7 [correct Λ 5R(m)]

Note that only uniqueness w.r.t. reception can be guaranteed by the
protocol and that uniqueness w.r.t. send must be provided by the envi
ronment (see figure 7.3 above).
Before being able to prove that the protocol specification is a specification
refinement of the service specification we have to relate the corresponding
primitive notions, that is, initialization of information diffusion on the higher
level must be related to message send on the lower level 'and reception of a
message on the lower level must be related to information delivery on the
higher level.
~ SEND If information diffusion has locally been initiated
then the corresponding message must have been sent without any further
time delay (provided that the local hardware resources are correct):

INITIALIZATION

(23)

correct A initiated(m)

—• sent{m)

If a message has been sent then information diffusion must have been
initiated locally without any further time delay (provided that the local
hardware resources are correct):
(24)

correct A sent(m) —> initiated(m)

~ R E C E P T I O N If information has locally been delivered then the
corresponding message must have been received without any further time
delay (provided that the local hardware resources are correct):

DELIVERY

(25)

correct A delivered(m)

—* Щт)

If a message has been received then the information must have been
delivered locally without any further time delay (provided that the local
hardware resources are correct):

(26)

correct А Щт) —• delivered(m)
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ABP

atomic liveness
delivery safety
delivery ordering
delivery uniqueness

- reception, propagation to neighbours,
relative message diffusion
- safe propagation
- reception ordering
- reception uniqueness
- fault-hypotheses

Table 7.1: Relation between ABS and ABP
In table 7.1, we have set in relation the most important properties of the
atomic broadcast service and the atomic broadcast protocol as defined above.
Thereby, we have avoided to make any distinction between information on
the ABS level and messages on the protocol level. This could, when needed,
easily be added to the above specification (see Koymans [54], example 3 of
chapter 5).

7.3.3

CORRECTNESS

We now proceed to prove that the class of atomic broadcast protocols as
defined by the specification formulae above is correct w.r.t. the specification
of an atomic broadcast service as mentioned previously. That is, we will
prove that the properties of atomic liveness, safety, and ordering and the
corresponding uniqueness property can be derived from the properties of ABP
provided that the clocks, channels, and processors meet their fault-hypotheses,
respectively. This is stated in the following
7.1 Let ABP be a communication system implementing an atomic
broadcast protocol satisfying the above protocol specification and let Τ,ΑΒΡ
be that specification. Furthermore, let 0 < ρ be the propagation time of the
ABP, let 0 < 15 be the diameter of the underlying network, and let F Η (ABP)
be the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for ABP. Then, ABP satisfies the

THEOREM
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properties of ал atomic broadcast service, i.e.,
ΣΑΒΡ

KTL

FH(ABP)

-

[

ATOMIC LIVENESS

Л SAFETY
Л

ORDERING

Л DELIVERY UNIQUENESS

]

0
Because of the nature of the theorem, that is, a conjunction as succèdent
of an implication, its proof will proceed in such a way that we first prove
each conjunct separately and then gather the corresponding results so that
the proof of the theorem becomes itself simple.
As already mentioned in section 6.1.2, we shall need for the proof of theorem 7.1 a special version of the message diffusion theorem: instead of the
predicate 3?(m) alone we have to take into account that the communication
network is sensitive to errors, that is, send and reception of messages will depend on the correctness of the corresponding hardware resources. Thus, the
corresponding properties become relative to such correctness.
7.2 (RELATIVE MESSAGE DIFFUSION) Let M be some message
domain and m be a variable ranging over M and let ρ GГОТbe some ar
bitrary but fixed and positive temporal distance.

THEOREM

νζ : 0 < Ç -» [ mLT [(correct Λ »(m)) -» E ¿ i Φ < ρ {correct -» Щт))]
¡(correct Л 5R(m)) —• S=ç Φ<(£®ρ) (correct —• Щт))\
]

О
Observe that in the diffusion theorem above as well as in [20] it is not
required that there really exists a location where a broadcasted message will
have been received. All properties including the diffusion principle in [20] will
be of relative nature, that is, they are relative w.r.t. the correctness of the
underlying network. Therefore, the fault-hypothesis on network partitioning
(see equation 14 above) will be applied as soon as the existence of such a
location has to be taken into account.
7

T h e names ATOMIC LIVENESS, SAFETY, ORDERING, and DELIVERY UNIQUENESS denote

the equations 2, 3, 4, and 8, respectively.
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Because theorem 7.2 is a slightly modified version of theorem 6.1 and its
proof will be analogous to the proof of the latter we will avoid to give such a
proof here.
LEMMA 7.1 (ATOMIC LIVENESS) Let ΣΑΒΡ be the specification of an atomic
broadcast protocol ABP satisfying the above specification and let FH(ABP)
be the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for ABP. Furthermore, let 0 < ρ
be the propagation time of the ABP and let 0 < c· be the diameter of the
underlying network.

Σ ABP

l~LTL FH(ABP)

—• [ correct A

initiated(m)

И Ф< е [correct —• delivered(m)]
)

For notational convenience in the proof of Lemma 7.1, let us introduce the
following abbreviation:
(27)

Щт) = [correct A Щт)] -> E=i ®<g [correct — R(m)]

P R O O F 7.1

(LEMMA

7.1)

1. ρ > 0

Assumption

2. 15 > 0

Assumption

3. VC : 0 < ζ < ü

Assumption

4. correct A initiated(m)

Assumption

5. correct

4., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

6. sent(m)

4., (23), (LTL-136)

7. »(m)

6., 5., (15), (LTL-136)

8. ШІ6 [(correct А Щт)) -> Ξ=ι Ф<е(со7тесг -• Щт))]
(16),

9. Ví : Mis Щт)
10. m T Ì ( m )

PROPOSITION

Α.35

(8), (27), (LTL-137)
9, (LTL-50)
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11. VC : E ¿ c ШтЩт)

10., (LTL-138), (LTL-137)

12. &ТЩт)

П., (LTL-9), (LTL-71)

13. H L T Щт) -• VC : [correct А Щт)] -f И= с 3 > | ( ζ β ρ ) [correcí — »(m)]
27., T H E O R E M 7.2, (LTL-82), (LTL-136)
14. νζ : [correct А Щт)} —• 0=ç ^ ( С в е ) [ с о г г е с * - f 3î(m)]
13., 12., (LTL-136)
15. [correct A Щт)] —* VC : И=с Φ<(ζ®ρ) [correct —* Щт)]
14., (LTL-82), (LTL-136)
16. VC : E ¿ c Φ < ( ί β ί ) [correcí -» »(m)]

15., 5., 7., (LTL-136)

17. VC : Ξ=< Φ<(οβ β ) [correcí -> Щт)]
16., 3., PROPOSITION A . 2 5 , (LTL-136)
18. И ь Ф < ( и

е)

17., (LTL-9)

[correct -> Щт)}

19. SL<$><(u®e) [correct -* delivered(m)]
20. EL<$><£ [correcí - • delivered(m)}

18., (26), (LTL-136)
19., PROPOSITION A.25, (LTL-136)

provided that ü ® ρ < ε
g.e.d.
LEMMA 7.2 ( S A F E T Y ) Let Σ ^ Β Ρ be the specification of an atomic broadcast
protocol ABP satisfying the above specification and let FH(ABP) be the
conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for ABP. Furthermore, let 0 < p be the
propagation time of the ABP and let 0 < О be the diameter of the underlying
network.
ΣΑΒΡ

1~LTL

FH(ABP)

—• [ correct A delivered(m)
&

[correct A initiated{m)}

}

0
P R O O F 7.2

(LEMMA

7.2)

1. correct A delivered(m)

Assumption
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2. correct

1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

3. Щтп)

1., (25), (LTL-136)

4. <$>LT [correct A sent(m)}

3., 2., (17), (LTL-136)

5. Ф ь т [correct A m i í m í e d ( m ) ]

4., (24), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
ç.e.d.

7.3 ( O R D E R I N G ) Let T¡ABP be t h e specification of a n atomic broadcast protocol ABP satisfying the above specification and let FH(ABP)
be t h e
conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for ABP. Furthermore, let 0 < ρ be t h e
propagation time of t h e ABP and let 0 < 15 be t h e diameter of the underlying
network.
LEMMA

ΣΑΒΡ

I~LTL

FH(ABP)

—• [(correct

A

delivered(m))

A <8> (correct A

delivered(m'))

}
И [ - i ^ [ (correct A delivered(m'))
А О (correct A delivered(m))
}
]

0
P R O O F 7.3 ( L E M M A

7.3)

1. correct A delivered(m)

A <S> (correct A delivered(m'))

2. correct А Щтп) A <S>T (correct

А Щтп'))

1., (25), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

3. S L [ - ^ T [correct А Щтп') A <8>T (correct А Щтп))]}
4. И [->V [correct A delivered(m')

Assumption

A<3> (correct

A

2., (18), (LTL-136)
delivered(m))]]

3., (26), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
q.e.d.
L E M M A 7.4 ( T I M E U N I Q U E N E S S ) Let ΣΑΒΡ

be t h e specification of an a t o m i c

broadcast protocol ABP satisfying t h e above specification and let
FH(ABP)
be t h e conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for ABP. Furthermore, let 0 < ρ
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be the propagation time of the ABP and let 0 < Ü be the diameter of the
underlying network.
bulb

ΣΛΒΡ

FH(ABP)

—• [ correct A
-iV

delivered(m)

[correct A delivered(m)]

}

PROOF

7.4 (LEMMA 7.4) We prove the lemma by contradiction, that is:

ΣΑΒΡ

bLTL

-i [ FH(ABP)

—* [ correct A
-iV

delivered{m)

[correct A delivered(m)]

}
1. F'H(ABP)

A correct A delivered(m) Л

(correct A

delivered(m))
Assumption

2. correct A delivered(m)
3. correct A Щт)
4. ^V T [correct A Щт)}
5. V T (correct A delivered(m))
6. ^(correct

A Щт))

7. 1

1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
2., (25), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
3., (22), (LTL-136)
1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
5., (25), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
4., 6.

Because the negation of the original formula leads to false the orginal
formula itself must be true.
q.e.d.
7.5 ( T H E O R E M 7.1) Recall that Y>ABP is the specification of an atomic broadcast protocol ABP satisfying the above specification, that 0 < ρ is
the propagation time of the ABP, that 0 < U is the diameter of the underlying
network, and that F Η (ABP) is the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for
ABP.
PROOF

Because we have proved
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> ΣΑΒρ

ATOMIC BROADCAST

—• ATOMIC LIVENESS

Lemma 7.1

> ZABP I-LTL FH{ABP)

— SAFETY

Lemma 7.2

> %ABP I-LTL FH(ABP)

-f ORDERING

Lemma 7.3

> Σ Λ Β Ρ I - L T L FH(ABP)

-* D E L I V E R Y U N I Q U E N E S S

Lemma 7.4

KTL

FH(ABP)

and with the scheme
[(φ -» ^ ) Λ ( ρ - f <£>2)] <-•[<£>-• ( V i Λ Ψ2)]

of propositional logic we can directly derive:
Σ/ißp

I-LTL

FH(ABP)

-» [

ATOMIC LIVENESS

л

SAFETY

л

ORDERING

Л DELIVERY UNIQUENESS

]
q.e.d.

7.4

SOME CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the original work by Cristian et al. [20] we have presented
more rigorous specifications for both the atomic broadcast service and a class
of protocols. All static properties, whether local or distributed, have been
left informal in [20]. For example, properties about the network such as the
absence of network partitions have been provided there only informally. Hence,
we may conclude that our proofs will be more rigorous than those given by
Cristian et al. On the other hand, our protocol specification is much simpler
and less details have been regarded.
Another distinction is given by the formal method applied: in [20]: it is
first-order predicate logic for the specification of the service and a particular
Pascal-like programming language used by Cristian et al. whereas we made use
of our locative temporal logic for both the service specification as well as the
protocol specification. Although the use of a particular programming language
would be better suited for verification purposes a strict formal verification
approach, e.g., a formal semantics of the language will also be missing in [20].
In [95], Ping Zhou and Jozef Hooman have also investigated the atomic
broadcast problem as presented in [20]. They have provided service and pro
tocol specifications in first-order predicate logic and have rigorously proved
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that a protocol meeting their specification will also satify the properties of the
atomic broadcast service. Compared to their work our presentation in this
chapter differs not only in the applied formal method but it is also a much
simpler version of a class of protocols.
So, we mean that this chapter has shown the usefulness of our two-sorted
approach for the specification and verification of systems that are more complex than those discussed in previous chapters of this thesis. In particular, we
have seen that most of the work in proving liveness properties can be subsumed
under a suitable version of the message diffusion theorem. Moreover, it is important to take care that all ABS and ABP properties were of relative nature,
that is, all these properties express nothing about the existence of locations
and time points where a broadcasted message really has been received.
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CHAPTER 8
GROUP MEMBERSHIP

OUTLINE

Another basic problem in distributed real-time systems is that of
reaching agreement on processor group membership, i.e., which
processors are functioning correctly at a certain point in time. A
well-known solution is a processor group membership protocol that
guarantees the same view among the correct processors in the system despite the occurrence of processor startups or failures.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 8.1 provides
an informal discussion of the processor group membership service.
In section 8.2, we present a formal specification of the processor
group membership service. In section 8.3, we present a formal
specification of a class of protocols based on periodic broadcast.
This class of protocols will be proved to satisfy the group membership service. In section 8.4, we draw some conclusions resulting
from our investigations in this chapter.
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G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

PROBLEMATICAL NATURE

The problem of reaching agreement on the view of processor group membership
in a distributed real-time system is basically the problem of providing the same
view on the presence and absence of processors at all correctly functioning
processors. To deal with failing and (re-) starting processors and, therefore,
with changes in the group membership a particular service is needed: (Cristian
[19] and Cristian et al. [22]l)
A processor group membership service (GMS) is a distributed ser
vice that enables the correct processors in a distributed real-time
system to provide the same view of present and absent processors
and to maintain this view consistently.
Changes in group membership either occur when a processor initially starts
up or when a processor restarts after a failure has occurred or when a processor
has failed and thus no longer functions correctly until restart. A further case
can be thought of when new connections between already existing processors
or new processors come into existence. All such events correspond to a so
called dynamically evolving network.
Although in a very informal manner, Cristian et al. [22] use graph theo
retical means to model dynamically evolving networks. In our approach, too,
graphs are used to model communication networks. But we use graphs in a
static way only (cf. part I), i.e., for modelling the a priori known configura
tion of a distributed real-time system. The case that a network dynamically
evolves in time will be modelled in our approach differently by making use of
dynamically truth changing predicates. Processors and channels that are not
yet available in the system can then be identified with not correctly functioning
processors and channels, respectively.
EXAMPLE 8.1 Let pi, P2, and рз be some processors—recall that each proces
sor is associated with a different location. Changes in group membership only
occur if a processor starts or fails to deliver its service.
Suppose that initially processors p\ and рз are functioning correctly and
that they form a group, e.g., 51 = {рі,рз} (cf. figure 8.1). After some time
period the configuration of correctly functioning processors change c because
processor p2 starts up execution where the other processors remain correct.
The time needed to construct a group after the start of a processor is bounded
:
[22] is a more detailed version of [19] and additionally provides a third protocol to
implement the group membership service.
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to e s time units so that after that time period a new group has been con
structed and will be identical at all correct processors, e.g., 02 = {РьР2)Рз}
(cf. figure 8.1).

Рз+

Pi

Key:

5i

31

92
9i

93

9i

9з

Τ: temporal reference space
3i = {Рі.Рз}
92 = {РъРг.Рз}
93 = {РьРг}
Figure 8.1: Changes in Group Membership

Now suppose a change in the configuration of correctly functioning proces
sors has occurred after some time period: processor рз has failed t o deliver its
service whereas t h e other two remain correct. T h e time needed to construct a
group after t h e failure of a processor is bounded to ε ƒ time units so t h a t after
t h a t time period a new group has been constructed and will be identical at all
correct processors, e.g., g¡ = {pi,P2} (cf. figure 8.1).
In the period between the end of a configuration change and t h e beginning
of the next change the members of the corresponding group do not change, i.e.,
the view on group membership will be the same during this time period at all
processors in the network. Thus, a request for group membership information
by a client process at some correct processor would lead t o a notification by the
corresponding server process. Obviously, this is not t r u e for the time period
between the initiation of a new group membership and its end, i.e., during
t h e periods es and ε/. A client's request would now lead to a situation t h a t
is more complex a n d leaves more choices for reaction. For instance, a server
might reject any request during this unstable period or a server takes t h e old
view as long as no new view is constructed.
φ
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To implement a group membership service a group membership protocol
is needed to provide the client processes at all processors with the information
about the actual group membership and to notify to the clients the changes
in case of failing processors. A group membership protocol makes use of an
underlying communication system. As in [19, 22], we will assume here that the
communication system provides the service of an atomic broadcast protocol.
Thus, the lowest level, i.e., the communication network will be hidden for a
group membership protocol. The whole scenario is schematically illustrated
in figure 8.2.

CLIENT

notify

request
members
SERVER

deliver

initiate
ATOMIC BROADCAST

send

receive
NETWORK

Figure 8.2: Group Membership Service
The two cases as mentioned in the example above, namely that a request
can be notified because of group stability and that a request cannot be notified
because of unstability in group membership are distinguished from each other:
in case of stability a server makes use of a "short circuit" between request and
notify to provide the requested information. In figure 8.2, this is denoted by
members. In case of unstability a server makes use of the underlying atomic
broadcast protocol to construct a new group membership before again being
able to notify clients' requests.
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In [19] as well as in [22], however, not the group membership service as
given by the "short circuit" members (cf. figure 8.2) but that part that
is involved to consistently maintain the actual view of group membership is
investigated. This part is characterized in [22] informally by the following
properties:
> Stability of Local Views: after a processor joins a group it stays joined
to that group until a failure is detected or a join occurs.
> Agreement on Sequences of Group Identifiers: During a certain time
period, let two correct processors both be joined to a sequence of groups
g\,..., g\ and g\,..., g^, respectively. If the two processors have the
same view of the group membership of the first group, i.e., g\ = g\
and of the last group, i.e., g\ = g^ then the number of groups in both
sequences is equal, i.e., η = m and all groups are identical, i.e., g] = g%
for all 1 < г < п.
> Agreement on Group Membership: if two correct processors are joined
to the same group then they have the same view of the membership of
that group.
> Reflexivity: a processor that is joined to a group is a member of that
group.
> Bounded Join Delays: there exists a time constant e s > 0 such that if a
processor starts up at some point in time and stays correct for es time
units then all processors that are correct for e s time units (including the
started one) will join the same group within es time units.
> Bounded Failure Detection Delays: there exists a time constant ε f > О
such that if a processor that is joined to some group g, say, has become
incorrect at some point in time then all processors that are joined to g
and that are correct for ε/ time units will join a group g' to which the
incorrect processor will not belong.
The trivial solution of setting the view on group membership to the empty
set is ruled out by the reflexivity requirement. The other trivial solution of
setting the view to the set of all processors is avoided by the requirements of
bounded join and failure detection delays.
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SERVICE SPECIFICATION

As mentioned above we will confine ourselves here to the specification of that
part of the processor group membership service that is responsible for main
taining the group membership view.2 That is, we will not be concerned with
the properties of the relation between the clients' group membership request
and the servers' notification but with the properties of constructing and main
taining the actual view on group membership. Instead of request and notifica
tion events we will be concerned with events corresponding, on the one hand,
to startup and failure of processors and, on the other hand, to processors'
joining and membership of a particular group. A sample of a temporal picture
at a certain location is illustrated in figure 8.3.
myid(p)
дфд'
failed(g)

myid(p)
joined(g)

started(g)
correct

p£ff

РІд'

Figure 8.3: A Sample of a Temporal Picture
According to [22] two time constants will be introduced for the specification
of liveness properties: 3 in case of a starting processor the startup delay is the
time between starting to join a group and its completion, i.e., being joined to
that group. In case of a failing processor the failure detection delay is the time
between the failure of a processor and the completion of a join of a group to
which the faulty processor does not belong.
The specification of the group membership service will be given in terms
of the relation between starting and failing processors, on the one hand, and
being joined to a group and processor identifications as elements of a group,
4
on the other hand. The startup of a processor is interpreted here as starting
to join a particular group and failure of a processor is similarly interpreted
as failing to join a particular group. A processor that has failed will not be
correct until restart.
2

Note that, in the sequel, we will also refer to this part of a processor group membership
service as a group membership service and abbreviate it by GMS.
3
Note that in [19] another choice for time constants has been taken: a join delay, a
departure detection delay, a group formation delay, and a group change delay.
4
Note that no distinction will be made between first startup of a processor and its restart
after a failure.
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For the specification of the group membership service we will need two sets:
a set G of group identifiers and set Ρ of processor identifiers5. Furthermore,
we shall need the following predicates: 6 (let, thereby, g, g' and ρ be variables
ranging over G and P, respectively)
> p-correct: the associated processor is correct
> ch-correct: the associated set of channels is correct
> c-correct: the associated clock is correct
> started(g):

has started to join group g

> failed(g):

has failed to join group g

> joined(g):

is joined to group g

> myid(p): the processor identifier is ρ
> ρ G g: processor identification ρ is an element of group g; this con
struction exactly provides the view on processor group membership that
obviously depends on space and time points
> ea: time constant > 0 representing the amount of time between startup
of a processor and being joined to a group by all correct processors; it is
7
called startup delay of a group membership service
> ef. time constant > 0 representing the amount of time between failure
of a processor and being joined to a group to which the faulty processor
does not belong or equivalently being deleted from the old group; it is
called failure detection delay of a group membership service
As in the case of the atomic broadcast service (cf. chapter 7), the subdivi
sion or names of the properties characterizing the group membership service
could slightly differ from that originally presented in [22]. This is mainly
caused by our special approach of a locative temporal logic.
5
T h e need for processor identifiers at this place justifies, in restrospect on chapter 3, our
decision to distinguish between meta-level space notion and object-level space notion.
6
Note that the predicates are indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
7
In [22], this time constant is called join delay. We have changed the name because in
both cases starting and failure a join handling must be present so that joining alone is not
characteristic for the one or the other case.
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For notational convenience, let us first introduce some ab
breviations concerning correctness of local hardware resources. Recall
from chapter 5 that local hardware correctness means correctness of the
associated processor, clock, and channels:

ABBREVIATIONS

(1)

correct = p-correct Λ ch-correct Λ c-correct

Correctness of a starting processor means correctness for at least εβ time
units in the future:
correct(es) = Щ<£л correct

(2)

Correctness during failure detection handling means correctness of the
corresponding processor for e/ time units:
(3)

correct(ef) = Ш<Е} correct

Moreover, we need the following abbreviation indicating that a processor
identifier is. not contained in a group:

(4)

ρ g g = -.(ρ e g)

When a processor has started up to join a group and is
correct for at least e s time units then all correct processors (including
the started one) must be joined to that group by es time units:

STARTUP LIVENESS

(5)

started(g) Λ correct(es)
IHL[correcí(eí) —• <$"<£> (correct A joined(g))]

This is exactly the old property of bounded join delays.
When a processor has failed to join a group then there
exists a group to which all correct processors must be joined by ε/ time
units:

FAILURE LIVENESS

(6)

failed(g) Λ myid(p)
3g' : ¡°\L\correct(ej) -+ ф\£і(соггесі

Λ joined(g'))\

This is the liveness part of the old property of bounded failure detection
delays, that is, the property that the identifier of the failed processor
will not be contained in the new group will be considered separately in
the next property.
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When a processor has joined a particular group and there
exists a location where the corresponding processor is not correct since
it has failed and the identifier of the latter processor was not contained
in that group before its failure then the identifier of the failed processor
will not be contained in that group (provided that all local hardware
resources are correct):

FAILURE SAFETY

(7)

[ correct A joined(g)
A
<E> [ -ip-correct A myid(p)
A
[ -ip-correct
S
(failed(g')

АШт(р $g A myid(p)))

]
]
]
Ρ $9
When a processor is joined to a group then its
identifier must be contained in that group (provided that all local hard
ware resources are correct):

LOCAL G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

(8)

correct A joined(g) A myid(p) —• ρ G g

This property provides the old reflexivity property as mentioned above.
When a correct processor is joined to a particular group
then it stays to be correct and joined to that group until a failure oc
curs or it is joined to another group (provided that all local hardware
resources are correct):

LOCAL STABILITY

(9)correct Ajoined(g)

—• (correct A

joined(g))

U [ failed(g)
V 3g' : (g φ g' A correct A

joined(g'))

]
This property expresses the old property of stability of local views.8
8

T h e name has changed because it is not a statement on local views but on local joins.
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When a processor is joined to a par
ticular group and its identifier is contained in that group then this view
must be the same for every correct processor that is joined to that group
(provided that all local hardware resources are correct):

AGREEMENT ON G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

(10):orrect A joined(g) A p 6 j - > -iV (correct A joined(g) Λ ρ £ g))
This is exactly the old property of agreement on group membership.
Agreement on group ordering is reached
when all correct processors that are joined to two groups in a particular
order are joined to these groups in the same order:

AGREEMENT ON G R O U P ORDERING

(11)

[(correct Ajoined(g))
И

[-i^

Λ<8> (correct A joined(g')) ]

[ (correct A joined(g'))

Л О (correct A joined(g))]

]

Note that this property differs from the old property of agreement on
sequences of group identifiers in the sense that we regard pairs of group
identifiers and not a sequence. Our property is stronger and thus implies
the other one.
UNIQUENESS

(12)

The group to which a correct processor is joined must be unique:
correct A joined(g) A joined(g') —• g = g'

The group that a processor has started or failed to join, respectively,
must be unique in space, in time, in space and time, and w.r.t. the
group identifier:
(13)

started(g) A started(g') —• g = g'

(14)

started(g) —» ->V

started(g)

(15)

started(g) —* -iV

started(g)

(16)

failed(g)

A failed(g')
τ

—> g = g'

(17)

failed(g)

-» ->4

(18)

failed(g)

-> -Λ7"ƒ ailed(g)

failed(g)

Note that it will not be excluded that at the same point in time another
processor started or failed to join the same group, respectively. All
equations containing predicates started or failed provide environment
assumptions which must not be proved afterwards.
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In [22], uniqueness properties are only considered for processor identifiers
(cf. section 8.3.2 below). All other uniqueness properties as mentioned above
are due to our special approach (see also chapter 7).

8.3

A CLASS OF PROTOCOLS

In the introduction, we took the decision not to provide any programming lan
guage and to confine ourselves in this thesis to the specification of distributed
real-time systems. Therefore, we shall only give a specification characterizing
not exactly one particular protocol but a class of group membership proto
cols (GMP). Afterwards, we will formally prove that this class satisfies the
properties of the group membership service.
Amongst the possible implementations of the group membership service is
a so called periodic broadcast membership protocol 9 as mentioned in [19, 22].
This protocol provides a simple mechanism for detecting processor startups
and failures. It is less efficient in the case that only a few or even no failures
occur because messages will be sent periodically by each correct processor
to indicate its presence to all other processors in the system. According to
[19, 22], a periodic broadcast membership protocol makes use of an atomic
broadcast service (cf. chapter 7). An illustration is given in figure 8.4.
Recall that we have confined ourselves previously to that part of the group
membership problem that is concerned with the maintenance of the actual view
on processor group membership. The specification of the periodic broadcast
membership protocol will be given here in the following terms: in case of
processor startup a message of type "new" will be sent to all correct processors
in the system to indicate that a new group membership has to be created. Each
correct processor has to respond to such a message with a message of type
"present" to indicate its correctness and presence in the network. In case of
processor failure the corresponding processor cannot do anything. Therefore,
it will be required that each correct processor indicates from time to time
that it is still correct and present in the network. This is done by sending
periodically messages of type "present" by all correct processors.
In addition to the set G of group identifiers, the set Ρ of processor iden
tifiers, and the predicates and abbreviations as introduced in section 8.2, we
will make use of some new notions in the specification formulae of the peri
odic broadcast membership protocol. So, we presuppose a set M = {Ne, Pr}
of only two messages one denoting a message of type "new" and the other
9
We shall also refer to the periodic broadcast membership protocol by the abbreviation
GMP.
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REQUEST/NOTIFICATION HANDLER

e

start
fail
G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

GMP

initiate

myid
join
deliver

ATOMIC BROADCAST

Figure 8.4: Group Membership Protocols
denoting a message of type "present". Furthermore, let g,g', p,j/, and m,m'
be variables ranging over G, P, and M, respectively: 10
> initiated(m,g,p):
broadcast of an m-type message for group identifier
g and processor identifier ρ has been initiated
> delivered(m,g,p): an m-type message for group identifier g and proces
sor identifier ρ has been delivered
> μ: time constant > 0 representing the amount of time between two
consecutive broadcast initiations with Pr-type messages; it is called check
time period of a periodic broadcast membership protocol
> ε: diffusion time constant > 0 of the atomic broadcast service
8.3.1

FAULT-HYPOTHESES

Distributed real-time systems are, in general, sensitive to failures. Therefore,
we have to characterize those types of faults that may occur without any
impacts on the systems correct behaviour. This is usually done by stating the
fault-hypothesis (FH) of the system or parts of it. According to our view of
Note that the predicates are indefinite w.r.t. space and time (cf. section 4.1).
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processes and distributed real-time systems (cf. chapter 5), fault-hypotheses
will be provided for clocks, channels, processors, and the whole network.
For notational convenience, let us introduce an abbreviation
for the correctness of all network resources associated with a location:

ABBREVIATION

(19)

p-ch-correct = p-correct A ch-correct

FH CLOCKS All clocks are assmuned to be correct independent of the actual
locative temporal reference point:
(20)

c-correct

Although we know that clock synchronization is an essential problem in
distributed real-time systems we leave it out here (see chapter 9) and
presuppose a central clock system. We could also think, e.g., of a dis
tributed clock system but then we would have to presuppose exactly
synchronized clocks. Note that this differs from [20] in that there ap
proximately synchronized clocks have been assumed.
FH CHANNELS All channels are assumed to be correct independent of the
actual locative temporal reference point:
(21)

ch-correct

FH PROCESSORS When a processor has failed to join a particular group then
that processor will not be correct and it will remain to be incorrect for
at least ε f time units:
(22)

failed(g) —• Ш<е/ -ip-correct

A processor that is incorrect will neither initiate nor deliver any message
(fail-silence property):
(23)

-ip-correct —> (->initiated(m, g,p) A -^delivered(m, g,p))

Observe that opposed to chapter 7 a processor here is not assumed to
be fail-stop. This is because group membership must take into account
not only failure but also startup of processors.
FH NETWORK PARTITIONING For all pairs of locations with a distance > 1
where the corresponding processor and set of channels are correct there
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must exist at least one intermediate location where the corresponding
processor and set of channels are also correct:
(24)

Υζ :

[

1 < ζ Λ p-ch-correct Λ <§>=ç p-ch-correct
3ζ' : 0 < ζ' < ζ Λ <S>Lc' p-ch-correct

}
This formula characterizes the assumption of no partitions in a dynam
ically evolving physical network, as described in [22]. It follows that the
network is at least 1-valent at all correct processors (cf. chapter 3).
8.3.2

PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

There are mainly three tasks that have to be considered for the periodic broad
cast membership protocol: startup handling, failure detection handling, and
group validation. Additionally we have to regard once more the atomic broad
cast service and the relation between the primitive notions of the group mem
bership service and the primitive notions of this class of group membership
protocols.
Startup and failure detection mainly differ in that startup can be indicated
to all others in the network by the corresponding processor itself. In contrary,
failure of a processor must be detected by others in the network because one
cannot expect from a "dead" processor that it indicates itself the death. As a
consequence the time periods and groups involved in the corresponding actions
will differ.
Processor startup leads to a temporal picture as presented in figure 8.5.
The first period is the time for broadcasting a message of type "new" to all
correctly functioning processors in the network to invite them to form a new
group. 1 1 The second period is the time for broadcasting response messages of
type "present" to indicate that the corresponding processor is still functioning
correctly.
Both time periods are presupposed here to be always equal to the diffusion
time of the underlying atomic broadcast service. No time difference is assumed
between delivery of the Ne-type message and the initiation of the broadcast
of the corresponding Pr-type message.
Processor failure detection leads to a temporal picture as provided in fig
ure 8.6. A processor will regard itself to be invited to join a (new) group
u
T h e time point characterized here by the predicate delivered(Ne, g,p) is called view time
in [22].
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deliveredftie, g, p)
initiated(PT,g,p')

іпиіаіеа(Ке,д,р)
ε

delivered(Pi,g,p')
x

ε

Figure 8.5: Phases in Case of Startup Indication
periodically, that is, every μ time units after the last invitation each processor
automatically initiates a broadcast for a Pr-type message to indicate to all
others in the network that it is itself still functioning correctly.12 The second
time period is assumed here to be always equal to the diffusion time of the
underlying atomic broadcast service. 13
delivered(m, g,p)
initiated(m, g, p)
I
+
1

>

1

delivered(Px, g', p)
initiated(PTi g', ρ)
1
1

ν
μ

ν
ε

Λ

'

*

Τ1
λ

Figure 8.6: Phases in Case of Failure Detection
A complication could occur when between initiating a group validation
and its completion a second group validation is initiated, e.g., in case of a
processor startup during validation. Then, two invitations to join different
groups would be open. In [20, 22], this problem is resolved by requiring that
all initiated but not already completed broadcasts except the last one will be
cancelled. Opposed to that we will exclude any initiations of group validations
during this critical instable time period and require instead atomicity of group
validation. This decision is not quite realistic but it simplifies our reasoning
and leaves our main purposes here untouched.
For notational convenience, let us introduce abbreviations
concerning correctness of local hardware resources between the initiation
of two successive broadcasts:

ABBREVIATIONS

(25)
12

correct(ß) = \Μ<μ correct

The time point characterized here by the predicate initiated(Pi,g',p)
is called check
time in [22].
1
The time point characterized here by the predicate delivered(Pr, g' ,p) is called confir
mation time in [22].
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during a broadcast itself:
(26)

correct(e) = Ш<е correct

between two successive broadcasts and during the second broadcast:
(27)

correct(ß Θ ε) = 1ϋ<( μθε ) correct

during two successive broadcasts:
(28)

correctie. ® ε) = ( ΐ | ( ε Θ ε ) correct

When a processor has been invited to join a par
ticular group then it initiates a broadcast of a Pr-type message with its
own processor identifier to indicate that it is itself correct (provided that
all local hardware resources are correct):

BROADCAST ON INVITATION

(29)

correct A deliveredfòe,
Зр' : (myid(p') Л

g, ρ)

initiated(Pr,g,p'))

Observe that there is no difference between the time point where a Netype message has been delivered and the time point where the broadcast
of a Pr-type message will have been initiated as response.
When a correct processor has delivered a Pr-type mes
sage with its own identifier for a particular group then the identifier will
be contained in that group (provided all local hardware resources are
correct):

LOCAL MEMBERSHIP

(30)

correct A delivered(P'r, g, ρ) A myid(p) —> ρ G g

When a correct processor has delivered a Pr-type message for a
particular group and processor identifier then the identifier will be con
tained in that group (provided all local hardware resources are correct):

MEMBERSHIP

(31)

correct A delivered(Pr, g,p) —> ρ € g

When a processor identifier is contained in a group
then a Pr-type message for that group and processor identifier has been
delivered (provided all local hardware resources are correct):

MEMBERSHIP SAFETY

(32)

correct A ρ € g —* Φ (correct A delivered(Pr, g, p))
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When a processor identifier is not contained in a group then a Pr-type
message for that group and processor identifier must not have been de
livered (provided all local hardware resources are correct):
(33)

correct Λ ρ £ g —• -ιφ {correct A delivered(Pi, g, ρ))

When the identifier of the associated processor is not contained in a
group then a broadcast of a Pr-type message for that group and processor
identifier cannot have been initiated:
(34)

ρ $g A myid(p) —• Щт (->initiated(Pr, g,p))

A correct processor will not have different
views (provided all local hardware resources are correct):

MEMBERSHIP V I E W UNIQUENESS

(35)

correct Ap£gAp€g'—*g

= g'

When a processor identifier is contained in a
particular group then it remains in that group until a failure occurs or a
message with a new group identifier will have been delivered (provided
that all local hardware resources are correct):

STABILITY OF MEMBERSHIP

(36)

(correct Λ ρ G g)

—• (correct A ρ G g)
U

[failed(g)
V
3m, g', ρ' : ( correct
ьдфд'
A

delivered(Tn,g',p')

A myid(p')
)
]
During validation of a group, i.e., between deliv
ery of a message and the initiation of the corresponding broadcast any
further initiation will be disallowed (provided that all local hardware
resources are correct):

ATOMICITY OF VALIDATION

(37)

(correct A delivered(m, g, p))
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g',p))

A
О (correct A initiated(m,

g,p))

]
In the sequel, we will recall from chapter 7 the properties of an atomic
broadcast service (ABS), i.e., atomic liveness, safety, and ordering. Of course,
the formulae must be put in a suitable form for the purposes in this chapter
but this has not a great impact.
ABS ATOMIC LIVENESS If the diffusion of a message for a particular group
and the own identifier has been initiated then that message will have
been deliveredwithin e time units at all locations (provided that all local
hardware resources are correct):
(38)

correct A initiated(m, g, p) A myid(p)
И [correct(e) —• ^><e(correct A delivered(m, g,p))]

ABS SAFETY A message that has been delivered must have been initiated
somewhere sometime where the processor identifier corresponds to that
processor (provided that all local hardware resources are correct):
(39)

correct A delivered(m, g, p)
S.LT

[correct A initiated(m,gìp)

A myid(p)]

ABS ORDERING Two messages that are delivered in a particular order for a
particular group and the corresponding processor identifier must have
been delivered for that group in the same order everywhere (provided
that all local hardware resources are correct):
(40)

[ (correct A delivered(m, g, p) A myid(p))
А <8> (correct A delivered(m', g', p) A myid(p))
]
0 L [ - i ^ T [ (correct A delivered(m',g',p')
А0
}

A myid(p'))

(correct A delivered(m, g, p') A myid(p))
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Before being able to prove that the protocol specification is a specification
refinement of the service specification we have to relate the corresponding
primitive notions, that is, startup and failure of processors on the higher level
must be related to initializations of message broadcasts on the lower level and
deliveries of messages on the lower level must be related to group joining and
group membership on the higher level.
Processor identifiers exist for all processors whether
correct or not correct:
(41)
Эр : myid(p)

PROCESSOR IDENTIFIERS

Processor identifiers will be unique in space, in time, and w.r.t. identifier
itself. A processor will not have two different identifiers:
(42)

myid(p) A myid(p') —> p = p'

Different processors will have different identifiers:
(43)

myid(p) —* -iV

myid(p)

The identifier of a processor will always be the same:
(44)

myid(p) —• ->V

{pmyid{p))

When a correct processor has started to join a
group then it will have been initiated a broadcast of a Ne-type message
containing its own processor identifier:

START IMPLIES INITIATION

(45)

correct A started(g) A myid(p) —• initiatedÇNe, g, ρ)

When a correct processor has initiated the broad
cast of a Ne-type message with its own processor identifier and for a
particular group then the corresponding processor must have started up
to join that group:

INITIATION IMPLIES START

(46)

correct A initiatedfiie, g, p) A myid(p) —» started(g)

When a processor has failed to join a particular
group then there will be an initiation of a broadcast of a Pr-type message

FAILURE IMPLIES INITIATION
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for a different group and the corresponding processor identifers within μ
time units:
(47)

failed(g)

A myid(p)

3g' : Ξ [ correct^)
Φ < μ Эр'

( correct
A initiated(PT,g',p')
A myid(p')
^дфд'
)

]
This characterizes the liveness of an periodic broadcast protocol in case
of failing processors.
When a correct processor has delivered a Pr-type
message for a particular group with its own identifier then it is joined to
that group:

DELIVERY IMPLIES JOINING

(48)

correct A delivered(Pr, g, p) A myid(p) —> joined(g)

When a correct processor is joined to a partic
ular group then a Pr-type message must have been delivered (now or
previously) for that group and the own processor identifier:

JOINING IMPLIES DELIVERY

(49)

correct A joined(g) A myid(p)
<§> (correct A delivered(Pr, g,p))

When the identifier of a correct processor is
contained in a particular group then it is also joined to that group:

MEMBERSHIP IMPLIES JOINING

(50)

correct A ρ G g A myid(p) —> joined(g)

When a correct processor is joined to a par
ticular group then its own identifier must be contained in that group:

JOINING IMPLIES MEMBERSHIP

(51)

correct A joined(g) A myid(p) —• ρ G g
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In table 8.1, we have set in relation the most important properties of the
group membership service and the periodic broadcast membership protocol as
defined above.

GMS

GMP

- group identifiers
- processor identifiers
- startup liveness

-

- failure liveness

-

- failure safety
- local group membership

-

-

-

local stability
agreement on group membership
agreement on group ordering
join uniqueness

group identifiers
processor identifiers
messages
broadcast on invitation,
ABS atomic liveness
periodic broadcast
ABS atomic liveness
ABS safety
membership safety,
ABS safety
stability of membership
membership view uniqueness
ABS ordering
membership view uniqueness
fault-hypotheses

Table 8.1: Relation between GMS and GMP
Observe that processor group membership as discussed above is also a good
example of how data domains on different abstraction levels are related to one
another, e.g., group, processor, and message domains on the lower level and
group and processor domains on the higher level.
8.3.3

CORRECTNESS

We now proceed to prove that the class of periodic broadcast membership
protocols as defined by the specification formulae above is correct w.r.t. the
specification of a group membership service as mentioned previously. That is,
we will prove that the properties of startup liveness, failure liveness, failure
safety, local group membership, local stability, agreement on group membership,
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agreement on group ordering, and join uniqueness can be derived from the
properties of GMP provided that the clocks, channels, and processors meet
their fault-hypotheses, respectively. This is stated in the following

8.1 Let GMP be a distributed service implementing the periodic
broadcast membership protocol and let T¡GMP be its specification as defined
above. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check time period of the GMP, let
0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying atomic broadcast service, and
let FH(GMP) be the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for GMP. Then,
GMP implements the group membership service, i.e., 14
THEOREM

^GMP

I~LTL

FH(GMP)

-• [

STARTUP LIVENESS

л FAILURE LIVENESS
Л FAILURE SAFETY
Л LOCAL G R O U P MEMBERSHIP
Л LOCAL STABILITY
Л AGREEMENT ON G R O U P MEMBERSHIP
л AGREEMENT ON G R O U P ORDERING
л JOIN UNIQUENESS

]

0
Because of the nature of the theorem, that is, an implication where the
succèdent is a conjunction the proof will proceed in such a way that we first
prove each conjunct separately and then gather the corresponding results so
that the proof of the theorem becomes itself simple.

LEMMA 8.1 (STARTUP LIVENESS) Let ΣΟΜΡ be the specification of the pe
riodic broadcast membership protocol GMP and let F Η (GMP) be the con
junction of all fault-hypotheses for GMP. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check
time period of the GMP and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying
14

T h e names STARTUP LIVENESS, FAILURE LIVENESS, FAILURE SAFETY, LOCAL G R O U P

MEMBERSHIP, LOCAL STABILITY, AGREEMENT ON G R O U P MEMBERSHIP, AGREEMENT ON
G R O U P ORDERING, and J O I N UNIQUENESS denote the equations 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12,

respectively.
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atomic broadcast service.
ΣΟΜΡ

KTL

FH{GMP)

[ started(g) A correct(e8)
И [

correct(es)
®<e, (correct A joined(g))

}

P R O O F 8.1

(LEMMA

8.1)

1. e > 0

Assumption

2. μ > 0

Assumption

3. started(g)

Assumption

Acorrect(e¡¡)

3., (2)

4. started(g) А Ш<Ез correct
5. started(g) A correct

4., (LTL-53), (LTL-52), (LTL-50)

6. started(g) A correct А Эр : myid(p)
7. 3p : (myid(p) A correct A

5., (41), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

initiated(Ne,g,p))
6., (45), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

8. 3p : HI [correct(e) —>• Ф<е (correct A

delivered(Ne,g,p))]
7., (38), (LTL-136)

9. Эр:
Ξ [correct(e) —*• Ф< е Эр' : (correct A myid(p') A

initiated(PT,g,p'))]

8., (29), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
10. И \correct(e) —> Φ < ε Эр' : (correct A myid(p') A

initiated(Pr,g,p'))]

9., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)
11. И [ correct(e)
Ф< е Эр' : [ myid(p')
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л
И (correct(e) —• <$><ε (corred A delivered(Pr,

g,ρ')))

}
]

10., (38), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

12. И [ correct(e)
®<ε Зр' : [ myid(p')
Л
(correct(e) —>Φ<ε (correct Λ delivered(Pr, g, ρ')))
]
]

11., (LTL-86), (LTL-136)

13. Ξ [ correct(e)
®<ε Зр' : [ correct(e)
(myid(p') Л Ф< е (correct Л deliveredÇPr, g, ρ')))
]
]

12., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

14. Ξ [ correcí(e)
®<ε Зр' : [ correct(e)
®<ε (myid(p') Λ corred Λ deliveredÇPr, g, ρ'))
}
]
13., (44), PROPOSITION Α.15,
15. Ξ [ correcí(e)

PROPOSITION

Α.16, (LTL-136)

®<ε Зр' : [correcí(e) —> Φ<ε (corred Λ joined(<7))]
]

14., (48), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
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16. И [ correct^)

®<ε [ correct(e) —» <$><e (correct A joined(g))]
15., (41), (LTL-136)

]
17. И [ correct^)

[ ®<ε correct(e) —» Ф< е Ф < е (correct A joined(g)) ]
16.,

]

PROPOSITION

A.13, (LTL-136)

18. И L[ (m<e correct Α ®<ε Μ<ε correct)

Φ<ε ®<ε (correct A joined(g))
17., (26), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

]

19. [°]L И<( е ф е ) correct —• <$><e ®<ε (correct A joined(g))\
18.,

PROPOSITION

A.23, (LTL-136)

20. {BL[correct(e φ ε) —» Φ < ε ®<ε (correct A joined(g))}
19., (28)
21. И [correct(e φ ε ) - » ®<ε®ε (correct A joined(g))]
20.,

PROPOSITION

A.27, (LTL-136)

22. И [correct(es) —> ®<е, (correct A joined(g))]
21., (2), PROPOSITION A.26, (LTL-136)
provided that ε Θ ε < es
q.e.d.
8.2 (FAILURE LIVENESS) Let ΣΟΜΡ be the specification of the pe
riodic broadcast membership protocol GM Ρ and let FH(GMP) be the con
junction of all fault-hypotheses for G M P. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check
LEMMA
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time period of the GM Ρ and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying
atomic broadcast service.
FH(GMP)

KTL

ZGMP

-> [

failed(g)Amyid{p)
3g' : Ξ

[ correct(ef)
Φ < £ / ( correct
Λ joined(g')
)

P R O O F 8.2

(LEMMA

8.2)

1. μ > 0

Assumption

2. ε > 0

Assumption

3. failed(g) Λ myid(p)

Assumption

4. 3g' : Ξ [ (correct(ß)

#•<,, 3p' : (correct Λ initiatedÇPr,g',ρ')
]

Λ myid(p') hg φ g')
3., (47), (LTL-136)

5. Зд' :
И [ correct(ß)

Φ < μ Зр' : [ myid(p')
Л

И (correct(e) —> Φ < ε (correct Λ detoerecf(Pr, ρ, ρ')))
]
]

5., (38), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
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6. 3g' :
И

[correct(ß)
—•

Φ<μ Зр' : [ myid(p')
Л
(correct(e) —*®<с (correct A delivered(Pr, g,ρ')))
]
]

5., (LTL-86), (LTL-136)

7. Зд' :
Ξ [ correct(ß)
Φ < μ Зр' : [ correct(e)
(myid(p') Л Ф< е (correct A delivered(Pr, g, ρ')))
}
]
8. 3 5 ' :
И

6., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

[correct(ß)
Φ < μ Зр7 : [ correct(e)
<$><ε (myid(p') A correct A delivered(Pr, g, p'))
}
7., (44), PROPOSITION A.15,

]
9. 3g' :
И [ correct(ß)

PROPOSITION

A.16, (LTL-136)

<3><μ Зр' : [ c o r r e c t ) —• Φ<ε (correct A joined(g))]
]

8., (48), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
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10. 3g' :
И [ correct(ß)
®<μ

[ correct{e) —• Φ < ε [correct Ajoined(g))]

]

9., (41), (LTL-136)

11. 3g' ••
0 L [ correct(ß)
[ ^ < μ correct(e) —» Φ^μ <$><£ (correct A joined(g)) ]
10.,

]

PROPOSITION

A.13, (LTL-136)

12. 3g' :
0 L [ (®<μ correct Α <$><μ d<£ correct)
Φ < μ Ф< е (correct A joined(g))
]

11., (26), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

13. 3p' : H L ®<( μ Θ ε ) correct -* Ф < м <$><£ (correct A joined(g))\
12.,

PROPOSITION

A.23, (LTL-136)

14. 3p' : S L [ c o 7 r e c i ^ Θ ε) —• Φ<μ < ><е (correct A joined(g))]
13., (28)
15. З5' : И [соггесі(д φ e) —» Φ<μ®ε (correct A joined(g))]
14.,
16. 3g' : S L correct(sf) —• <3><e/ (correct
15., (2),

PROPOSITION

A.27, (LTL-136)

Ajoined(g))\
PROPOSITION

A.26, (LTL-136)

provided that μ φ ε < ε/
q.e.d.
LEMMA 8.3 (FAILURE SAFETY) Let Σ,ΟΜΡ be the specification of the peri
odic broadcast membership protocol GMP and let FH(GMP)
be the con
junction of all fault-hypotheses for GMP. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check
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time period of the GM Ρ and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying
atomic broadcast service.
T.GMP H L T L

FH(GMP)
[ correct A joined(g)
A
<§> [ -ip-correct A myid(p)
A
[->p-correct S (failed(g')

А Шт(р $g A myid(p)))}

}

]

0
PROOF
ΣΟΜΡ

8.3

(LEMMA

KTL

--[

8.3) We prove the lemma by contradiction, that is:

FH{GMP)
[ correct A joined(g)
A

<S> [ -ip-correct A myid(p)
A
[-¡p-correct S (failed(g')
]

ЛИ (ρ (¿g л myid(p)))]

]
1. F H (G M Ρ) A correct A joined(g)
A

Φ

[ -ip-correct A myid(p)
A
[-¡p-correct S (failed(g') АШ

(ρ^Λmyid(p)))]

}
A
ρ€ g

Assumption
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1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

g

3. <$>T (correct A delivered(Pt, g, p))

2., (32), (LTL-136)

4. <$>T<0>LT(correct A initiated(Pr, g,p) A myid(p))

3., (39), (LTL-136)

5. Φ <§> ®T (correct Ainitiated(Pr,g,p)

Amyid(p))
4., (LTL-73), (LTL-136)

6. <§> Φ Φ (correct Ainitiated(PT,g,p)

Amyid(p))
5.,

7. <§> Φ (correct Ainitiated(PT,g,p)

PROPOSITION

A.42, (LTL-136)

Amyid(p))
6.,

PROPOSITION

A.32, (LTL-136)

8. <5> [ -ip-correct A myid(p)
A
[-ip-correct S (failed(g') Λ ID (p(¿g A myid(p)))}
]
1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
9. <§> [ ->p-correct A myid(p)
A
36 : [ δ > 0
Λ
O l í (failed(g') Α®τ (ρ $g A myid(p)))
A
В<г -ip-correci
]
]

8., (LTL-40), (LTL-41), (LTL-136)

10. <§> [ ~>initiated(Pr, g,p) A myid(p)
A
36:[6>0
A
<8>I¿ (failed(g') АШт(р ig A myid(p)))
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л
B<¿

-iinitiated(PT,g,p)

}
]

9., (23), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

11. <$> [ -iinitiated(PT,g,p)

A myid(p)

A
3δ:[6>0
A
О І 6 (failed(g') Л і

(--initiated(PT,g,p)))

A
B<5 ~iinitiated(PT, g, p)
]
]

10., (34), (LTL-136)

12. <§> [

-iinitiated(Pr,g,p)

A
36:[6>0
A
<S>=¿

MT(-iinitiated(Pr,g,p))

A
E<¿

-iinitiated(PT,g,p)

}
]

11., (LTL-44), (LTL-45) (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

13. <S> [ -iinitiated(Pr, g, p)
A
36 : [ δ > 0
Λ

Щ>6 (-*initiated(Pr,g,p))
A
B<¿ -iinitiated(PT, g, ρ)
}
]

12.,

PROPOSITION A . 4 ,

(LTL-136)
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14. <3> [-iinitiated(Pr,g,p)

L

ΛΒ
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(->initiated(Pr,g,p))]
13.,

PROPOSITION A.6,

(LTL-136)

14.,

PROPOSITION A.5,

(LTL-136)

T

15. <S> [5] (-.miimte(f(Pr,g,p))

16. J.

7., 15., (LTL-136)

Because the negation of the original formula leads to false the orginal
formula itself must be true.
q. e. d.
8.4 (LOCAL G R O U P MEMBERSHIP) Let T>GMP be the specification
of the periodic broadcast membership protocol GM Ρ and let FH(GMP) be
the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for GM P. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be
the check time period of the GM Ρ and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the
underlying atomic broadcast service.
LEMMA

^GMP

bLTL

FH(GMP)

—• [ correct A joined(g) A myid(p)

pep

]
0
PROOF 8.4 (LEMMA 8.4) We prove the lemma by contradiction, that is:
ΣσΜΡ

I~LTL

->[FH{GMP)

—* [ correct Λ joined(g)

Amyid(p)

Λ

P&9

1. correct Λ joined(g) Λ myid(p) A ρ & g
2. correct Ajoined(g)

Amyid(p)

T

3. <$> (correct A delivered(Pr, g,p))
4. correct Ap&g
5. - ι φ (correct A delivered(Pr, g,p)
6. _L

Assumption
1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
2., (49), (LTL-136)
1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
4., (33), (LTL-136)
3., 5., (LTL-136)
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Because the negation of the original formula leads to false the orginal
formula itself must be true.
q.e.d.
8.5 (LOCAL STABILITY) Let ΣΟΜΡ be the specification of the peri
odic broadcast membership protocol GMP and let FH(GMP) be the con
junction of all fault-hypotheses for GMP. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check
time period of the GMP and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying
atomic broadcast service.
LEMMA

^GMP

l~LTL

FH{GMP)

—> [ correct A joined(g)
(correct A joined(g))

U [ failed(g)
V
3g' : (correct A g φ g' A

joined(g'))

}

P R O O F 8.5

(LEMMA

8.5)

1. correct A joined(g)

Assumption

2. Эр : (correct A joined(g) A myid(p))

1., (41), (LTL-136)

3. Эр : (correct Ape

2., (51), (LTL-136)

g A myid(p))

4. 3p : [ (correct A ρ G g)
U
(failed(g)

V Зт,д',р'

: ( correct

ьдфд'
A

delivered(m,g',p')

A myid(p')
)
)
]

3., (36), (LTL-136)
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5. Эр : [ (correct

A

GROUP MEMBERSHIP

joined(g))

U
V Этп,д' ,p' : ( correct

(failed(g)

ьдфд'
A

delivered(m,g',p')

A

myid(p')

)
)
4., (50), (LTL-136)

]
6. Эр : [ (correct

A

joined(g))

U
(failed(g)

V 3p' : (correct

A g φ g' Λ

joined(g')))

5., (48), (LTL-83), (LTL-136)

}
7. (correctA

joined(g))

U (failed(g) V 3 j ' : (correct Ag φ

g'Ajoined(g')))

6., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)
ç.e.d.
L E M M A 8.6 ( A G R E E M E N T O N G R O U P M E M B E R S H I P )

Let E G A Í P be t h e

specification of t h e periodic broadcast membership protocol GM Ρ and let
FH(GMP)
be the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for G M P. Furthermore,
let 0 < μ be t h e check time period of the GM Ρ and let 0 < ε be the diffusion
time of t h e underlying atomic broadcast service.
ΣΌΜΡ

K T L FH(GMP)

—»

[ correct

-iV

Ajoined(g)

(correct

Aρ £ g

A joined(g)

A ρ & g))

}

О
PROOF 8.6 (LEMMA 8.6) We prove the lemma by contradiction, t h a t is:
^GMP

I~LTL

-I[FH(GMP)

—» [ correct

Ajoined(g)

V L (correct

]

Ap£

A joined(g)

g

A ρ & g))
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1. FH(GMP)AcorrectAjoined(g)Ap

e g A4 L (correct A joined(g) Ap £ g)
Assumption

2. correct Ape

1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

g

3. <$>T {correct A delivered{PT,g,p))
4. ®Τ&Ί'(correct

A initiated(PT,g,p)

2., (32), (LTL-136)
3., (39), (LTL-136)

A myid(p))

5. <$>L&T (correct A initiated(Pr, g,p) A myid(p))
4.,

PROPOSITION A.42, PROPOSITION

6. V L (correct Ap$g)

A.32, (LTL-136)

1., (LTL-80), (LTL-136)

7. V L -. «S>T (correct A delivered(?t,g,p))

6., (33), (LTL-136)

8. V 1 - - . ^ 1 ' ^ ( c o r r e c t A initiated^tg,p)

A myid(p)) 7., (39), (LTL-136)

9. V -i <$> (correct A initiated(Pr, g, p) A myid(p))
8., PROPOSITION A.42, PROPOSITION A.32, (LTL-136)
10. V L tH L lil T -i (correct A initiated(PT,g,p)
9.,

Amy id(p))

PROPOSITION A.20, PROPOSITION A.39,

11. Ξ Ш -ι (correct Ainitiated(PT,g,p)

Amyid(p))
10.,

12. J_

(LTL-136)

PROPOSITION A.38,

(LTL-136)

5., 11., (LTL-136)

Because the negation of the original formula leads to false the orginal
formula itself must be true.
q.e.d.
LEMMA 8.7 ( A G R E E M E N T ON G R O U P ORDERING) Let ΣΟΜΡ be the specifi
cation of the periodic broadcast membership protocol GM P. Let FH(GMP)
be the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses for GM P. Furthermore, let 0 < μ
be the check time period of the GM Ρ and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of
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the underlying atomic broadcast service.
bLTL

ZGMP

FH{GMP)

-• [ [ (correct A joined(g))
A <S> (correct A joined(g'))

1
Η [ -i^ [ (correct A joined(g'))
A <3> (correct A joined(g))
}
}
]

P R O O F 8.7

(LEMMA

8.7)

1. (correct Ajoined(g))

A <$> (correct A joined(g'))

Assumption

2. (correct A joined(g) A 3p : myid(p))
A
0\correct

1., (41), (LTL-136)

A joined(g') A 3p' : myid(p'))

3. 3p : [ (correct A joined(g) A myid(p))
A
О (correct A joined(g') A myid(p))
2., (42), (LTL-136)

]
4. 3p : <$> [ (correct A deliverеа(Рт, g, ρ) A myid(p))
A

О (correct A delivered(Pv, g', p) A myid(p))
]
5. Эр : "#> В

3., (49), (LTL-80), (LTL-136)
[ -ty [(correct A deliver еа(Рт,д',р')

Amyid(p'))

A
<$> (correct A delivered(Pr, gy p') A myid(p'))
}
]

4., (40), (LTL-136)
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6. Эр : dl Φ

[-W [ {correct A delivered(Pr, g',ρ') A myid(p'))
A
•θ* (correct A delivered(PT, g, ρ') A myid(p'))
]
]

5.,

PROPOSITION Α.40,

7. 3 p : E L < $ > [&T-> [ (correct Adelivered(PT,g',p')

(LTL-136)

A myid(p'))

A
<8> (correct A delivered(Pr, g, p') A myid(p'))
]
]
8. 3p : Ξ

6.,

PROPOSITION A.21,

(LTL-136)

[ A -ι [ (correct A delivered(Pr, g', p') A myid(p'))
A

<S> (correct A delivered(Pr, g,p') A myid(p'))
]
]

7.,

PROPOSITION

A.33, (LTL-136)

9. Эр : E L [ -i^ T [ (correct A delivered(Pi, g',p') A myid(p'))
A
О (correct A delivered(Pr, g, p') A myid(p'))
}
8.,

]
L

10. tH [ -iV [ (correct A

PROPOSITION

A.21, (LTL-136)

joined(g'))

A
<8> (correct A joined(g))
}
}

8., (48), (LTL-83), (LTL-136)
q.e.d.

LEMMA 8.8 ( J O I N UNIQUENESS) Let ΣΟΜΡ be the specification of the peri
odic broadcast membership protocol GMP and let FH(GMP) be the con
junction of all fault-hypotheses for GMP. Furthermore, let 0 < μ be the check
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time period of the GMP and let 0 < ε be the diffusion time of the underlying
atomic broadcast service.
Σ(3ΛίΡ

I~LTL

FH(GMP)

—• [ correct A joined(g) A joined(g')
9 = 9'
]
<>

P R O O F 8.8

(LEMMA

8.8)

1. correct Ajoined(g)

Assumption

Ajoined(g')

2. correct A joined(g) A joined(g') A 3p : myid(p)
3. 3p : (correct A myid(p) A (p G g) Α (ρ 6 g')
4. Эр : g = g'

1., (41), (LTL-136)
2., LEMMA 8.4, (LTL-136)
3., (35), (LTL-136)

5. g = g'

4., (LTL-83), (LTL-136)
q.e.d.

P R O O F 8.9 ( T H E O R E M 8.1) Recall that ΣΟΜΡ is the specification of the peri
odic broadcast membership protocol GMP, that 0 < μ is the check time period
of the GMP, that 0 < ε is the diffusion time of the underlying atomic broad
cast service, and that FH(GMP) is the conjunction of all fault-hypotheses
for GMP.

Because we have proved
> ^GMP I-

FH(GMP)

STARTUP LIVENESS

Lemma 8.1

>

ΣΟΜΡ

I-

FH{GMP)

FAILURE LIVENESS

Lemma 8.2

>

ΣΟΜΡ

Η

FH(GMP)

FAILURE SAFETY

Lemma 8.3

>

ΣΟΜΡ

r- FH(GMP)

LOCAL G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

Lemma 8.4
Lemma 8.5

> ΣβΜΡ H

FH(GMP)

LOCAL STABILITY

>

FH(GMP)

AGREEMENT ON G R O U P MEMBERSHIP

ΣΟΜΡ

H

Lemma 8.6
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> ^GMP

·- FH{GMP)

-* AGREEMENT ON G R O U P ORDERING
Lemma 8.7

> %GMP Ь FH(GMP)

-» J O I N UNIQUENESS

Lemma 8.8

and with the scheme
[(φ -» φχ) Α (φ-* φ2)) *-* [φ -* (φι Λ ψ2)\
of propositional logic we can directly derive:
%GMP

KTL

FH(GMP)

-»

[ STARTUP LIVENESS
л FAILURE LIVENESS
л FAILURE SAFETY
л LOCAL G R O U P MEMBERSHIP
л LOCAL STABILITY
л AGREEMENT ON G R O U P MEMBERSHIP
л AGREEMENT ON G R O U P ORDERING
л J O I N UNIQUENESS

]
q.e.d.

8.4

SOME CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the original work by Cristian [19] and Cristian et al. [22] we have
presented more rigorous specifications for both the processor group member
ship service and a class of protocols. All static properties, whether local or
distributed, have been left informal in [19] as well as in [22]. For example,
properties about the network such as the absence of network partitions have
been provided there only informally. Moreover, formal proofs of the correct
ness of the protocols are completely missing there. Hence, we may conclude
that our specifications and proofs will be more rigorous than those given by
Cristian et al.
Another distinction is again (cf. chapter 7) given by the formal method
applied: in [19] and in [22], it is first-order predicate logic for the specification
of the service and a particular Pascal-like programming language used by
Cristian et al. whereas we made use of our locative temporal logic for both
the service specification as well as the protocol specification. Although the use
of a particular programming language would be better suited for verification
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purposes a strict formal verification approach, e.g., a formal semantics of the
programming language will also be missing in [19] and [22].
So, we mean that this chapter has shown again (cf. chapter 7) the usefulness of our two-sorted approach for the specification and verification of systems
that are more complex than those discussed in the beginning of this part II. In
particular, we have seen that most of the work in proving static and dynamic
properties can be done locally. The properties of the atomic broadcast service
can then be used to prove distributed properties. Moreover, it is, also in this
chapter, important to take care that all GM S and GMP properties were of
relative nature, that is, all these properties express nothing about the existence of locations and time points where a particular view on processor group
membership must have really become valid. It depends on the correctness of
the underlying dynamically evolving network.

CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY

OUTLINE

This chapter summarizes our investigations presented in part I
and part II of this thesis. In particular, the general properties
(cf. chapter 1) that one should require of an adequate specification
method will be examined in the context of our specification method
LTL. Still open points within our logical system LTL will be
reviewed and possible directions for future work will be discussed.
This chapter contains the following sections: Section 9.1, provides a summary of our investigations undertaken in this thesis
and draws some conclusions. Section 9.2 briefly reviews still open
points within LTL and introduces some possible items for future
work.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we have been concerned with a new formal method for the specification of distributed real-time systems. This method, called locative temporal
logic (LTL), has been built from two different modal logics: a temporal logic
to express temporal properties and a locative logic to express locative properties. The underlying model has been defined as a two-sorted Kripke-model in
the sense that temporal and locative universes have been combined to form a
direct product. Binary relations of locative and temporal accessibility on the
product space have been provided on the semantics level. Moreover, we have
added suitable distance functions and metric domains for the temporal and
locative sorts.
Suitable modal operators, i.e., locative temporal connectives have been
incorporated in the logical language. The language itself is a first-order language where quantification over the locative temporal universe is disallowed
but quantification over the corresponding metric domain is allowed. The locative temporal operators have been made metric because properties in distributed real-time systems ask for distances in space and time (cf. chapter 1
and chapter 6).
We have applied our specification method to a number of paradigms from
the field of distributed real-time systems: dining philosophers, distributed
watchdog, point-to-point-based and diffusion-bas ed communication, synchronous and asynchronous communication, atomic broadcast, and processor group
membership. The dining philosophers paradigm has been studied from a theoretical point of interest: to become able to compare several kinds of logics and
to demonstrate the suitability of our approach we have provided specifications
of a community of dining philosphers in first-order predicate logic, in temporal logic, in locative logic, and in locative temporal logic. All other paradigms
have been studied from a practical point of interest: will our formal method
be adequate for the specification of distributed real-time systems?
The logical system LTL is, at least to a certain extent, a solution of the
structural defect as mentioned in section 1.1.3, that is, a solution of the problem in classical logic-based specification formalisms that no distinction can be
made explicit between local and global properties of a distributed real-time
system. Our paradigm of an external observer in space and time (cf. section 5.1) exactly allows to distinguish between local, distributed, static, and
dynamic properties.
To give a more detailed answer to the above question recall from chapter 1
the general properties that should be required of an adequate specification
method: formality, abstractness, expressiveness, separation of concerns, and
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unity within diversity. Abstractness and expressiveness together determine
what adequacy is and separation of concerns and unity within diversity together determine how adequacy can be reached.

9.1.1

FORMALITY

Formality is a commonly accepted property of specification methods. It ensures concise and unambiguous specifications and rigorous proofs. Without
formality specifications, in general, become strongly dependent on the author's and reader's intuitions and insights into the system at issue. Moreover,
the contribution of formality of a specification method during the development of a particular system is at least two-fold: firstly, formality allows for
formal verification of system properties and, secondly, formality helps to get
an adequate view on the system itself (validation).1
Our specification method LTL as introduced and applied in this thesis is
a logical system comprising a formal language together with a formal semantics for the specification of properties of distributed real-time systems and a
deduction system for reasoning about such properties (cf. chapter 4 and appendix A). Deduction in LTL is founded on a binary consequence relation
expressing the fact that "the formula on the right hand side is derivable w.r.t.
space and time from the formula (or set of formulae) on the left hand side of
the relation symbol".
Although formal proofs of soundness and completeness of LTL were missing here we have no reasons to assume that these properties remain to be
missing. This is, firstly, because of corresponding results for temporal logics
with D-operator by Koymans [54] and de Rijke [76], secondly, because our
locative logic is an S 5-logic (cf. chapter 3) for which corresponding results do
exist (e.g. Chellas [15]), and, thirdly, because of soundness and completeness
results for many-sorted (many-dimensional) modal logics by Stuhlmann-Laeisz
[83] and Venema [87]. Soundness and completeness properties for our logical
system LTL are under investigation in a joint work with Wiebe van der Hoek
(cf. [91]).
'Although validation cannot completely be formalized—because it deals with the relation
between reality and formal specification—formality of our specification method has helped
us to find discrepancies between the informal original statement and our intuition in the
early stages of formalization and the formal specifications. This was especially useful in
chapter 7 on atomic broadcast and in chapter 8 on processor group membership. Of course,
this benefit could not become apparent because we were not concerned, in this thesis, with
the development of the several specifications and proofs but with their end products only.
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ABSTRACTNESS

Abstractness is also a commonly accepted property of specification methods
that ensures that irrelevant details must not be specified. Implementation bias
must not be considered if it is not required at the chosen level of abstraction.
In section 1.2, we have identified locative and temporal properties to be
common to all distributed real-time systems. Locative properties are manifested themselves in the distribution of processes "among spatially separated
autonomous processors". Temporal properties become relevant in the sense
that processes "have to adhere to timing constraints". These two principal
classes of properties will be independent of any particular "overall goal" that
has to be achieved by a particular system.
Our specification method LTL as introduced and applied in this thesis provides for modal logical operators, i.e., locative temporal connectives that can
be used to specify locative (structural) and temporal (behavioural) properties
of distributed real-time systems independent of concrete implementations of
the structure and behaviour. This has become apparent during our discussions
of the dining philosophers paradigm: where other logical specifications were,
to some extent, depending on the number of philosophers—at least by some
quantification on the philosophers domain—our specification has been freed of
such bias although only propositional variables have been used. For example,
the approach taken by Barringer et al. in [6] would ask for additional specification formulae when adding philosophers to the community or removing
philosophers from it. In our specification, such modifications would not have
any impact (cf. section 4.4).
9.1.3

EXPRESSIVENESS

Expressiveness is a further commonly accepted property of specification methods that ensures that all relevant details of the application area can be specified.
As we have seen in chapter 1 locative and temporal properties must at
least be expressible by a formal method that is to be regarded suitable for the
specification of distributed real-time systems.
Our specification method LTL as introduced and applied in this thesis provides for modal logical operators, i.e., locative temporal connectives that can
be used to specify locative (structural) and temporal (behavioural) properties
of distributed real-time systems. In part II, we have demonstrated that our
logical system can be applied not only to theoretically convenient examples
(cf. running example in part I and chapters 5 and 6) but also to more complex
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paradigms.
In chapter 7, we have discussed the problem of broadcasting messages in
a communication network that is sensitive to particular faults. The paradigm
of an atomic broadcast service has been taken from [20]. We have provided
service as well as protocol specifications and we have proved that the protocol
specification is a specification refinement of the service specification, that is,
we have proved that the properties of the specified class of protocols allow to
derive the properties of the atomic broadcast service within LTL.
In chapter 8, we have discussed the problem of reaching agreement on
the view of processor group membership in a distributed real-time system
where failing and (re-) starting processors have been taken into account. The
paradigm of processor group membership service has been taken from [22].
We have again provided service as well as protocol specifications and we have
also proved that the protocol specification is a specification refinement of the
service specification. The underlying idea of the class of protocols has been
given by the fact that the correctly functioning processors periodically broadcast messages to all others in the network. Thereby, we could make use of a
slightly modified version of the service specification of the atomic broadcast
paradigm.

9.1.4

SEPARATION OF CONCERNS

Separation of concerns is, in fact, a structural property and really means
"a priori fixed separation of concerns explicitly visible in the specification
method". It highly depends on the application area and can be achieved in
many different ways. Separation of concerns supports structured specifications
enforcing a clear understanding of the necessary details.
Our specification method LTL as introduced and applied in this thesis
provides for modal logical operators, i.e., locative temporal connectives that
allow for syntactically characteristic formulae of four classes of properties (cf.
section 4.1.1): local static properties which are neither evolving in space nor
in time, local dynamic properties which are not evolving in space but in time,
distributed static properties which are not evolving in time but in space, and
finally distributed dynamic properties which are evolving in space and time.
All such properties have been considered not only from a qualitative but also
from a quantitative point of view.
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U N I T Y WITHIN DIVERSITY

Unity within diversity is, in fact, again a structural property and really means
"a priori fixed unity within diversity explicitly visible in the specification
method". It is complementary to separation of concerns in the sense that
a relationship must be established between the separated, seemingly diverse
concerns. As separation of concerns it also highly depends on the application
area and can be achieved in many different ways.
Unification in logic-based specification formalisms is usually achieved by
a suitable consequence relation in the corresponding deduction system. For
example, in temporal logics logical deduction is given by temporal deduction.
Our specification method LTL as introduced and applied in this thesis
provides a logical consequence relation that is dependent on space and time,
that is, our binary consequence relation "Σ h L T L φ" expresses the fact that
"formula φ is derivable w.r.t. space and time from the set of formulae Σ"
(cf. chapter 4 and appendix A). In this respect, we can say with Koymans
[54] that our "specification method is based on a single formalism covering
all aspects of a specification" of distributed real-time systems and that "the
specifications remain purely locative temporal".

9.2

FUTURE WORK

Of course, there is still much work left for future investigations to get more
insight into locative temporal logic, its metricated version, and its applicability
to the specification and verification of distributed real-time systems. But we
mean that we have demonstrated that LTL is a powerful and suitable tool for
such tasks and that it resolves the structural defect as mentioned in chapter 1.
Let us discuss some possible topics for future research in more detail.
First of all, we shall need formal proofs of soundness and completeness of
our logical system LTL that are missing in this thesis (cf. chapter 4). Such
proofs are under investigation in a joint work with Wiebe van der Hoek [91].
LOCATIVE

LOGIC

In this thesis, locative logic (cf. chapter 3) has been introduced only for special
purposes, i.e., purposes where an equivalence relation will be useful as locative
reachability relation. It might be interesting to relax the list of properties for
the locative reachability relation.
For example, giving up the axiom of symmetry and using irreflexive locative
operators would lead to formulae that are characteristic for certain types of
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nodes in a graph (cf. Harary et al. [36] for more information on graphs). An
illustration is given in table 9.1.

(Sub-)Graph

Source

©

^>LT

<D

Sink

Transmitter

Isolate

LTL-formula

—<D—
©

-пф ь Т

L

L

<8> TA<3> T

-(Оьт

Фьт)

Table 9.1: Sources, Sinks, Transmitters, and Isolates

Location I is called a source if there exists no location, except / itself, from
which it is reachable (see first row). This can be specified in LTL by making
use of the locative operator <6> (somewhere in the back).
Location I is called a sink if there exists no location, except I itself, that is
reachable from it (see second row). This can be specified in LTL by making
use of the locative operator Φ (somewhere in the front).
Combining the characteristic properties of sources and sinks we get a char
acteristic property of a transmitter. Location I is called a transmitter if it is
reachable from at least one location as well as it can reach itself at least one
location (see third row).
A location I is called an isolate if there exists no location, except I itself,
that is either reachable from it or from which / can be reached. This can be
specified in LTL by combining the formulae for sources and sinks but now
with disjunction and negation (see fourth row).
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SUMMARY

SPECIFICATION AND VERIFICATION T O O L

Recall that we have confined ourselves, in this thesis, to specification issues
in the context of distributed real-time system (cf. preface). Following ideas
which we have presented in [90] it will be interesting to further investigate
the applicability of LTL for the specification and verification of distributed
real-time systems. For example, what kind of impacts will a specification
language based on LTL have on a formal tool consisting of a programming
language, a specification language, and a compositional proof system such
as introduced by Hooman [43]? Do we get simpler proof rules for parallel
composition because true parallelism is in our approach the "normal case"
and sequential composition is the "special case"? Or would it be inconvenient
to use LTL because decisions about dispersion of processes among processors
have to be taken too early in the development process? Recall from section 1.2
the rule of "general parallel composition" (cf. also Hooman [43]):
πχ SAT φ\ , Ж2 SAT ψ2
πχ II -ÏÏ2 SAT (φι Л ((¿>гС Π noact(dch(-K2)))) V (φ?, Λ (<¿>iC D noact(dch(iri))))
This quite complex rule was necessary in the general case for reasons of completeness of the proof system because φ\ and ψ2 were allowed to contain the
termination predicate done. As we have seen in the previous chapters our
locative temporal logic allows to distinguish between truth of the predicate
done at a certain point in time at one location and its truth at a certain point
in time at other locations without using more than one such predicate. So
we have good reasons to assume that our two-sorted approach will lead to a
proof rule for general parallel composition that is as simple and intuitive as
the rule of "simple parallel composition" (cf. section 1.2). Presupposing that
πχ and π2 are dispersed among different processors such a rule could look like
the following:
πι SAT φι , Έ2 SAT <p2
πι || П2 SAT φι Λ φ2
As a drawback of such simplication in the general case another problem could
arise for a classically simpler case: what should we do with processes that are
running on the same processor, that is, where the parallel composition of such
processes follows an interleaving semantics such as given by the |||-operator in
CSP [42]?
CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION

Another interesting problem from the field of distributed real-time systems is
that of clock synchronization in a distributed clock system. This is basically
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the problem of computing adjustments to hardware clocks and to maintain the
corresponding logical clocks. To deal with unsynchronized (hardware) clocks a
particular service is needed (Cristian et al. [18]): A synchronized clocks service
is a distributed service that enables the correct processors in a distributed realtime system to provide the same view on time. Providing exactly the same
view on time at different processors in case of a distributed clock system would
be unrealistic (cf. chapter 5). The way out of this dilemma is to have the clocks
approximately synchronized, i.e., within some a priori known bounds. It will be
interesting to take the problem of clock synchronization as a further non-trivial
example and to provide service and protocol specifications in LTL. Doing so
would lead, in restrospect on chapter 3, to a justification of our decision to
distinguish between meta-level time notion and object-level time notion (cf.
section 8.2 where the analogue has been stated for our space notions).
AUTOMATED T O O L SUPPORT

Another important feature for the acceptability of formal specification methods has become more prominent in the last few years: automated tool support
for the development of distributed real-time systems. In particular, it will be
interesting to consider problems of state space explosion during the verification of such complex systems: can we get rid of these problems or can we at
least decrease their consequences when using our logical system LTL?
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CHAPTER 9.

SUMMARY

APPENDIX A
T H E LOGICAL SYSTEM

LTL

OUTLINE

In general, a logical system consists of the set of well-formed formulae given through the language of the logic and the notion of
consequence, that is, "a particular formula is derivable from a set of
formulae in the corresponding logic". The logical system for LTL
to be presented here has been used throughout the whole part II
of this thesis.
This appendix contains the following sections: In section A.l, we
will summarize the language of LTL resulting from the investigations in part I and used in part II. Section A.2 provides the formal
semantics of basic logical operators of LTL. Section A.3 contains
the definition of LTL consequence, that is, definitions of dual and
other non-primitive operators, axioms, and rules. At the end we
will state some properties derivable within LTL.
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LANGUAGE

The language of metric locative temporal logic as used in part II is, in fact,
a metricated polymodal language PML(R^, R^,, R£,R$,=L,
= т , фь, фт) with
the universal locative relation IV¿ on L χ Τ, the universal temporal relation
Щ on L χ T, the locative acessibility relation R^ on L χ Τ, the temporal
acessibility relation Я< on Lx Τ, the relation = L of loative equality on L χ Τ,
the relation = T of temporal equality on L χ Τ, the relation ^ L of locative
inequality on L χ Γ, and the relation φτ of temporal inequality on L χ T.
Metric locative temporal logic as used in part II is a propositional version
w.r.t. the temporal and locative sorts, that is, quantification over the set of
time points and the set of locations is forbidden. But we allow for quantifi
cation over the metric domains ГОЬ and Ю т . For other sorts such as, e.g., a
message domain (cf. chapter 7) or a group domain (cf. chapter 8) we have
been making use of first-order predicate logic. The logical system of first-order
predicate logic is standard (cf. part I and, e.g., Chang and Keisler [14]).
The following symbols will be used in metric locative temporal logic
thereby neglecting any difference between syntax and semantics of ele
ments from the metric locative and temporal domains:

SYMBOLS

1. constant temporal distance symbols: an enumerable set Ю т of con
stant symbols including 0 (for simplicity, we assume Ю т = Q 0 ,
that is, the set of non-negative rational numbers including 0)
2. constant locative distance symbols: an enumerable set IDL of con
stant symbols including 0 (for simplicity, we assume IDL = INo, that
is, the set of natural numbers including 0)
3. variable temporal distance symbols: an enumerable set AyT of vari
able symbols
4. variable locative distance symbols: an enumerable set AyL of vari
ables symbols
5. operation symbols:1 infix function symbols
arity 2

, ®, =, and < all of

6. propositional variables: an enumerable set Ap of constant predicate
symbols
'Note that the operator φ is used for addition between locative distances as well as
for addition between temporal distances. Similarly, the operators = and < are both used
between locative terms and temporal terms. Thus, all three symbols will be used here in an
overloaded manner.
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7. propositional connectives: T, J_, ->, Λ, V, —*, <-•
8. quantifier symbols: V, 3,
9. locative temporal connectives:
0L,<S>L, AL, V L ,A L ,^ L ,
Βτ, θ τ , ш^ Ф Т , ®τ, ®τ, Μτ, Ф Т , Δ Τ , ν 1 ; Δ Τ , ν 1 ; S, U,

Ef? oLT ŒfT ФЬТ SÍ? < < # T AT, VLT І т , VLT
The priorities of the propositional and locative temporal connec
tives are defined as usual in the following order (within one item the
priorities are the same):

PRIORITIES

1- - ,
EL,<S>L,AL, VL, A L ,V L
τ

T

T

τ

τ

τ

Ύ

Τ

τ

τ

Β , 0 , E1 , Φ , ® , Φ , ® , Φ , Δ , V* Α , V*
Ef-f <8>LT ŒfT ФЬТ EfT # Т <

# Т ¿Т,

"Т І т , Vй"

(highest priority)

2. S, U

3. Л, V
4 . —•, <-•

(lowest priority)

The set of well-formed locative terms in
metric locative temporal logic is the minimal set of terms closed under
the following formation rules:

W E L L - F O R M E D LOCATIVE T E R M S

1. A constant locative distance symbol is a well-formed locative term.
2. A variable locative distance symbol is a well-formed locative term.
3. If т/1 and % are well-formed locative terms then щ φ τ/2 is a wellformed locative term.
The set of well-formed temporal terms in
metric locative temporal logic is the minimal set of terms closed under
the following formation rules:

W E L L - F O R M E D TEMPORAL T E R M S

1. A constant temporal distance symbol is a well-formed temporal
term.
2. A variable temporal distance symbol is a well-formed temporal
term.
3. If т\ and T2 are well-formed temporal terms then т\ Θ тг is a wellformed temporal term.
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The set of well-formed formulae in metric loca
tive temporal logic is the minimal set of formulae closed under the fol
lowing formation rules:

W E L L - F O R M E D FORMULAE

1. A propositional variable is a well-formed formula.
2. The propositional connective J. (false) is a well-formed formula.
3. If ψ\ and ψ2 are well-formed formulae then φ\ —* φι is a well-formed
formula.
4. If 771 and щ are well-formed locative terms then /71 = 772 and r\\ < 772
are well-formed formula.
5. If τχ and T2 are well-formed temporal terms then τ\ = гг and ri < тг
are well-formed formula.
6. If 77 is a well-formed locative term and φ is a well-formed formula
then S = 4 <£>, Α=η φ, and st=v φ are well-formed formulae.
7. If τ is a well-formed temporal term and ψ is a well-formed formula
then B = T V) Ξ = τ φ, Δ = τ φ, and Д = т φ are well-formed formulae.
8. If ζ is a variable locative distance symbol and φ is a well-formed
formula then V£ : φ is a well-formed formula.
9. If δ is a variable temporal distance symbol and φ is a well-formed
formula then V<5 : ψ is a well-formed formula.

Note that all non-primitive operators will be defined in section A.3 below.

A.2

FORMAL SEMANTICS

The formal semantics of basic logical operators in metric locative temporal
logic is founded on the formal notion of locative temporal satisfiability. Let us
presuppose a non-empty set L of locations, a non-empty set Τ of time points,
a set Σ ι of well-formed locative terms, and a set Σ ^ of well-formed temporal
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terms. Furthermore, we assume a metric locative temporal model, i.e.,
locative temporal universe
locative metric domain
temporal metric domain
roT
locative reachability
R~ Ç (L χ Γ) χ (L χ T)
locative
universal relation
Rl<Z(LxT)x(Lx
Τ)
temporal precedence
R< С (Lx Τ) χ (Lx Τ)
temporal universal relation
Д т С (L χ Τ) χ (L χ Τ)
locative distance function
pL: L χ L — » Ю і
temporal distance function
ρτ:ΤχΤ
— • ГОТ
locative distance addition
©L : ( r o L X roL) — > D L
temporal distance addition
т : (Ю т х ГОТ) — у Ю т
unity element w.r.t. © L
ОбЮь
unity element w.r.t. ® T
0eIDT
equality on TDh
= С Œ>L χ D L
equality on ID T
= С ГОТ χ ID T
inequality on D L
Φ<ζ roL χ roL
inequality on ID T
фС 1DT χ ID T
less-than on IDL
<CIDL xIDL
less-than on ГОТ
<Ç IDT χ ID T
aL : (L χ Τ) χ E L —• ïï\ rigid locative binding
α τ : (L x Τ) χ Σ τ —• ГОТ rigid temporal binding
1-t-interpretation function
ÎLT : Л Р — - p(L χ Г)

(LxT

M\l =

)
Moreover, we assume a set Ap of propositional variables and a pair (/, t) G
(LxT). Then, a well-formed formula φ holds (is satisfied) in a metric locative
temporal model .M L T at position (l,t), notation .M L T , (M) NLTL φ, is defined
inductively as follows:
FALSITY

«МЖТІІ
ATOMIC PROPOSITION
MT,

(Í,

t)

KTL

P

iff

<*. 0 e

XLT(P)

for peAp

IMPLICATION
MT,

(I, t)

KTL

ψ\ — Ψ2

iff

if M T , (h t) K T L Vi
then M T , (l, t) J=LTLV2
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EQUALITY BETWEEN LOCATIVE T E R M S

ML,

(M)KTL

>7i = i»

iff

aL((l,t),m)

=

ab{(l,t),V2)

LESS-THAN BETWEEN LOCATIVE T E R M S
MI(M>KTLÍÍI<Í|2

iff

av{(i,t),m)<<*L((i,t),m)

EQUALITY BETWEEN TEMPORAL T E R M S

M T , (M) K T L П = T 2

iff

aT({ltt),T1)=aT({l,t),T2)

LESS-THAN BETWEEN TEMPORAL T E R M S

M T , (M> K T L П < T 2

iff

ar((l,t),Ti)<aT((l,t)tT2)

EVERYWHERE IN THE CLASS (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)
MT,

(I, ή

K T L И=Т,

Ψ

iff for all (/', i) € (L χ T):
if/Ç(f,t)(f',i)
andp L (i,i') = Q!L((/,i),i?)
then Μ τ , ( О ) K T L φ

EVERYWHERE E L S E (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)

M T , (I, t) K T L Δ » , ρ

iff

0 # a L ((/, t>, »?)
and
forali <!',*> G ( L x Τ):
if (г, t) А (Г, Í)
andp L (¿,/') = aL({¿,í),*7)

then М т , (О) K T L V
EVERYWHERE (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)
MT,

</, ί)

KTL

Δ= 4 V»

»ff for all {/', t) G (L χ T):

ifflîM/.t) С'.*)
and pL(l,l') = a L ((/,í).»?)
then М т , ( О ) K T L V»

LTL

Α.2.
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ALWAYS IN THE P A S T (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)

МтЛиЖтьВІгР

iff

0φατ{(1,ή,τ)
and
for all (I, t') G (L χ T)\
if R< (l,t') (l,t)
and pT(t,t') = α τ ((ί, f), r )
then M T , (U'> K T L Ρ

ALWAYS IN THE F U T U R E (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)

M T , (M) K T L Ш= Т Ρ

0фатШ),т)
and
for all (¿,t') G ( L x Τ):
ifÄ< ( U ) (í,f)
and pT(t,t') = α τ ( ( ί , ί ) , τ )

iff

then Μ τ , (Μ') N L T L ^
E V E R Y T I M E

B U T D I F F E R E N T

( A T

A

C E R T A I N

M T , (U> K T L Δ = τ ρ

iff

D I S T A N C E )

0#aT((i,t),r)
and
for all (ί,ί') 6 ( L x Γ):
if (i, ί) A T (i, О
and ρτ(ί,ί') = α τ ( ( ί , ί ) . τ )
then Μ τ , (Μ') (=LTL </>

EVERYTIME (AT A CERTAIN DISTANCE)
MT,

(', i> K T L £=T Ψ

iff

for all (/, t') G (L χ Τ):
if Αϊ (J, i') (/,i)
and ρτ(ί,ί') = α τ ( ( ί , ί ) , τ )

then Μ τ , (M') K T L V
L O C A T I V E

Q U A N T I F I C A T I O N

-MLi·, (f, «> |=LTL VC : φ

iff

for all a'L different
from aL just on ζ:
MTK/ULKMNLTLV
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QUANTIFICATION

M L , (U) KTL VÍ : ρ

iff

for all bindings a'T different
from α τ just on δ:
MU<*TA*T],(U)I=LTL¥>

Thereby, Л^ьт[а' ь /а ь ] results from Лі[,т by replacing aL with the new bind
ing a'L, i.e., A 1 L T [ Q L / Q L ] = (•7гьт>о:ь>атДіл·)· Substitution for the temporal
binding is defined analogously.2
A.3

DEDUCTION

The deduction system of LTL comprises definitions of non-primitive opera
tors and, of course, axioms and rules for locative temporal consequence. The
version to be presented here has been used for referencing in part II of this
thesis.
In the sequel, we assume that χ is a variable temporal distance symbol, a
variable locative distance symbol, or a variable symbol of some other sort that
we have avoided to mention here explicitly (see beginning of section A.l).
A.3.1

DEFINITIONS
PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS

(LTL-1) ->φ =

φ^±

(Negation)

(LTL-2) T = -._L

(Truth)

(LTL-3) φι Α ψ2 = ->{φι —• ~,<P2)

(Conjunction)

(LTL-4) φ\ V ψ2 = -ιφ\ —* ψ2

(Disjunction)

(LTL-5) ψχ <-> ψ2 = (φι -> φ2) Λ (<¿>2
F I R S T - O R D E R PREDICATE

Vi)

(Equivalence)

CALCULUS

(LTL-6) Эх : φ = -Λ/χ : ->φ
(LTL-7) r/i < τ/2 = r/i < τ/2 V r/i = r/2

(Existential Quantification)
(L-Less-Equal)

Note that the universal relations Fv¿ and Я-j· have been introduced for reasons of analogy
between modal operators and relations on the corresponding universes.
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def

(T-Less-Equal)

(LTL-8) ri < Г2 = η < τι V т\ = r 2
LOCATIVE CALCULUS (REFLEXIVE)

(LTL-9) S"V = VC:E¿ C φ

(Everywhere in the Class)

(LTL-10) И ^ ρ d=' VC : С < Π - G ¿ ( <¿>
(LTL-11) <S>L ^ = 3ζ : Φίς φ

(Somewhere in the Class)

(LTL-12) Ф = ч <р = -G¿i, -V
(LTL-13) ф ^ , φ =

3ζ:ζ<ηΛ®Ιζφ

(LTL-14) AL ν? = VÇ : 0 < С -» А= с у?
(LTL-15)

(Everywhere Else)

ь

¥> = 3ζ : 0 < С Л = с ψ

(Somewhere Else)

(LTL-16) V ¿ , ρ = -τΔ1*., -ν?
(LTL-17) V<„ V = ЭС : 0 < ζ < η Λ V¿ c φ
(LTL-18) έ

g?

(Everywhere)

(LTL-19) V L p = 3C:V= C <¿>

(Somewhere)

(LTL-20)

φ = 4ζ:&=ζ

І , <¿> = - * = , , - v

(LTL-21) V< 4 y> = 3ζ : 0 < Ç < η A νίς
(LTL-22) v | „ y» =

TEMPORAL

φ

І „ φ WZ,, φ

CALCULUS

(IRREFLEXIVE)

(LTL-23) BT<¿> = VÓ : 0 < ¿ — В І А <p

(Always in the Past)

(LTL-24) B< T φ = W : 0 < δ < τ -f B= fi γ?
(LTL-25) Ο τ v? = 36 : 0 < δ Λ <S>I¿ y»
(LTL-26) <S>=T φ = ->ВІт ^φ
(LTL-27) <3><τ φ = 36 : 0 < «5 < τ Λ <S>Ié ρ

(Eventually in the Past)
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(LTL-28) <3><τ φ = <S>Ir φ V <6><τ φ
(LTL-29) 0 > τ φ = Эт' : τ < τ ' Λ <$>ΙΤ< ρ
(LTL-30) Шту> = Vi : 0 < δ -• ШІА γ?

(Always in the Future)

(LTL-31) Ш<г φ = V<5 : 0 < δ < τ -» ШІА <¿>
(LTL-32) Φ τ ρ = Ξ<5 : 0 < δ Λ Φ ΐ 5 ν?
(LTL-33) Φΐτ

φ = -®1Τ

(Eventually in the Future)

^φ

(LTL-34) Φ < τ φ = 3δ : 0 < δ < τ Λ ФІ6 φ
(LTL-35) <$><τ φ = ФІТ

φνΦΐτφ

(LTL-36) ¿?φ = Vi : 0 < δ - Δ τ = ί ψ

(Everytime but Different)

(LTL-37) 4τφ

(Sometime but Different)

= 3(5 : 0 < δ Λ V=¿ ρ

(LTL-38) V i r ν? = ->AT=T - ^
(LTL-39)

< т φ = 36 : 0 < 6 < τ Λ v l é ρ

(LTL-40) ν?χ S ψ2 = 3(5 : 0 < <5 Λ </?ι S = í φ2

(Since)

(LTL-41) φι S= T </?2 = Φ=τ φι Λ Β< τ φ\
(LTL-42) φι U <¿>2 = 3(5 : 0 < <5 Λ φ1 U = i y?2

(Until)

(LTL-43) φι U = r <¿?2 = ФІт Ψ2 ΛΞ<τ <Ρι
TEMPORAL CALCULUS (REFLEXIVE)

(LTL-44) ΜΎφ = V<5 : ®ls φ
(LTL-45) Mir φ={τ
(LTL-46) @£ τ φ ¥

=

(Always in the Past)
0Αφ)νΒΐτφ

т' :τ' <τ^

(LTL-47) m<r φ = mZτ

@ZT, φ

φ/\Μΐτφ

(LTL-48) Φ τ ρ = 36:<0>15 φ

(Eventually in the Past)
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(LTL-49) ФІТ φ = (τ = 0Λφ)ν 0 = τ φ
T

(LTL-50) S v? = V«5 : ШІ6 φ

(Always in the Future)

(LTL-51) @IT φ = (r = 0 Λ φ) V Ш=т φ
(LTL-52) И1<т ψ = т' :т' <т^

mlT> φ

(LTL-53) Ш<т φ = ШІТ φ Λϋ< τ φ
(LTL-54) <$>τ ψ = 3δ : ФІ Й φ

(Eventually in the Future)

(LTL-55) <$>Ir ψ = (τ = О Л φ) V Ф І Т φ
(LTL-56) Δτ φ = Vi : AT=Ä <¿>

(Everytime)

(LTL-57) V T p = 36 : vls

(Sometime)

(LTL-58)

φ

І Т ρ = ^Δ= τ -ip

(LTL-59) V<T y> = 36 : 6 < τ Λ vZs φ
LOCATIVE T E M P O R A L C A L C U L U S (IRREFLEXIVE TIME)

(LTL-60) EtT<p = E L B φ

(Everywhere in the Class/Always in the Past)

(LTL-bl) tì?(„tT) φ*!\Ε£ηΒΐτ

φ

(LTL-62) Œf'V = EL[±]Tv?

(Everywhere in the Class/Always in the Future)

(LTL-63) ΕΕΓ(Ι?,Τ) φ = ®ίη mir φ
(LTL-64) <8>LTv? = <S>L<8>T<¿> (Somewhere in the Class/Eventually in the Past)
(LTL-65)0f ( , |T) ^ d = f <S>^^I T <p
(LTL-66) &τφ = <S>L Φτφ

(Somewhere in the Class/
Eventually in the Future)

(LTL-67) Ф ь : (т7 , т) φ1*Φΐη
(LTL-68) VLV = V L V τ φ

Фіг φ
(Somewhere Sometime but Different)

LOCATIVE TEMPORAL CALCULUS (REFLEXIVE TIME)
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(Everywhere in the Class/Always in the Past)

(LTL-70) C ( „ > T ) φ aâ B i , ®1T ψ
(LTL-71) &τφ = H L m T (p
(LTL-72)

BFJ ( , > T )

(LTL-73) Ф^

(Everywhere in the Class/Always in the Future)

φ d=f E¿„ Dir V

= <g>L<$'T<lp (Somewhere in the Class/Eventually in the Past)

(LTL-74)#LJ<,iT) ν = <?>=,, <^IrV
(LTL-75) <$»LTv? = <S>L Ф

(Somewhere in the Class/
Eventually in the Future)

(LTL-76)#J(,,T)¥.d=f^^Ir^
METRIC CALCULUS

(Multiplication)

(LTL-77) (η Θ 1) ® τ = ( і ) » г ) ф т
(LTL-78) 0 ® r = 0
A.3.2

AXIOMS
PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS

(LTL-79) H L T L (φι -» (^2 ->

з)) -> ((vi - φ-ι) -* (φι -»

з))

(Frege's Syllogism)
(LTL-80) h L T L sP! — (φ2 -» vi)

(Monotonicity)

(LTL-81) r-LTL (-»v?2 ~> ""Vi) -» (vi -> V2)

(Transposition)

FIRST-ORDER PREDICATE CALCULUS

(LTL-82) h L T L Vx : (φι — φ2) -» (vi -» (Va: : φ2)) (Quantifier Distributivity)
Assume that χ does not occur free in φι.
(LTL-83) l-LTL (Vx : Vi) -* V2

(Quantifier Elimination)

Assume that φι is obtained from φι by substituting all occurrences of χ
by a well-formed term of the corresponding sort.
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(LTL-84) h L T L (Vx : Ξ 1 » -» S L (Vx : φ)

(Barcan Formula)

(LTL-85) h L T L (Vx : (±]T<¿>) - • Ш т х : φ
LOCATIVE CALCULUS

(LTL-86)

(L-Reflexivity)

I-LTLSLP^P

(L-Symmetry)

(LTL-87) h L T L p ^ 0 L < $ > L p
(LTL-88) К

т ь

(L-Transitivity)

Иьр^ИЬИЬр

LOCATIVE

METRIC

CALCULUS

(LTL-89) h L T L VCi, C2 : Ci θ C2 = 0 ^ Ci = 0 Λ C2 = О
(LTL-90) h L T L VC : С θ 0 = С

(ГО°'+)
(©-Identity)

(LTL-91) h L T L VCi, C2, Сз : Ci θ C2 = Ci θ Сз ^ C2 = Сз

( -Left Injectivity)

(LTL-92) H L T L VCi, C2, Сз : Cl θ Сз = Сг θ Сз - Ci = С2

(©-Right Injectivity)

(LTL-93) h L T L VCi, C2, Сз : (Ci θ Сг) θ Сз = Ci θ (Сг Θ Сз)
(LTL-94) H L T L VCi, Сг : Ci θ Сг = Сг © Ci

( -Commutativity)

(LTL-95) h L T L VC : V L ^ i c Τ

(D L -Surjectivity)

(LTL-96) 1-LTL ρ * 'Wto ρ
(LTL-97) b L T L VC : [ ( р Л ^ = с q) —

(θ-Associativity)

(Zero L-Distance)
І С («Л

(LTL-98) h L T L VCi, Сг : [ <S>=(l <ê>=<2 Ρ -

= С ρ) ] (Symmetrie L-Distance)

<Сі+й Ρ 1
(Conditional L-Inequality)

(LTL-99) h L T L И І , (φι — φ2) -» (Ξ= 4 φι -» И ^ <¿>2)

(L-Distributivity)

(LTL-100) hLTL &ίη Ξ = ! ν? «- Θ = η θ ι ν?

(L-Addition)

(LTL-101) h L T L Е Ь И=,, ^ «-• И=, <р

(L-Finiteness)

TEMPORAL CALCULUS

(LTL-102) l - L T L < $ > T p ^ V T p

(T-Irreflexivity)
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(LTL-103) К т ь < $ > т ф т р - + < 8 > т р

(T-Transitivity)

(LTL-104) h L T L V T p -f (<6>Tp V Ф т р )

(T-Connectedness)

l·LτLΦτp^ΦτΦτp

(LTL· 105)

LTL

(T-Denseness)

(LTL-106) h L T L ( S T p ^ ^ T p

(NoT-End)

TEMPORAL M E T R I C CALCULUS

(LTL-107) h L T L Vii, ¿2 : ίι Θ ¿2 = 0 -» «i = 0 Л ¿2 = 0
(LTL-108) h L T L V<5 : δ Φ 0 = δ

(ГО?.,+)
( -Identity)

(LTL-109) h L T L Vii, δ2, <5з : ¿ι θ ¿2 = ¿ι θ ¿з -* «5г = ¿з

( -Left Injectivity)

(LTL-110) h L T L <5Ь ¿2, ¿3 : ¿ι θ «53 = ¿2 θ <53 ^ ¿i = ¿ 2 ( -Right Injectivity)
(LTL-111) hLTL Vii, (52l ¿3 : (¿>ι Θ δ2) Θ <5з = ¿ι Θ (ί 2 θ ί 3 )
(LTL-112) h L T L Vii, δ2 : «5ι Θ 5 2 = ¿2 Θ ¿ι

(φ-Commutativity)

(LTL-113) h L T L V¿> : VTvZs Τ

(T-Surjectivity)

(LTL-114) H L T L ρ «-• V=o ρ
(LTL-115) H L T L V«5 : [ (ρ Λ v l ¿ q) -»

(©-Associativity)

(Zero T-Distance)
І« (ς Л І« ρ) ]
(Symmetrie T-Distance)

(LTL-116) h L T L Vói, ¿2 : [ ( Ф І в і ФІ« а Ρ - v l í l + 6 a ρ)
Λ

(Conditional T-Equality)
(Φΐδι ФІб2 Ρ - ^ = Í 1 + Í 2 Ρ)

]
(LTL-117) h L T L ШІг (φι -» <Рг) -» ( S i r Vi — И= т

г)

(FT-Distributivity)

(LTL-118) h L T L B= T (v?i -» φ2) -* (B= T v?i -• B= T p 2 )

(PT-Distributivity)

(LTL-119) h L T L Φ ΐ τ φ «-> Ф І Т Τ Л ШІ Г ν
(LTL-120) h L T L <$>ІТ φ ~ <8>ІТ Τ Л В І Т φ
(LTL-121) h L T L ®10 φ ~ -L «-• <3>I0 ψ
(LTL-122) h L T b <S>=T1 <$>IT2 φ <-» <3>=Tl Τ Λ <θ>ΙΤι®τ2 ψ

(Addition to Past)
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(LTL-123) l-LTL Ф= Г 1 Ф=г 2 ψ «-» ФІТ! Τ Λ Φ = Τ ι θ Τ 2 ν>
(LTL-124) Кть Ф І Г 1 О І Т і

т2

ρ «- Ф І Т 1 Τ Л Ыъ

(Addition to Future)
(FP-Mixing)

φ

(LTL-125) h L T L Φ = Τ ι θ Τ 2 #>=T1 φ «-• Φ = Τ ι θ Τ 2 Τ Λ<$>ΙΤ2 <¿>
(LTL-126) r-LTL Ф І Т 1 Φ = Τ ι θ Τ 2 <¿> «- Ф І Т 1 Τ Л<$>ІТ2 ρ
(LTL-127) h L T L ^ I

n e T S

®lTl

φ «-> Ф=г і Ф т, Τ Л<§>1^ φ

(LTL-128) h L T L VÄ : [ 0 < δ -» Ф І 6 Τ ]

(Local T-Surjectivity)

LOCATIVE TEMPORAL M E T R I C CALCULUS

(LTL-129) К™ И = Ч Ш=Г V *- Ξ=τ E ¿ 4 V

(LT-Confluency)

(LTL-130) hLTL E= ïï В І Т <¿> ~ B I T Ξ=„ ν
(LTL-131) h L T L Δ=„ Δ = τ φ <-» Δ τ = τ Δ=„ φ
(LTL-132) h L T L <ê>tv mlr

ψ -» ШІг <§>ίη φ

(LT-Commutativity)

(LTL-133) h L T L <$>ίη В І г y» -> В І Т Φ=η φ
(LTL-134) r-LTL ®ZT [Uhr, φ -ν 0=,, Ф І Т φ

(TL-Commutativity)

(LTL-135) h L T L 0 І Т Ehr, φ -* И=„ О І т V
Α.3.3

RULES

(LTL-136) whenever h L T L φι —• ρ 2 and r-LTL φ\ then l-LTL ν?2
(Modus Ponens)
(LTL-137) whenever h L T L φ then (-LTL Vi : φ

(Generalization)

(LTL-138) whenever r-LTL φ then h L T L Ξ = ί ? φ

(L-Necessitation)

(LTL-139) whenever h L T L ψ then h L T L Ш=т ψ

(FT-Necessitation)

(LTL-140) whenever h L T L ψ then h L T L Β = τ φ

(PT-Necessitation)

A.3.4

SOME PROPERTIES

Properties for the metric temporal calculus have already been stated by Koymans [54]. Some of those properties will be adopted to our metric locative
temporal calculus below.
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LOCAL DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Recall from chapter 4 that LTL-formulae denoting local dynamic properties
only contain locative temporal connectives with a superscript Τ such that the
locative reference point will be fixed during evaluation of these formulae.
The following proposition can be derived mainly from axiom (LTL-124) by
setting τ\ = τ and гг = 0.
PROPOSITION A.l

Let 0 <

r.

<$>1T <S>IT φ~φΑ

Φΐτ

Τ

О
PROPOSITION Α.2

Let 0 < т.

О
PROPOSITION A.3

Let 0 <

г.

®<т ®<т φ -* Ф<г φ

О
PROPOSITION А . 4

Let 0 < т.

<0>ΙΤ ΜΎφ -> Ш>т φ

О
PROPOSITION

Α.5

φ ΑΞτφ

—> Ш^φ

Ο
PROPOSITION

Α.6

3δ: [6>0Λ®>6

¥>ΛΒ<6 φ] — BT<¿>

Ο
A proof of the following two propositions, i.e., propositions A.7 and A.8
will proceed analogously to the corresponding proofs in the metric temporal
calculus (cf. Koymans [54], page 126-128).
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PROPOSITION

Α.7

Ш=т (φι Л φ2) *-+ (Ш =т ψι Л Ш=т φ2)

О
PROPOSITION

А.8

ФІ Т (φι л φ2) <-+ (Ф=т φι лФ= т φ-ì)
О
Instead of an =-symbol in the subscripts of the previous two propositions
we can also place a <-symbol (see propositions A.9 and A.10). But note that
only in the first case the old equivalence will be maintained whereas in the
second case we will merely get an implication.
PROPOSITION

A.9

Щ<г (φι Λ φ2) <-> (Ξ<τ Vi ЛШ<Т φ2)

О
PROPOSITION Α. 10

Φ < τ (φι Λ φ2) -» (Φ< τ φι Λ Φ < τ φ2)

Ο
From proposition Α.8 and Α.10 we can then derive the combination of
"less-than" and "equal":
PROPOSITION A. 11

φ < τ (φι Λ φ2) -> (Φ< τ φι Λ Ф < г φ2)

0
PROPOSITION Α. 12

Ф<г (φι — ¥>г) -• (^<r φι -» Φ<τ Ψ2)

Ο
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PROPOSITION A. 13
j

Φ<τ {φι -> чъ) -* (Φ<τ φ\ -» Φ<τ Ρ2)

From linearity we can derive the following proposition (cf. also Koymans
[54]):
PROPOSITION A. 14

нОт^

τ

νφ

т

ф ^

О
PROPOSITION Α. 15

-<φ <-> Δ

-iV

φ

PROPOSITION Α. 16 Let 0 < т.

φ -> Ф < т ν?

Δ

The following proposition is easily derived from axiom (LTL-119) and ax
iom (LTL-128) (cf. also Koymans [54]).
PROPOSITION A. 17
<$>_r φ <-> S _ T φ

0
PROPOSITION A. 18

!>_ т φ <-> d l _ T (¿5

PROPOSITION

A.19

τ
(>

PROPOSITION

τ
ùj <-+ |θ] —1<£>

Α.20
* Τ

-ιφ

Τ

(^ <-• [θ] -iep

A.3.
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PROPOSITION

Α.21

τ
-Φ

τ
φ «-» Α ~>φ

PROPOSITION Α.22

Let 0 < η and 0 <

τ2.

PROPOSITION Α.23

Let 0 < η

and 0 <

τ2.

PROPOSITION Α.24

Let 0 < η and 0 <

т2.

O í r ! Ф<та V - • ^ І п
PROPOSITION Α.25

Let О < т\ and 0 <

тг V

т2.

<$><Т1 <¿> Л П < Т2 -> Ф^та V

PROPOSITION Α.26

Let 0 < η

and 0 <

r2.

m< T l </? Л r 2 < η -» Ш<Г2 φ

PROPOSITION Α.27

Let 0 < η

PROPOSITION Α.28

Let 0 <

and 0 <

τ2.

τ.

Φ=τ

φ —• φ < τ φ
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A.29

<φ>=τ φ —» <$><τ ψ

О
PROPOSITION

Α.30

0
PROPOSITION

Α.31
< $ > τ φ τ < ρ —• <$>τ φ

0
PROPOSITION

Α.32
<$> φ

φ —¥ <0> φ

0
PROPOSITION

Α.33

φ

τ

Ατ φ «-> Α φ

0
From the rules of temporal necessitation for the irreflexive operators above
we can derive the corresponding rules for the reflexive operators:
PROPOSITION

A.34 whenever Y-LTL φ then H L T L ( l I T φ

PROPOSITION

A.35 whenever l-LTL φ then h L T L I ) I T φ

φ
φ

DISTRIBUTED STATIC PROPERTIES

Recall from chapter 4 that LTL-formulae denoting distributed static properties
only contain locative temporal connectives with a superscript L such that the
temporal reference point will be fixed during evaluation of these formulae.
As for the metric temporal operators above (see propositions A.7 and A.8)
we also get equivalences for the metric locative operators:
PROPOSITION

A.36

®=η {ψ\ Λ φτ) ~ (Ξ=τ, φι л И= ч φ2)

ο
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PROPOSITION

Α.37

<S>=„ (Vi Λ φ2) «-> (<§>=,, φχ ΛΦΐη

ψ2)

0
PROPOSITION

Α.38

<>
PROPOSITION

Α.39
-i<ë> φ <-> Η

-lyj

DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Recall from chapter 4 that LTL-formulae denoting distributed dynamic prop
erties contain locative temporal connectives with a superscript L as well as
T.
PROPOSITION

A.40

0
PROPOSITION

A.41

О
PROPOSITION

Α.42

<>

We conclude this appendix with proposition A.43 containing a more general
version of a property that has been formulated and used in section 6.1.2 to
characterize message diffusion in distributed real-time systems. Because the
proof of theorem 6.1 has been given there independent of the properties of the
corresponding predicate the proof of the proposition here will be analogous.
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LTL

A.43 Let ρ € Ю т be some arbitrary but fixed temporal dis

νζ:0<ζ

—

[ lF[p —Ξ=ι*<ρρ]

}
О
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Dit proefschrift gaat over een nieuwe formele methode, namelijk locatieve temporele logica (LTL), voor de specificatie en verificatie van gedistribueerde realtime systemen. Locatieve temporele logica is een twee-soortige modale logica
met als soorten ruimte en tijd. Wat de tijd betreft, is LTL gebaseerd op
de reeds bekende temporele logica. Wat de ruimte betreft is LTL gebaseerd
op een zogenaamde locatieve logica om ruimtelijke eigenschappen te kunnen
beschrijven. Het onderligende model is een twee-soortige Kripke-model waarbij het universum is gedefinieerd als het direct product van een tijdsdomein
en een ruimtedomein. Verder zijn op het semantisch niveau zowel binaire relaties voor locatieve en temporele bereikbaarheid als locatieve en temporele
afstandsfuncties met erbij behorende domeinen beschikbaar.
Op het syntactisch niveau bevat LTL naast de bekende propositie logische
operatoren, ook specifieke locatieve temporele operatoren voor het redeneren
over ruimte of tijd. De taal zelf is een eerste-orde predicaatlogische taal waarbij quantificatie over tijd en ruimte niet is toegestaan. Quantificatie over het
corresponderende afstandsdomein is wel toegestaan. De locatieve temporele
operatoren zijn metrisch in die zin dat een index bij een operator de afstand
in de tijd of ruimte aanwijst. De metrieken zijn ingevoerd zodat het mogelijk
is om precíese afstanden in tijd en ruimte te specificieren, omdat het toepassingsgebied van gedistribueerde real-time systemen dit vereist.
In dit proefschrift hebben we de locatieve temporele logica toegepast op een
aantal paradigma's uit het gebied van gedistribueerde real-time systemen: dining philosophers, distributed watchdog, point-to-point-based en diffusion-based
communication, synchronous en asynchronous communication, atomic broadcast, en processor group membership. De dinerende filosofen hebben we bestudeerd vanuit een theoretisch oogpunt: de eenvoud van dit voorbeeld, zoals
gedefinieerd in dit proefschrift, maakt het mogelijk om de verschillenden talen, te weten eerste orde predicaatlogica, temporele logica, locatieve logica en
locatieve temporele logica, te vergelijken. Op deze manier worden de vooren nadelen van de desbetreffende taal duidelijk, i.v.m. de specificatie van eigenschappen uit het toepassingsgebied. Alle andere paradigma's hebben we
bestudeerd vanuit een practisch gezichtspunt: hoe geschikt is locatieve temporele logica voor de specificatie van gedistribueerde real-time systemen als de
problemen niet triviaal zijn?
Een structureel defect van op klassieke logica gebaseerde specificatieformalismen (zie hoofdstuk 1) is dat geen expliciet onderscheid gemaakt kan worden
tussen locale en globale eigenschappen. Dit wordt in LTL opgelost door de
locatieve soort. Door het paradigma van een externe waarnemer in ruimte en
tijd (zie sectie 5.1) kunnen we dan wel onderscheiden tussen aan de ene kant
locale en gedistribueerde eigenschappen en aan de andere kant statische en
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dynamische eigenschappen.
In hoofdstuk 1 worden een aantal eigenschappen behandeld, waar een geschikte specificatiemethode tenminste aan moet voldoen: formaliteit, abstractievermogen, expressiviteit, scheiding van belangen en eenheid in veelheid. Abstractievermogen en expressiviteit definiëren wat geschiktheid is en scheiding
van belangen en eenheid in veelheid definiëren hoe geschiktheid bereikt kan
worden.
FORMALITEIT

De eigenschap van formaliteit voor specificatiemethoden is algemeen geaccepteerd en staat garant voor korte en krachtige specificaties en strikte bewijzen.
Zonder formaliteit zijn de specificaties in het algemeen sterk afhankelijk van
het begrip dat de auteur of waarnemer van het desbetreffende systeem heeft.
De bijdrage van formaliteit van een specificatiemethode tijdens de ontwikkeling van een specifiek systeem wordt gegeven door minstens twee aspecten:
ten eerste formele verificatie van systeemeigenschappen en ten tweede hulp bij
een beter begrip van systeemeigenschappen (validatie).
De specificatiemethode zoals geïntroduceerd in dit proefschrift bestaat uit
een formele taal met een formele semantiek en een erbij behorend deductiesysteem (zie hoofdstuk 4 en appendix A). Deductie in LTL is gebaseerd op
een binaire relatie die het volgende uitdrukt: de formule aan de rechterkant is
afleidbaar t.o.v. ruimte en tijd van de formule (of verzameling van formules)
aan de linkerkant van het relatie symbol.
ABSTRACTIEVERMOGEN

Abstractievermogen maakt het mogelijk om alle niet-relevante details buiten
beschouwing te laten. Evenals formaliteit is deze eigenschap algemeen geaccepteerd voor specificatiemethoden.
Een gedistribueerd real-time systeem kan vrijblijvend als volgt worden gedefinieerd (zie sectie 1.2):
Een gedistribueerd real-time systeem is een (berekenings) systeem
dat bestaat uit een aantal verschillende processen die mogelijk verspreid zijn over een aantal ruimtelijk gescheiden zelfstandige processoren en die aan bepaalde tijdseisen moeten voldoen. Om een
gemeenschappelijk doel te bereiken, coördineren de processen hun
activiteiten en gaan ze zo nodig informatie uitwisselen.
Gedistribueerde real-time systemen hebben dus gemeenschappelijk de locatieve eigenschappen—gegeven door "mogelijk verspreid zijn over een aantal
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ruimtelijk gescheiden zelfstandige processoren"—en de temporele eigenschappen—gegeven door "aan bepaalde tijdseisen moeten voldoen"—.
D.m.v. de locatieve temporele operatoren van LTL hebben we de mogelijkheid om locatieve en temporele eigenschappen onafhankelijk van een concrete
implementatie te specificeren. Dit wordt duidelijk gemaakt door het paradigma van dinerende filosofen (zie de specificaties in elk van de hoofdstukken
van deel I): alle formules in locatieve temporele logica hebben geen referentie
meer nodig naar het aantal filosofen of naar specifieke filosofen, zoals bijvoorbeeld in temporele logica waar de filosofen wel bij hun naam moeten worden
genoemd.
EXPRESSIVITEIT

Expressiviteit garandeert dat alle relevante details gespecificeerd kunnen worden. Evenals formaliteit en abstractievermogen is deze eigenschap algemeen
geaccepteerd voor specificatiemethoden.
Uit de informele definitie van een gedistribueerd real-time systeem (zie
onder ABSTRACTIEVERMOGEN) weten we dat zowel locatieve als temporele
eigenschappen van belang zijn. Dus moeten dit soort eigenschappen in ieder
geval gespecificeerd kunnen worden. Ter illustratie hebben we m.b.v. LTL in
deel II van dit proefschrift enkele—ook niet triviale—problemen bestudeerd.
Hoofdstuk 7 bevat een discussie over het probleem van atomic broadcast,
formele specificaties van de service en een klasse van protocollen in LTL.
Bovendien hebben we een bewijs geleveerd dat de desbetreffende klasse van
protocollen voldoet aan de eigenschappen gegeven door de service specificatie.
In hoofdstuk 8 wordt het probleem van processor group membership bestudeerd. Ook in dit geval geven we formele specificaties in LTL van de service en
een specifieke klasse van protocollen die dan ook weer voldoen aan de service
specificatie.
SCHEIDING VAN BELANGEN

Scheiding van belangen is een structurele eigenschap van specificatieformalismen en betekent dat het desbetreffende belang in de specificatiemethode
op voorhand expliciet zichtbaar wordt. Deze eigenschap is in sterke mate afhankelijk van het toepassingsgebied en kan worden bereikt op verschillende
manieren.
In LTL staan locatieve temporele operatoren ter beschikking die het mogelijk maken om vier belangrijke klassen van eigenschappen syntactisch te
karakteriseren (zie sectie 4.1.1): locale statische eigenschappen die noch in de
ruimte noch in de tijd kunnen veranderen, locale dynamische eigenschappen
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die niet in de ruimte maar wel in de tijd kunnen veranderen, gedistribueerde
statische eigenschappen die wel in de ruimte maar niet in de tijd kunnen veranderen en gedistribueerde dynamische eigenschappen die zowel in de ruimte
als in de tijd kunnen veranderen.
EENHEID IN VEELHEID

Net zoals scheiding van belangen, is eenheid in veelheid een structurele eigenschap van specificatieformalismen. Het betekent dat de desbetreffende eenheid
in de specificatiemethode op voorhand expliciet zichtbaar wordt. Deze eigenschap is in die zin complementair aan scheiding van belangen dat een bepaalde
relatie tussen de gescheiden en misschien volledig onafhankelijke belangen tot
stand gebracht moet worden. Zoals scheiding van belangen is ook eenheid in
veelheid in sterke mate afhankelijk van het toepassingsgebied en kan worden
bereikt op verschillende manieren.
Unificatie in logisch gebaseerde specificatieformalismen word meestal bereikt door een geschikte definitie van de deductierelatie. In LTL is deze relatie
zowel afhankelijk van de ruimte als van de tijd.
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1. Het paradigma van een external observer in time, die het gedrag van
een computing systeem waarneemt en die vervolgens de gebeurtenissen
die tijdens de executie optreden op een globaal tijdsschema projecteert,
is wel geschikt voor sequentiële systemen, maar het is minder geschikt
voor gedistribueerde real-time systemen (zie ook [W. REISIG]). Voor dit
soort van systemen is het paradigma van een external observer in space
and time geschikter.
Zie hoofdstukken 1 en 5 van dit proefschrift.
2. Door meer structuur van de logische formules dragen specificaties in
locatieve temporele logica (LTL) in het algemeen bij aan een beter begrip
van eigenschappen van gedistribueerde real-time systemen. Een simpel
voorbeeld kan gegeven worden door de eigenschap van eet-garantie van
een groep van dinerende filosofen: terwijl de corresponderende eerste
orde formule
Vp : Vi : 3t' : [i < t' Λ eaten(p, t')}
afhankelijk is van een variabele ρ over de groep van filosofen en van
variabelen f en t' over een juist tijdsdomein, hebben we in LTL alleen
een predicaat nodig, dat zonder parameters als volgt gedefinieerd kan
worden:
EL[ÜT<$>Teaien
Zie hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift.
3. De eigenschap van temporele unieke identificatie i.v.m. het verzenden en
ontvangen van boodschappen [R. KOYMANS] kan d.m.v. LTL worden
uitgebreid tot puur locatieve, puur temporele en locatieve temporele
unieke identificatie. Dit uitgebreide concept kan dan worden gebruikt
voor de specificatie van unieke identificatie van atomic broadcasts [F.
CRISTIAN, Η. AGHILI, R. STRONG, υ . DOLEV].

Zie hoofdstuk 7 van dit proefschrift.
4. Kanalen van een gedistribueerd real-time systeem zijn in LTL niet ver
bonden aan de locatieve bereikbaarheidsrelatie maar wel aan de corre
sponderende locaties. Op deze manier kunnen we van concrete kanalen
abstraheren zonder de bereikbaarheid van locaties te verliezen. Zo nodig,
kunnen we dan een domein van kanalen invoeren, waar we in de specifi
caties uitspraken over kunnen doen.
Zie hoofdstukken 1, 4 en 6 van dit proefschrift.
1

5. Voor de formele specificatie van fout-tolerante systemen volstaat het
gereedschap, dat ook voor niet fout-tolerante systemen gebruikt wordt.
Een fout-hypothese is dan slechts een bijkomende aanname over eigen
schappen van het desbetreffende (deel-)systeem.
Zie hoofdstukken 7 en 8 van dit proefschrift.
6. De temporele chop-operator С, zoals toegepast b.v. in [H. BARRINGER,
R. KUIPER, A. PNUELI] voor de specificatie van sequentiële compositie,
kan als volgt worden uitgebreid:
Vl

C

x i ; x 2 Ψ2

De betekenis van deze formule is dat φ\ geldig is totdat χι waar wordt
en vanaf dit tijdstip φι geldig is totdat χι waar wordt. De uitgebreide Coperator is nuttig voor de specificatie van fout-tolerante systemen waar
bij een onderscheid gemaakt moet worden tussen normaal gedrag, zoals
gegeven door φι, en exceptioneel gedrag, zoals gegeven door φ<ι- De
oorspronkelijke versie van de chop-operator kan dan als volgt worden
gedefinieerd:

Zie pagina's 577-580 van [P. COESMANS, M.J. W I E C Z O R E K ] .
7. De toepassing van formele methoden tijdens de ontwikkeling van com
puting systemen, met name gedistribueerde real-time systemen, dwingen
af dat het desbetreffende systeem nauwkeurig in kaart wordt gebracht.
Dit is niet alleen noodzakelijk voor de verificatie maar oôk voor de validatie. Problemen die tijdens het formele bewijzen van eigenschappen
op kunnen treden (verificatie) zijn soms te herleiden tot een discrepantie
tussen de realiteit en de formele specificatie (validatie).
Zie hoofdstuk 9 van dit proefschrift.
8. Zoals in [F.A. BROCKHAUS] vermeld staat kan men de wetenschap o.a.
beschouwen als een "Prozeß methodisch betriebener, prinzipiell intersubjektiv nachvollziehbarer Forschung und Erkenntnisarbeit (Theorie
und Praxis) auf Grund eines ursprünglichen, sachbestimmten Wissensdranges und Wahrheitssuchens."
Tegenwoordig lijkt het meer op een soort "academische touwtrekkerij
met verplichtingen in onderwijs en onderzoek".
2

9. Door een blind en onkritisch geloof in nieuwe technologieën kan men
eenvoudige en natuurlijke probleemoplossingen, die even effektief zijn,
over het hoofd zien. Met andere woorden: oplossingen voor complexe
problemen hoeven niet zelf complex t e zijn.
10. Als men zo spoedig mogelijk en met succes zijn studie wil beëindigen
dan neemt de hulpvaardigheid voor andere mensen in grote mate af. Een
gevolg daarvan is d a t het principe van solidariteit in onze samenleving
meer en meer verloren gaat. D a t is jammer!
11. Chaos is de normale en orde de buitengewone toestand. Meestal wordt
een bepaalde orde kunstmatig tot stand gebracht door de mens en niet
door de natuur.
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